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lntroduction
This book contains four complete practice te'its fo,
IELTS (the lnternational English Language Testing
System), covering the Listening, Academic Reading,
Academic Writing and Speaking modules in each
test.lt is intended for use either as part of a
classroom preparation course for the exam or for
self-study at home.

Test 1 and Test 2 contain extensive advice and
thorough training for allthe most common question
types used in the exam.The explanatory key edition
also contains explanations for why answers are
correct.lt is recommended that self-study students
use the explanatory key edition.

How to use this book
Begin by reading this Introduction, referring to each
component of the book in turn.Then read the
helpfuladvice on each module in the IELTS Factfile
on pages 6-9.

The next step is to work through Tests 1 and 2.To get
the most from the training they contain, follow this
special procedure:

. Before beginning each exam task,read the
Strategies which describe how to approach it.

. Then answer the question s in lmprove your skills.
Remember to check your answers to these, which
are located at the end of each test.

. Finally, attempt the exam task, making use of the
skills you have learned.

In Tests 3 and 4, you can apply the skills you have
developed. Any of the tests can also be done under
exam conditions, including Tests 1 and 2, provided
you leave the Strotegies and lmproveyourskil/s until
after you finish.

lf using the explanatory key edition, you can also
check your answers and review questions which you
found difficult.

Exam training

Strategies
Tests 1 and 2 cover the most common IELTS task
types and their main variations.The Strategies give a
series of clear instructions on how to approach each
task type, from analysing the question to expressing
your answers.

For each Writing task in Tests 1-3, these are divided
into Question and Composition Strategies:

Question Strategies show you how to interpret the
question and plan your essay. For Writing Task 1 you
also learn how to process visual information quickly,
while for Writing Task 2 you find out how to choose
your approach to the topic.

Composition Strategies focus on how to write your
essay, incl uding content, organization, a ppropriate
language, linking devices, and style.

IfLTS Practic*Tests



Improve your skills
For each task in Tests 1 and 2, there is also at least
one Improveyour skills feature.These put the
Strategies into practice, helping you develop the skills
you need to tackle exam questions. For example, the
exercise may check your understanding of the
instructions or may ask you to predict answers
before you listen or read.

Before you go on to the exam taslq you should check
your answers in the lmprove your skills key at the end
of each Test.

Explanatory key
You can use the explanatory key to confirm or find
out why particular answers are correct. In the case of
multiple-choice, matching lists, and other question
types in which there are several options, it also
explains why some are incorrect.

For the Listening module,the notes may also draw
your attention to the'prompt': the word or phrase
you hear which tells you that the answer to a
particular question is coming soon.The relevant
extract.from the script occurs immediately after the
explanations for each set of questions. Words,
phrases or sentences relating to each answer are in
bold in the script.

Sample writing answers
This section contains sample answers to all tasks in
the writing modules.These are written by students,
so it should be remembered that there are always
different ways of approaching each one. All the
sample answers are accompanied by comments
made by an experienced IELTS Examiner.These
comments are a useful guide to the main strengths
and weaknesses of each essay.You may find it
helpful to look for examples of positive and negative
points in these and to think about them when you
are planning and writing similar essays of your own.

The tests
The four tests within this book are at IELTS exam
level.They contain a range of topics that are
representative of the IELTS examination.Topics for
Reading and Writing have been chosen to reflect the
Academic modules for those skills.

Tests 1 and 2 are focused on exam training, but all
four tests can also be used under exam conditions.

You will require:

. a quiet place to wor( free from interruptions

. writing materials

. a CD-player

. a clock or watch to ensure you keep to the time
allowed

For the Listening module, play it through to the end,
without a pause, and write your answers.When the
recording ends, stop writing and don't listen again to
any part of it.The listening modules forTests 3 and 4
have been recorded to be used in this way. For the
other modules, keep strictly to the time indicated.

The IERS examination
The academic version of the IELTS examination
assesses whether you are ready to begin a university
course in English.lt is widely recognized for courses
in countries around the world.

Taking the exam
There are IELTS tests centres in over 105 countries,
where it can be taken on a number of possible dates
each year. Candidates should have a good level of
English and be aged at least 16. lt is advisable to find
out well in advance what score is needed to enter a
university or other institution.

Candidates take the Listening, Reading and Writing
modules al lon one day,with the Speaking module
either on the same day or within a week of these
three.Two weeks later, each candidate receives a Test
Report Form.This shows their score for each module
on a scale from 1 to 9, as well as an average over the
four modules.

As with all other exams of this kind,the test score is
valid for two years. Candidates can repeat the exam
after three months, although each time you take
IELTS you have to sit all four modules.

Special facilities and provisions are available for
disabled candidates, for example if they suffer from
visual or hearing difficulties, or if they have a specific
learning difficulty.

For further information on all aspects of the exam,
see the IELTS Handbook or contact Cambridge ESOL,
the British Council, or IDP Education Australia.

lntroductian



IELTS Factfile
The exam is divided into four modules, taketr in the following order.

LiStening In each section you will hear a recording.The four sections become progressively
30 minutes more difficult and each recording is played once only.There are pauses to divide

the recording into smaller parts. For each part you need to answer a series of
questions of one type.

Tips and hints . Read the questions before each section of the recording begins.
. Use the pauses to prepare for the next set of questions.
. Study the instructions to find out what you have to write and where.

' Use the example at the beginning of the first section to familiarize yourself
with the sound, the situation, and the speakers.

' Keep listening all the time,looking only at the questions that relate to the part
being played.

' Remember that the topics are non-technical and no more difficult for you
than for students of other subjects.

. Answer questions in the order they appear on the Question Paper - they
normally follow the order of information in the recording.

. You have some time after the tape ends to transfer your answers to the
Answer Sheet - check your grammar and spelling as you do so.

' There may be a variety of English accents and dialects, so practise listening to
speakers from different places and backgrounds.

Section Number of items Text type Task types

1 10 social or transactional
conversation (2 speakers)

completing notes, table, senten(
diagram, flow chart or summary

short-answer questions

various kinds of multiple-choice
questions

labelling parts of a diagram

classification

matching lists

sentence completion

correctino notes

2 10 talk or speech on social needs
(1 speaker)

3 10 conversation in educational
context (2-4 speakers)

4 10 talk or lecture on topic of
general interest (1 speaker)

tenceS,

ecting notes

6 
'[LTS 
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Academic Reading
60 minutes

Tips and hints

The three passages contain 2000-2750 words in total and become progressively
more difficult, but they are always suitable for non-specialist readers. lf any
technical terms are used, they will be explained in a glossary.While the number
of questions for each passage may vary, there are always forty items in total.

First read each passage quickly and ask yourself questions, e.g. What is the
topic? Where is the text probably taken from? What is the writer's main
purpose? Who is the intended reader? In what style is it written?
Don't try to understand the exact meaning of every word.There isn't time,
and a particular word or sentence may not be tested anyway.
Study any example answer and decide why it is correct.
lf you have to choose from alternatives, check how many of them you have
to use.

Check whether you have to use words from the text in your answers or your
own words.

Keep to the stated word limit by avoiding unnecessary words in your answer.
lf a question type uses both unfinished statements and direct questions,
decide which are which and check the grammar of your answers.
After you fil l in all the answers on a diagram, chart or table, check that it
makes sense overall.

Passage Number of items Text type Task types

various kinds of multiple-choice questions

short-answer q uestions

sentence completion

classification

matching headings with paragraphs or
sections of text

completi ng notes, sentences, tables,
summary, diagram or flow chart

matching lists/phrases

matching information with paragraphs

true/false/not given (text information)

yes/no/not given (writer's views)

1 1-15

topics of general
interest

non-specia list a rticles
or extracts from
books, journals,
magazines and
newspapers

one, at least, has,
detailed logical
argument

ItLT$ Factfil*



'Academic Writing
60 minutes 

.
There is no choice of taslg either in Part 'l or 2, so you must be prepared to write
about any topic. However, the topics in the exam are of general interest and you
do not need to be an expert to write about them.

Tips and hints . Your answer must be relevant to the task never write pre-prepared sections
of text.

. There are no marks for copying the question in your answer, but if you wish
you can rephrase it in your own words.

. There is a minimum number of words, but no maximum.This means tfrat if
you write fewer than 150 words you will lose marks.

. Task 2 carries more marks than Task 1, so keep to the suggested timing.

. Always leave some time to check your essay after you have finished.

. Essays are often on topics that are of current interest: read and listen to the
news on a wide range of subjects, thinking about the issues involved.

In Task i, you are tested on:

Task Fulfilment - answer the question, keeping to the topic at all times.

Coherence and Cohesion - organize your writing well, connecting your ideas
and sentences with suitable linking expressions.

Vocabulary and Sentence Structure - use a wide range of language both
accurately and appropriately.

ln Task 2,you are tested on:

Arguments, ldeas and Evidence - show you can discuss these and put forward
your own opinions.

Communicative Quality - express your ideas clearly, organizing and linking
them logically.

Vocabulary and Sentence Structure - use a wide range of language both
accu rately and appropriately.

15O-word report,
describing or
explaining a table or
diagram

40 minutes

Format

25O-word essay,
responding to a written
opinion/problem

Task types

presenting information based on:

. data, e.g. bar charts,line graph,
table

. a process/procedure in various
sta9es

. an object, event or series of events

presenting and/or discussing:
. your opinions
. solutions to problems
. evidence, opinions and

implications
. ideas or arguments

8 IILTS FracNiceTests



.\ | ' You will be interviewed, on your own, by one Examiner, and the conversation will)peaKlng be recorded on audio cassette.The three-part structure of the interview is always
ll-14 minutes the same, although the topics will vary from candidate to candidate.

Part Time Format Task types

1 4-5 minutes introd uction, interview . Introduct ion, lDcheck
. You answer questions about yourself,

your home/fa mily, job/stud ies, i nterests,
other familiar topics.

2 3-4 minutes independent long turn . You are given a topic verbally and on a
card.You have a minute to prepare a
talk.

. You speak for 1-2 minutes on the topic,
e.g. a person, place, object or event.

. You answer one or two follow-up
questions.

3 4-5 minutes two-way discussion . You answer verbal questions,discussing
more abstract ideas linked to the topic
of Part 2.

Tips and hints ' Do not try to make any kind of prepared speech.
. Add to any'Yes'or'No'answers you give, explaining at least one point.
. Remember that it is your ability to communicate effectively that is being

assessed, not your general knowledge.
. Speak directly to the Examiner, not to the cassette player.
. The Examiner cannot tell you the result of this (or any other) module: don't

ask for comments.
. Practise for Part 2 by speaking continuously for 1-2 minutes, timing yourself

with a clock or watch.

In all parts of Speaking,you are tested on the following:

Fluency and Coherence - talk at normal speed, without over-long pauses.
Organize your ideas and sentences logically, connecting them with suitable
linking expressions.

Lexical Resource - use a wide range of vocabulary both precisely and
appropriately to express your ideas.

Grammatical Range and Accuracy - use a wide range of structures.Try to
make as few errors as possible, in particular avoid any that make it difficult to
understand you.

Pronunciation - make sure that your speech sounds natural and that it can be
understood at all times.

IELTS Factfile 9



Test 1
Listening 30 minutes
Section I

Strategies: Questions l-7
completing notes

Before you tisten, think 
lmprove your skills: focusing on speakers

about who the speakers Study the instructions, heading, notes, and example for 1-7.

are likely to be, where Answer questions a-d'

they are, and why they are a Who do you think will be speaking to whom? Why?
speaking. b Where do you think the speakers are?
Listen to the example to c Do you think their tone will be formal or conversational?
check your predictions d What kind of information will you have to write?
about the speakers' > check your answers on page 39 before you continue.
Listen for the words or
numbers that you need.
Write what you hear or a Complete the notes below.
good short alternative. write No M)RE THAN THREE woRDs AND/OR A NUMBER for
Write numbers as figures, each answer.
not as words, e.g. 19, not
nineteen.

After you listen, check that Notes - clark s Birycle Hire
your completed notes
make sense. Examplc Answer

Check your spelling - you Type: ... t-o*rinq... bike
may lose marks for
mistakes.

Rental: f,50 a week, or I t ........ .. a day

Late return fee;2t

Deposit  3L.. . . . . . . . . . .  returnable

Accessories: L5 for 4 : pannier or handlebar type .

ffee: pump

repair kit

5 strong 
:

Insurance: included,butmustpayf i rst6 ' . . ' . . . . . . . . .ofc la im

Pay:by7.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .on1y ; l

10 IELTS PracticeTests



Strategies:
labelling a map

Study the main features
of the map and notice
how they are connected,
e.g. by roads, footpaths
or corridors.

Decide what the possible
answers have in common,
e.g. they are all rooms,
buildings or streets.
Listen for the names of all
the places you are given
and for prepositions of
place,e.g.near to,
in front of.

Questions 8-10

lmprove your skills: understanding the task
Study the instructions and map for 8-l0.Then answer these questions.

a Do you have to write lettert names from a lis! or your own answers?
b How many names do you have to write in?
c Which names are already given on the map?
> Check your answers on page 39 before you continue.

lmprove your skills: identifying main features
Familiarize yourself with the map,then ask yourself these questions.

a Which building is next to the park?
b Where is 8 in relation to the police station?
c Where is the pharmacy in relation to 9?
d What is behind the pharmacy?

> Checkyour answers on page 39 before you continue.

Label the map. Choose your answers from the box below.

Write the appropriate letters A-E on the map.

Woods Road

health centre
Maple Leaf pub
Clark's Cycle Hire
supermarket
garage

F
q

.D
a

A
B
c
D
E

Test 1 11



Strategies:
completing a table

Before you listen, check
how many words you can
use and decide what kind
you need to write, e.g.
nouns, verbs.

Study the headings and
examples,which wi l l
indicate the kind of
information req u i red.Try
to guess some of the
missing words.

While you hear the
recording, use the
information in the table to
guide you through the
quest ions.

Write in your answers as
you listen, checking
whether your guesses are
confirmed or not.

Don't expect to write any
information on shaded
parts of the table.

: HOBBY/INTEREST
:

Section 2

Questions l lj-17

lmprove your skills: predicting from examples
Look at the table below. Rugby and tennrs are given as examples of sports.
What answers would you predict for spaces 12,14 and 15 from the examples
given?

> Checkyour answers on page 39 before you continue

Complete the table below.

write NO MORE THAN THKEE WORDS for each answer.

rii SPORTS
ii
ili

rugby

tennis

landscape photography

11.. . . . . . . . . . .

t2 dancing

speed-dating

RELIGIOUS

I NTE R NATIO NA L/C U LTU RA L I3

Afro-Caribbean

human rights

environmental

PERFORMING ARTS

Republicans

t7 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

amateur theatre

16

tit

llr:
iil
!ii

12 lFI-TS Practice Tests



Strategies:
multiple-choice
questions

Before you listen, look
only at the'stems': the
questions or unfinished
statements.They may
indicate what is in that
part of the recording.

While you listen, select
answers based on what
you hear, not on your own
knowledge or opinions.

Don't choose an option
just because you hear a
word or phrase from it.

Be careful with options
that misinterpret what the
recording actually says,

Don't stop listening when
you think you've heard
the answer: speakers can
change their minds,
correct themselves or add
to whal they've said.

lf, after you listen, you're
not sure of any answers,
cross out options that are
clearly wrong.Then
choose from the rest.

Questions 18-20

lmprove your skills: predicting from stems
Look at Questions 1 8-20. What is the stem of each one? What do you think will
be discussed in relation to each?

> Check your'answers on page 39 before you continue

Choose the correct letters A-C.

18 In this city, clubs and societies are mainly paid for by

A embassies of other countries.

B individual members.

C the city council.

19 Finding the right club might influence your choice of

A city.

B district.

C friends.

20 What should you do if the right club does not exist?

A set one up yourself

B find one on the Internet

C ioin one in another town

Test 1 13



Strategies: completing a
flow-chart

Before you listen, study
the language used in the
chart and decide what its
purpose is, e.g. to ask
questions, to state facts.
This may give you clues to
the type of answers
needed.

ldentifiT the style of the
language used, e.g. note-
form, and write your
answer in the same style.

Whi le you l isten,
remember that the arrows
show you how the text is
organized.

After you have listened,
check that the completed
flow chart reflects the
overall sense ofthe
recording.

Revise before 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :
tl
I

'iF;-rliorl€rv^*is:|3

Section 3

Questions 2l-25

lmprove your skills: looking for clues
Study the language used in the flow chart and answer these questions.

a which verb form is used in the sentences? what does this tell you about the
purpose of these sentences?

b In what style are the sentences written? Which kinds of words, therefore, can
you leave out of your answers?

F Check your answers on page 39 before you continue.

Label the flow chart. Write NO MORE TITAN THREE WORDS for eadt answer.

LECTURES AND NOTE TAKING

Think about hkely 22 of lecture.

23.. . . . . . . . . . .  immediatelyafter lecture.
::

ag
Revise every25

':4!;*ii*ea,

I
*.1
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Strategies:
short-answer questions

For each question, decide
what kind of information
you must listen for, e.g. a
consequence of
something, an
explanat ion.

Before you listen,
underline the key words
in each quest ion.

As the recording is played,
listen out for the key
words and exoressions
with simi lar meanings to
these key words.

Check your answers for
correct grammar, spel l ing
and number of words.

Strategies:
answering questions
about diagrams

Before you listen, describe
the diagrams in Engl ish to
yourself, identifying the
simi lar i t ies and
differences between
them.

Think of other expressions
for features of the
diagrams.

As the recording is played,
look at  the diagrams and
listen for key words from
the instructions. Also
listen out for words used
to describe features of the
diagrams.

Questions 26-29

lmprove your skills: identifying key words
Underline the key words in each of 26-29, e.g. question 26 where, sit, attend.

* Check your answers on page 39 before you continue

lmprove your skills: question forms
Which of answers 26-29 requires you to listen for:

a a reason?
b a type of word or phrase?
c a place?
d an action?

!" Check your answers on page 39 before you continue.

write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

26 Where should you sit when you attend a lecture?

27 What should you do if you miss an important point?

28 Why must your notes be easy to read?

29 What do we call expressions which indicate what is coming next? .

Question 30

lmprove your ski l ls:  descr ibing diagrams

Study question 30 and diagrams A-D.Then answer these questions.

a What are the words for everything you can see in the diagrams?
b In what ways are A-D similar? How do they differ?
c What other expressions like those in (a) above do you know?

> Check your answers on page 39 before you continue

Circle the correct letter A, B, C or D.

30 Where does Carlos write summing-up points on his notes?

Summing-up points

W

W

w

%

ffi

w
w

Summing-up points

@

M

W

w
@,

ry
K

w

W

W

W

w

w
re
w

W

W

w

w

w

re

Summing-up points

Tnst 3 15



Strategies:
completing a summary

Before you listen,
quickly read the text to
understand the main
points.

Look at the context of
each quest ion, thinking
about the type of
expression you may need
to use, e.g. a city, a month.

As you listen, don't get
stuck on any difficult
questions: you may miss
the answers to the next
ones.

When the recording has
ended, check the
summary makes sense
overall and that your
answers fit both logically
and grammatically. Also
check you have spelt
words correctly and
written any numbers
clearly.

Section 4

Questions 31:-36

lmprove your skills: understanding the overall meaning
Answer these questions about the summary text before you listen.

a In which country is Coober Pedy?
b What is its main industry?
c When did the boom happen? Why?
d Where do some people live? Why? What else is there?

> Check your answers on page 39 before you continue

lmprove your skitls:what kind of word?
What type of word is probably needed for each of 31-36? Choose from these
(there are two you don't need to use):

a percentage a year a number a person
an historical event a building an object a part of the world

> Check your answers on page 39 before you continue

Complete the summary below by writing NO MORE THAN THKEE WORDS in
the spaces provided,

The Australian mining town of Coober Pedy is about 3l ............

kilometres south of Alice Springs. Opals were first found in the area in

32 . . . . ...... .. and people began to settle there after the

33 ............ .In the late 1940s, new opal fields and mass immigration

from 34 created a boom, despite the extreme climate which

forced about 35 of the population to live underground,

where they built hotels, churches, and the world's only underground

36
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Strategies: Questions 37-40
matching lists

Before you tisten, study lmprove your skills: thinking of synonyms

the task. tf there are more 1 Study the options.The key word in option A is in.What are the key words in
questions than options, B and C?
you will need to use one 2 Note down words and phrases with similar meanings to the key words in
or more options at least A, B and C, e.g. in: within,inside
once. Sometimes, a
particular option may not 

> check your answers on page 39 before you continue

be needed at all.

For each list, identify the Write the appropriate letters A, B, or C against Questions 3740.
key words and try to think
of synonyms for them' What are the locations of the following places?
Listen for the key words in
the questions and for Example Answer
expressions with similar
meanings to those in the the conical hills B
options.

Write only the letters as 37 the town of Woomera
your answers.

lf you really cant decide 
38 the opal museum

on an answer:guess'You 
39 the Dinso Fencedon't lose marks for being

wron9, so answer every 40 the sets of filmsquestion.

A
B
C

in the town of Coober Pedy

near Coober Pedy

far from Coober Pedy
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Academic Reading t hour
Reading Passage 1

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 7-74, which are based on
Reading Passage 1.

Questions 1-5

List of Headings

i The problem of dealing with emergencies in space

ii How space biomedicine can help patients on Earth

iii Why accidents are so common in outer space

iv What is space biomedicine?

rr The psychological problems of astronauts

vi Conducting space biomedical research on Earth

vii The internal damage caused to the human body by space travel

viii How space biomedicine first began

ix The visible effects of space travel on the human body

x Why space biomedicine is now necessary

Faanple ,,Paragtaph E funlwer ., it

I Paragraph B

2 Paragraph C

3 Paragraph D

4 Paragraph E

EuBrnple Paragraph F Lnswer:' ,,fr

5 Paragraph G

matching headings to
paragraphs lmprove your skills: identifying key sentences

Look at the list of Find the key sentence in each paragraph, e.g. paragraph A: 1st sentence.

headings. > Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.
Read quickly through the lmprove your skills: focusing on examples
text  h ighl ight ing the key _ '  .
sentence in each Study the example answers given below.Why is iv the correct heading

paragrapn anq for paragraph A? Why is ii the correct heading for paragraph F?

summarizing the main * Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.
ideas in your mind, Don't
try to understand every
word. Reading Passage t has seven paragraphs A-G.

Study the examples and Choose the correct heading for paragraphs B-E and G from the list of headings
cross them off the list of below. Write the correct number (i-x) in boxes l-5 on your answer sheet.

Strategies:

headings.

Match the main idea of
each paragraph with a
headjng. Lightly cross out
headings as you choose
them.

When you finish, check
that no remaining
headings fit anywhere.
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::

A Space biomedicine is a relatively new area of
research both in the USA and in Europe.lts
main objectives are to study the effects of
space travel on the human body, identiffing
the most critical medical problems and
finding solutions to those problems. Space
biomedicine centres are receiving increasing
direct support from NASA and/or the
European Space Agency (ESA).

B This involvement of NASA and the ESA
reflects growing concern that the feasibility
of travel to other planets, and beyond, is no
longer limited by engineering constraints
but by what the human body can actually
withstand.The discovery of ice on Mars, for
instance, means that there is now no
necessity to design and develop a spacecraft

large and powerful enough to transport the
vast amounts of water needed to sustain
the crew throughout journeys that may last
many years.Without the necessary
protection and medical treatment, however,
their bodies would be devastated by the
unremittingly hostile environment of space.

C The most obvious physical changes
undergone by people in zero gravity are
essentially harmless; in some cases they are
even amusing.The blood and other fluids
are no longer dragged down towards the
feet by the gravity of Earth, so they
accumulate higher up in the body, creating
what is sometimes called 'fat face', together
with the contrasting'chicken legs' syndrome
as the lower limbs become thinner.
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D Much more serious are the unseen I
consequences after months or y""rs in
space.With no gravity, there is less need for
a sturdy skeleton to support the body, with
the result that the bones weaken, releasing
calcium into the bloodstream.This extra
calcium can overload the kidneys,leading
ultimately to renal failure. Muscles too lose
strength through lack of use.The heart
becomes smaller,losing the power to pump
oxygenated blood to all parts of the body,
while the lungs lose the capacity to breathe
fully.The digestive system becomes less
efficient, a weakened immune system is
increasingly unable to prevent diseases and
the high levels of solar and cosmic radiation
can cause various forms of cancer.

E To make matters worse, a wide range of
medical difficulties can arise in the case of
an accident or serious illness when the
patient is millions of kilometres from Earth.
There is simply not enough room available
inside a space vehicle to include all the
equipment from a hospital's casualty unit,
some of which would not work properly in
space anyway. Even basic things such as a
drip depend on gravity to function, while
standard resuscitation techniques become
ineffective if sufficient weight cannot be
applied.The only solution seems to be to
create extremely small medical tools and
'smart' devices that can, for example,
diagnose and treat internal injuries using
ultrasound.The cost of designing and
producing this kind of equipment is bound
to be, well, astronomical.

F Such considerations have led some to
question the ethics of investing huge sums
of money to help a handful of people who,

after all, are willingly risking their own
health in outer space, when so much needs
to be done a lot closer to home.lt is now
clear, however, that every problem of space
travel has a parallel problem on Earth that
will benefit from the knowledge gained and
the skills developed from space biomedical
research. For instance, the very difficulty of
treating astronauts in space has led to rapid
progress in the field of telemedicine, which
in turn has brought about developments
that enable surgeons to communicate with
patients in inaccessible parts of the world.
To take another example, systems invented
to sterilize waste water on board spacecraft
could be used by emergency teams to filter
contaminated water at the scene of natural
disasters such as floods and earthquakes. In
the same way, miniature monitoring
equipment, developed to save weight in
space capsules, will eventually become tiny
monitors that patients on Earch can wear
without discomfort wherever they go.

G Nevertheless, there is still one major
obstacle to carrying out studies into the
effects of space travel: how to do so
without going to the enormous expense of
actually working in space.To simulate
conditions in zero gravity,one tried and
tested method is to work under water, but
the space biomedicine centres are also
looking at other ideas.In one experiment,
researchers study the weakening of bones
that results from prolonged inactivity.This
would involve volunteers staying in bed for
three months, but the centre concerned is
confident there should be no great difficulty
in finding people willing to spend twelve
weeks lying down.All in the name of
science, of course.
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stategies: Questions 6 and 7
short-answer questions

These focus on particular lmprove your skills: finding key information

points. For each question, Study Question 6 and answer the following.
highlight the key words. a What is the key word?
Go back to the part of the b Where do you remember it first being mentioned in the text?
text where you remember c Which word in the same paragraph has a similar meaning?
this point being d What does this word tell you about the answer?
mentioned.

Read through that part for
the key words, or words
with similar meaning, and Answer the question below using NO M)RE THAN THuEE W)RDS for each
highf ight them. answer.
Read the question again
and decide on your 6 Where, apart from Earth, can space travellers find water?
answer, taking care with
your grammar and 7 What happens to human legs during space travel?
spel l ing.

Strategies: Questions 8-12
yeslnolnot given

Scan the text for the lmprove your skills: identifying the writer's views

sections where the topic 1 Find a sentence in the text about the topic of Question 8.Who says this?
of the question appears. 2 Match expressions in this sentence with these words. Remember that these
The views expressed will expressions may not be the same part of speech as those in the statement.
probably be the writer's, , , ,
unless there is ,"pora"j'o, obstacles far into space medical

direct speech quoting sending people now ... not technological

somebody else.

Look for expressions with 3 Find the paragraph relevant to Question 1 0. who agrees with statement 10?

similar meanings to words How does the writer respond to this?
in the statement- ) Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.
Decide whether the writer
agrees with the statement
or not. Do the following statements agree with the writer's views in Reading Passage 1?

ff you can't find any r 1 x your answer sheet writemention of the topic,'not 
tn ooxes 6-tz ol

given'may be the answer. yES if the statement agrees with the views of the writer
Don't choose'yes' or'no'
just because you believe it No if the statement does not agree with the views of the writer

to be true' NOT GryEN if there is no information about this in the passage

8 The obstacles to going far into space are now medical, not technological.

9 Astronauts cannot survive more than two years in space.

10 It is morally wrong to spend so much money on space biomedicine.

11 Some kinds of surgery are more successful when performed in space.

12 Space biomedical research can only be done in space.
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Strategies:
completing a table

Look closely at the
headings and contents of
the table, particularly the
example line: it may not
be at the top.This shows
you how the information
is organized in the text.

Decide what the missing
information has in
common, e.g. people,
descriptions, or actions,

Decide how the answer
needs to be expressed,
e.g. as a complete phrase,
and what kinds of words
are needed, e.g. names,
adjectives + nouns, or
verbs + nouns.

The answers may or may
not be close together in
the text. For each
question, scan the text to
find it and fil l in the space
without going over the
word limit.

Questions 13 and 14

lmprove your sfills: organization and expression
Study the table and the answer these questions.

a What does the table tell you about the organization of the text?
b What kind of information do you have to find?
c How should the answer be expressed? What kind of word is used?
d Compare the instructions'Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS from the

passage',with those for short-answer questions on page 21.In what way are
they different?

> Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.

Complete the table below

Choose NO MORE THAN THREEWOKDS from the passage for each Answer.

Write your answers in boxes 13 and 14 on your answer sheet.

Telemedicine

Sterilization

treating astronauts

sterilizing waste water

saving weight

13 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
remote areas

14.. . . . . . . . . . .
disaster zones

ln

wearing small
comfortably

monitors
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Reading Passage 2

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 15-27, which are based on
Reading Passage 2.

VANISHED
Who pulled the plug on the
Mediterranean? And could it
happen again?
By Douglas Mclnnis

Cannes. Monte Carlo. St Tropez. Magic names all.
And much of the enchantment comes from the deep
blue water that laps their shores. But what if
somebody pulled the plug? Suppose the
Mediterranean Sea were to vanislu leaving behind
an expanse of salt desert the size of India. Hard to

. imagine? It happened.
'It would have looked like Death Valley,' says

Bill Ryan, from the Lamont-Doherty Earth
ro Observatory in New York, one of the leaders of the

team that discovered the Mediterranean had once
dried up, then refilled in a deluge of Biblical
proportions. Between five and six million ye€us ago,
the great desiccation touched off what scientists call
the Messinian Salinity Crisis - a global chemical
imbalance that triggered a wrenching series of
extinctions and plunged the Earth into an ice age,

The first indications of some extraordinarv past

events came in the 1960s, when geologists
zo discovered that major rivers flowing into the

Mediterranean had eroded deep canyons in the
rock at the bottom of the sea. River erosion of
bedrock cannot occur below sea level, yet somehow
the River Rhone in the South of France had
managed to create a channel 1000 metres deep in
the sea floor, while the Nile had cut nearly 1500
metres into the rock off the North African coast.
There was more: despite the fact that the formation
of caves can only take place above water, scientists

so discovered a whole network beneath the island of
Malta that reached an astonishing depth of 2000
metres below sea level.

Further evidence came to light in 1970, when an
intemational team chugged across the
Mediterranean in a drilling ship to study the sea
floor near the Spanish island of Majorca. Strange
things started tuming up in core samples: layers of
microscopic plants and soil sandwiched between
beds of salt more than two kilometres below
today's sea level. The plants had grown in sunlight.
Also discovered inside the rock v7s1g fossilized
shallow-water shellfish, together with salt and silt:
particles of sand and mud that had once been
carried by river water. Could the sea floor once
have been near a shoreline?

That question led Ryan and his fellow team
leader, Kenneth Hsii, to piece together a staggering
chain of events. About 5.8 million years ago, they
concluded, the Mediterranean was gradually cut off
from the Atlantic Ocean when continental drift
pirured Morocco against Spain. As the opening
became both narrower and shallowel, the deep
outward flow from sea to ocean was progressively
cut off,leaving only the shallow inward flow of
ocean water into the Mediterranean. As this water
evaporated, the sea became more saline and
creatures that couldn t handle the rising salt content
perished.'The sea's interior was dead as a door
nail, except for bacteria,' says Ryan. ll/hen the
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shallow opening at Gibraltar finally closed
completely, the MediterranearL with only rlvers to
feed it, dried up and died.

Meanwhile, the evaporated water was falling
back to Earth as rain. When the fresh water reached
the oceans, it made them less saline. With less salt in
it to act as an antifreeze, parts of the ocean that
would not normally freeze began to turn to ice. 'The
ice reflects sunlight into space,' says Ryan. 'The
planet cools. You drive yourself into an ice age.'

Eventually, a small breach in the Gibraltar dam
sent the process into reverse. Ocean water cut a tiny
channel to the Mediterranean. As the gap enlarged,
the water flowed faster and faster, until the torrent
ripped through the emerging Straits of Gibraltar at
more than 100 knots. 'The Gibraltar Falls were 100
times bigger than Victoria Falls and a thousand
times grander than Niagara,' Hsi.i wrote in his book
The Mediterrnnean was a Desert (Princeton University
Press, 1983).

In the end the rising waters of the vast inland
sea drowned the falls and warm water began to
escape to the Atlantic, reheating the oceans and the
planet. The salinity crisis ended about 5.4 million
years ago. It had lasted roughly 400,000 years.

Subsequent drilling expeditions have added a
few wrinkles to Ryan and Hsii's scenario. For
example, researchers have found salt deposits more
than traro kilometres thick - so thick, some believe,
that the Mediterranean must have dried up and
refilled many times. But those are just geological
details. For tourists the crucial question is, could it
happen again? Should Malaga start stockpiling
dynamite?

Not yet, says Ryan. If continental drift does
reseal the Mediterranean, it won't be for several
million years. 'Some future creatures may face the
issue of how to respond to nature's closure. It's not
something our species has to worry about.'
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Strategies:summarizing Questions l5-19
using words from the
text lrnprove your skills: predicting answers

Check the instructions for Read the summary without referring back to the text.
the maximum number of a What part of speech is probably needed in each gap?
words you can use' b Can you guess some of the *oids, or say what thEy might describe?

:l:'l,l!;":ilt,ir":ffi > check your answers on pase 40 before you continue.
decide what kind of
expression you need' e'g- complete the summary below.preposit ion, noun phrase " ' r ' - --  -"-  -- '

Try to predict some of the Choose NO MORE THAN THREE WOpDS from the passage for each answer.
missing words.

Look for the part of the Write your Answers in boxes 15-19 on your answer sheet.

text that the summary
paraphrases and read it
again' The 1960s discovery of ts ........ .. in the bedrock of the
Decide which sentence '

the text probably 
I In 

Mediterranean, as well as deep caves beneath Malta, suggested something

corresponds to which strange had happened in the region, as these features must have been formed
question.

when you have fii led in ail 
16 .. '......... sea level. Subsequent examination of the

the gaps, check your 17 ............ off Majorca provided more proof. Rock samples from
spqlling and make sure 2000 metres down contained both vegetation and lg .......... that
the completed summary
makes sense. could not have lived in deep water, as well as 19 ......... . originally

transported by river.
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Strategies: beginnings
and endings

Quickly try to guess the
endings from your first
reading ofthe text.

Decide what each stem
expresses, e.g. contrast,
condition, reason,
purpose, result.

Make a note of endings
that logically cannot fit
any of the stems.
Highl ight the key words in
the remaining endings.

Remember that the stems
(but not the endings)
follow the order of
information in the text.

For each stem. search the
text for phrases with a
simi lar meaning.Then
look in that part of the
text for phrases similar to
one ofthe endings.

When you match an
ending, check the whole
sentence makes sense,
and that it means the
same as that part of the
text.

Questions 20-22

,-
lmprove your skills: eliminating impossible endings
Study questions 2O-22 and options A-G.

a What does each of 20,21,and 22 express? e.g.contrast.
b Which of A-G logically cannot fit each of 20-22?

> Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.

Complete each of the following statements with the best ending from the box below.

Write the appropriate letters A-G in boxes 20-22 on your answer sheet.

ZO The extra ice did not absorb the heat from the sun, so ...

Zl The speed of the water from the Atlantic increased as ...

22 The Earth and its oceans became warmer when ...

A Africa and Europe crashed into each other.

B water started flowing from the Mediterranean.

C the sea was cut off from the ocean.

D all the fish and plant life in the Mediterranean died.

E the Earth started to become colder.

F the channel grew bigger, creating the waterfalls.

G all the ice on earth melted.
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Strategies: multiple- Question s 23-27
choice questions

For each question study lmprovg your skills: identifying incorrect answers

the stem only, not A-D as Which of options A-D in question 23:
some of these might a says something that may be true, but is not mentioned in the text?
mislead you. b contradicts whlt the teit says?
Find the relevant part of c contains words from the text, but about something else?
the text, highlight it anrt
read it again carefury. 

> check your answers on page 40 before you continue.

Decide which of A*D is
closest in meaning to your Choose the appropriate letters A, B, C or D and write them in boxes 23-27 on your
understanding of the text. answer sheet.'
Look for proof that your
answer is correct and that 23 what, according to Ryan and Hsii, happened about 5.8 million years ago?
the rest ofA-D are not.
Here are some common A Movement of the continents suddenly closed the Straits of Gibraltar.
types of wrong answer: B The water level of the Atlantic Ocean gradually fell.
' 
:::Iij?::tll:?.t3: c rhe flow of water ifito the Mediterranean was immediatery cut off.may be true but rs not
mentioned in the text. D Water stopped flowing from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic.

. lt exaggerates what the
text says, e.g. it uses 24 lffhy did most of the animal and plant life in the Mediterranean die?
words like always or no A The water became too salty.
one.

B There was such a lot of bacteria in the water.. tr contraorcts wnat tne
text says. C The rivers did not provide salt water.

. lt contains words from D The sea became a desert.
the text, or words with
similar meanings, but 25 According to the text, the events at Gibraltar led to
about something else' 

A a permanent cooling of the Earth.

B the beginning and the end of an ice age.

C the formation of waterfalls elsewhere in the world.

D a lack of salt in the oceans that continues to this day.

26 More recent studies show that

A Ryan and Hsii's theory was correct in every detail.

B the Mediterranean was never cut off from the Atlantic.

C it may have been cut offmore than once.

D it might once have been a freshwater lake.

27 At the end of the article, Ryan suggests that

A the Mediterranean will never dry up again.

B humans will have the technology to prevent it drying up again.

C the Mediterranean is certain to dry up again one day.

D humans will never see theJvlediterranean dry up.
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Reading Passage 3
:

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 28-40, which are based on
Reading Passage 3.

i

l

Dogs; ffi
9mve ffiffffitrF

Genetic studies show that dogs evolved from
wolves and remain as similar to the creatures
from which they came as humans with
different physical characteristics are to each
other, which is to say not much different at all.
'Even in the most changeable mitochondrial
DNA markers - DNA handed down on the
mother's side - dogs and wolves differ by not
much more than one per cent,'says Robert
Wayne, a geneticist at the University of
California at Los Angeles.

Wolf-like species go back one to two million
years, says Wayne, whose genetic work suggests
dogs of some sort began breaking away about

100,000 years ago. Wolf and early human
fossils have been found close together from as
far back as 400,000 years ago, but dog and
human fossils date back only about 14,000
years, all of which puts wolves andlor dogs in
the company of man or his progenitors before
the development of farming and permanent
human settlements, at a time when both
species survived on what they could scratch
out hunting or scavenging.

C Why would these competitors cooperate?
The answer probably lies in the similar social
structure and size of wolf packs and early
human clans, the compatibility of their
hunting objectives and range, and the
willingness of humans to accept into camp the
most suppliant wolves, the young or less
threatening ones.

D Certain wolves or protodogs may have worked
their way close to the fire ring after smelling
something good to eat, then into early human
gatherings by proving helpful or
unthreatening. As wandering packs of twenty-
five or thirty wolves and clans of like-
numbered nomadic humans roamed the
landscape in tandem, hunting big game, the
animals hung around campsites scavenging
leftovers, and the humans might have used the
wolves'superior scenting ability and speed to
locate and track prospective kills. At night,
wolves with their keen senses could warn
humans of danger approaching.

E Times might not have been as hard back then
as is commonly thought. In many instances
food would have been plentiful, predators few,
and the boundaries between humans and
wildlife porous. Through those pores slipped
smaller or less threatening wolves, which from
living in packs where alpha bosses reigned
would know the tricks of subservience and
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could adapt to humans in charge. Puppies in
particular would be hard to resist, as they are
today. Thus was a union born and a process of
domestication begun.

F Over the millennia, admission of certain
wolves and protodogs into human camps and
exclusion of larger, more threatening ones led
to the development of people-friendly breeds
distinguishable from wolves by size, shape,
coat, ears and markings. Dogs were generally
smaller than wolves. their snouts
proportionally reduced. They would assist in
the hunt, clean up camp by eating garbage,
warn of danger, keep humans warm, and serve
as food. Native Americans among others ate
puppies, and in some societies it remains
accepted practice.

G By the fourth millennium BC Egyptian rock
and pottery drawings show dogs being put to
work by men. Then, as now; the relationship
was not without drawbacks. Feral dogs roamed
city streets, stealing food from people returning
from market. Despite their penchant for
misbehaviour, and sometimes because of it,
dogs keep turning up at all the important
junctures in human history.

H In ancient Greece, 350 years before Christ,
Aristotle described three types of domesticated
dogs, including speedy Laconians used by the
rich to chase and kill rabbits and deer. Three
hundred years later, Roman warriors trained

large dogs for battle. The brutes could knock
an armed man from his horse and dismember
him.

In seventeenth-century England, dogs still
worked, pulling carts, sleds, and ploughs,
herding livestock, or working as turn-spits,
powering wheels that turned beef and venison
over open fires. But working dogs were not
much loved and were usually hanged or
drowned when they got old.'lJnnecessary'dogs
meanwhile gained status among English
royalty. King Iames I was said to love his dogs
more than his subjects. Charles II was famous
for playing with his dog at Council table, and
his brother James had dogs at sea in 1682 when
his ship was caught in a storm. As sailors
drowned, he allegedly cried out,'Save the dogs
and Colonel Churchill!'

By the late nineteenth century the passion for
breeding led to the creation ofprivate registries
to protect prizedbloodlines. The Kennel Club
was formed in England in 1873, and eleven
years later the American Kennel Club (AKC)
was formed across the Atlantic. Today the AKC
registers 150 breeds, the Kennel Club lists 196,
and the Europe-based F6d6ration Cynologique
Internationale recognizes many more. Dog
shows sprouted in the mid-1800s when
unnecessary dogs began vastly to outnumber
working ones, as they do to this day. Unless,
that is, you count companionship as a job.
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Strategies: matching with
paragraphs

Read the text for gist,
focusing on the key
sentences, and think
about how it is organized.

Study the questions and
underline the key words.
Remember that the
questions are not in the
same order as the
information in the text.

Decide in which part of
the text you are likely to
find each answer, writing
in any answers you can do
from your first reading.

For the remaining
answers, look more closely
at the text for clues: words
and phrases with similar
or related meanings to
the key words in the
questions.

Strategies: selecting
from a list

Look at the four types of
wrong answer in
multiple-choice questions
page27.

Decide in which part of
the text the statements
are likely to be: they may
not be in the same order
as the information in the
text.

Look for a paraphrase of
each statement in the list,
possibly in more than one
part.

Lightly cross off the list
any statements which are
contradicted by the text.

Fill in the answers on your
answer sheet in any order.

Questions 28-31

lmprove your tkills: locating answers

1 Quickly read the text. On what principle is it organized?

2 What are the key words in each of questions 28,29,30 and 31?

3 Which of questions 28-31 would you expect to find answered:
a nearthe beginning ofthe text?
b somewhere in the middle of the text?
c close to the end ofthe text?

F Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.

Reading Passage 3 has ten paragraphs labelled A-J.

Write the correct letters A-I in boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet.

28 Which paragraph explains how dogs became different in appearance from
wolves?

29 Which paragraph describes the classification of dogs into many different
types?

30 Which paragraph states the basic similarity between wolves and dogs?

3l Which paragraph gives examples of greater human concern for animals
than for people?

Questions 32-35

lmprove your skills: finding references in the text
1 Which half of the text discusses

a wolves and early humans?
b dogs and early civilizations?

2 In which half will yotl probably find statements A-H?

3 Here are extracts from the text relating to statements A and B.

A:'the similar ... size of wolf packs and early human clans'
B:'before the development of . . . permanent human settlements'

For each,find a second reference to confirm your answer.

F Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.
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Strategies: matching lists

Study the list of questions.
For each one, highl ight
the key words.

Study the option list, e.g.
of nationalities A-F. For
each ohe, scan the
passage for it and
highlight that part of the
text.

For each of A-F, ask
yourself simple questions,
e.g. 'Did the . . .  use them
to . . .?;  and answer them
by looking at the part you
have highlighted. Look
out for words similar to
the key words in the
question.

Remember that some of
A-F may be used more
than once or not at  al l .

Which FOUR of the following statements are made in the text?

Choose FOUR letters from A-H and write them in boxes 32-35 on your answer
sheet.

A In a typical camp there were many more wolves than humans.

B Neither the wolves nor the humans lived in one place for long.

C Some wolves learned to obey human leaders.

D Humans chose the most dangerous wolves to help them hunt.

E There was very little for early humans to eat.

F Wolves got food from early humans.

G Wolves started living with humans when agriculture began.

H Early humans especially liked very young wolves.

Questions 36-40

lmprove your skills: scanning the text

1 ln which paragraph is each of A-F mentioned? Which nationality is mentioned
in more than one paragraph? Which is not mentioned?

2 Ask yourself two questions about each of A-F.

F Check your answers on page 40 before you continue.

From the information in the text, indicate who used dogs in the ways listed below
(Questions 36-40).

Write the correct letters A-F in boxes 36-40 on your answer sheet.

NB You may use any letter more than once.

Used by

A the Greeks

B the French

C the Egyptians

D the Romans

E the English

F the Native Americans

36 in war

37 as a source of energy

38 as food

39 to hunt other animals

40 to work with farm animals
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Question Strategies:
selecting main features
from a graph, chart, or
table

In Writing Task 1, you do
not need to describe all
the information given.To
summarize,you must
select the main features
from what is shown.

Information is often given
in the form of a graph, a
chart, or a table.

Read any headings, key
and sources for the data
to understand what it
relates to.

Read labels carefully,
paying special attention
to horizontal and vertical
axes, column and row
headings.

The data may show
differences or changes
over time, between places,
or between groups of
people.Try to identify
significant contrasts,
similarities, or trends. SfiIffiffED CtrL"gruT*:=5 SF RHSIDTruilH *F

V!SfTSR ARRIVALs F** tr#UCATION

a
b

c
d

Academic Writing t  hour
:.

The writing test consists of two tasks. You should attempt both tasks.

Writing Thsk I
lmprove your skills: understanding a graph
Study the graph below and think about the following.

What is the overalltopic?
Look at the key for the four lines.Which groups of people are being
compared? What do the numbers on the vertical axis show?
What does the horizontal axis show?
Can you identify a general trend in each graph? When was the trend most or
least noticeable?

e Which period shows a deviation from the trend for some countries?

> Check your answers on page 41 before you continue.

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The graph below shows four countries of residence of overseas students in
Australia.

Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
make comltarisons where relevant.

Write at least 150 words.

,'0Number of
students
in 1000s

vcv

Indonesia

Hong Kong

Malaysia

Singapore

1982 1984 1986 1988 '.rggc 1992 1994 1996 1*98 2000

Year ended 3il J*ne
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Composition Strategies: reporting main features

Decide which points you will include and how you will organize them.
State the topic and overall content of the graph.

Describe and where relevant compare the main features of the data. Avoid repetition
and do not try to give reasons.

Describe changes and trends using appropriate language:the number rose/fell
slightlyhharply,there was a steady/rapid increase/decrease in the number.
Write numbers as percentages (ten per cenf), fraction s (a quarter,two4hirds),or
expressions (nine out of ten,three times as many). Use approximate phrases such as
roughly,over,a little morethan, just under.

Conclude by outlining the overall trends.

lmprove your skills: putting statistics into words

1 Choose the best way to express these statistics.

a Put these percentages into words:98o/o,22.5o/o
b State each of these fractions in two ways:'l/6,4/5,'l/20
c Compare each pair of numbers in two ways:90 and 30, 17 and 34.
d Write these numbers using approximate phrases: 5 1 06, 999, 9.5o/o, 1 35.

2 Look at the graph in Writing Task 1 . Describe the changes between 1982 and
1992for the countries shown.

> Check your answers on page 41 before you continue.
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Writing Thsk 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic.

Air traffic is increasingly leading to more noise, pollution and airport
construction. One reason for this is the growth in low-cost passenger flights,
often to holiday destinations.

Some people say that governments should try to reduce air traffic by taxing it
more heavily.

Do you agree or disagree?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant exatnples from your own
knowledge and experience. Write at least 250 words.

Question Strategies: understanding the task

ln Writing Task 2, you will be given a point of view to consider.You will be asked to
give your opinion about the topic and the issues that are presented.

You are expected to give reasons for your answer and, where possible, support your
arguments with relevant examples.

Read the statement in bold italics carefully to identify the general topic.

Decide which parts of the statement are fact and which are opinion.

Read the questions carefully and decide your views on the opinion expressed.

lmprove your skills: identifying the topic and the issues
1 What is the generaltopic of the task?

2 Which part of the task is fact?

3 Which part of the task is opinion? How do you know?

4 Which part are you supposed to respond to? What is your view?

> Check your answers on page 41 before you continue.
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Composition strategies: lmprove your skills: developing arguments
giving reasons and
examples 

Here are some issues raised by Writing Task 2. For each one answer yes or no and
choose a supporting argument from the list.Then add an additional argument.

Before you start writing, 
Example: 1 No

note down the issues
raised by the title. Supporting orgument: g

Decide your opinion on Additionat argument: overseas students also use these flights.
each issue and think of at
least one argument to 1 ls it fair?

support it. 2 ls it necessary?
To illustrate each
argument think of an 

3 would it work?

example, perhaps from 4 Are there any alternatives?
personalexperience' 

5 should governments get involved?
Use a separate paragraph
to deal with each issue, its a tax rises would reduce demand
arguments and examples' 

b air traffic growth essentiar to economy

c cleaner and quieter aircraft possible

d more and more cars despite high petroltaxes

e state interference always harms economy

f no other measures can curb air traffic growth

g poorer passengers would pay bill

h only the state can control polluting industries

i holiday travel not essential to economy

j aeroplanes even more polluting than cars

F Check your answers on page 41 before you continue
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Speaking
Part 1

Strategies: lmprove your skills: predicting questions
Part 1 questions Study the questions below, including the heading s,e.g.Whereyou grew up. Note

Listen for key words, e.g. down some likely questions under each of these headings:

studies, holidays, to help a Friends
you understand the topic. b Reading books
Give replies that are full c Clothes and fashion
(not just 'yes' or'no'),

I r^ Answer the questions you have written.retevanl ano aooresseo to
the examiner. > Check your answers on page 41 before you continue

Add relevant follow-up
points, so that the
examiner doesn,t have to You will be asked sorne general questions about a range of familiar topic areas.
prompt you, This part lasts betvveen four and five minutes.

Remember that one aim
of Part 1 is to help you What is your full name?

relax by letting you talk What do people usually call you?
about a familiar topic:
yourself. Where are You from?

Whereyougrewup.

1 What kind of town is it?

2 What's the most interesting area?

3 What kinds of jobs do people do there?

4 Do you think it's a good place to live?

What you do in your spare time.

5 Do you have any hobbies or interests?

6 How did you first become interested in that?

7 What other things like that would you like to do?

Travelling and transport.

8 What kinds of transport do you use regularly?

9 How do people in your country travel on long journeys?

l0 How has transport there changed over the last twenty-five years?
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Strategies:
planning Part 2

Be prepared to describe
people, places, objects,
events, etc.- and to
explain their significance
to you personally.

Study the topic and
decide who or what you
are going to talk about.

Make brief notes for each
key word such as yvho,
what,when,how or why,
but don't try to write a
speech.

Before you begin
speaking, cross out
anything irrelevant.

Part 2
lmprove your skills: choosing relevant points
1 Which of these points are irrelevant to the topic in Part2? Cross them out and
say what is wrong with each.

name job age now
born in my country how I'll succeed unchanged by success
often interviewed on TV what is'success'? studied hard
now spoilt and arrogant ordinary family good role model
another successful person is has failed at everything overcame problems

2 Note down some relevant points of your own.

> Check your answers on page 41 before you continue

You will be given a topic to talk about for one to two minutes. Before you talk, you
will have one minute to think about what you are going to say. You will be given
paper and a pencil to make notes if you wish. Here is the topic:

Describe someone you know, or somebody famous, who has achieved
great success.
You should say:

who they are and what they do

where they come from: their background

how they became successful

and explain why you admire this person.

Follow-up questions:

Has this person had to make sacrifices in order to achieve success?

Do most people in your country share your admiration for him/her?
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Part 3

Strategies: lmprove yout skills: adding more ideas
Part 3 questions To develop the topic of question 1 in Part 3, you could talk about qualifications,

Expect a link between the money, posSessions, appearance, titles, prizes, fame, etc.

topics of Part 2 and Part 3. Note down at least five points you could mention in answer to question 2.
Listen for the key words in
the examiner's questions. > Check your answers on page 41 before you continue

Be sure you understand
the question. lf not, ask for
repetition. You will be asked some questions about more abstract issues and concegtts related to

Think about what the 
the topic in Part 2. This discussion lasts between four and five minutes.

examiner wants you to do
in response to each Personal success

question, e.g. speculate, 1 How does present-day society measure the success of an individual?
contrast, maKe a
comparison or 2 How can we ensure that more people achieve their aims in life?

suggestion. 3 Would you rather be successful in your job or in your social life?
Don't expect the examiner
to ask you about Winning and losing
something else if you 4 which is more important in sport: winning or taking part?
can't think of anything to
say.Think harder! 5 What makes some sports people take drugs to improve their performance?

Develop the discussion by 6 Why are some countries more successfrrl than others in events such as the
adding more points linked Olympics?
to the topic.

The competitive society

7 How do competitive relationships between people differ from cooperative
relationships?

8 In what ways has society become more competitive in the last twenty years?
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Test I ImproYe your skills key

Listening
Focusing on speakers page 1o
a a customer and shop assistan! to ask for / give

information
b ei ther both in the shop or speaking by phone
c conversational
d numbers, bicycle vocabulary, methods of

payment

Understanding the task page 11
a letters
b write in three names
c Woods Road, Oak Street, the park, the police

station, the pharmacy

ldent i fy ing main features page 11
a the police station
b on the other side of the street, on the opposite

corner
c on the other side of the street, facing, opposite
d 10

Predict ing from examples page 12
12 social
14 chari t ies /  chari table
16 pol i t ical  /  pol i t ics

Predicting from stems page 13
1 8 ln this city, clubs and societies are mainly paid for

by:the financing of clubs
19 Finding the right club might influence your choice

of the relevance of clubs to important personal
decisions

20 What should you do if the right club does not exist?:
how to find the right club for you

Looking for c lues page 14
a the imperative; the sentences are making

suggest ions and giving advice ( including the
answer to 23)

b note form - articles, possessives, etc., can be left
out.

ldentifying key words page 15
26 where, sit, attend
27 do, miss, point
28 why, notes, easy, read
29 which expressions, coming next

Question forms page 15
a28
b29
c26
d27

Describing diagrams page 15
a page, text, margin, top, bottom, left (-hand side),

r ight (-hand side)
b Similarities: they all have text fil l ing the centre of

the page,they all have space around
Differences:summing-up points at top/in left
margin/at bottom/in right margin

c sheet (of paper), writing, space, gap, room, above,
below, under, alongside, next to

Understanding the overal l  meaning page16
a Australia
b opal mining
c in the late 1940s, due new opal f ie lds and mass

immigrat ion
d below ground to avoid the extreme climate;

bui ldings underground include churches and
hotels

What kind of word? page 16
31 a number
32 a year
33 an historical event
34 a part of the world
35 a percentage
36 a bui lding

Thinking of synonyms page 17
1 B: near

C:far from
2 in: not outside, centre, downtown, urban, etc

near: nearby, close to, not far from, just beyond, not
far off, a short distance from, neighbouring, etc
far from: far-off,distant,far away, a long way from,
fu rther, a g reat di stance, etc.
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Reading
ldentifying key sentences page 18
A, B, C, D, E, G first sentence :
F second sentence

Focusing on exampl€s page 18
Paragraph A describes space biomedicine, beginning
with the topic sentence:'Space biomedicine is .. .',
and then states its aims.
Although the first sentence of paragraph F mentions
ethical and financial issues, this is not the theme of
the paragraph.The second sentence introduces ways
that space biomedical research can help resolve
problems on Earth.

Finding key information page 21
a water
b the second sentence of paragraph B
c ice
d there is a link with'Mars'

ldentifying the writer's views page 21
1 In paragraph B, the sentence beginning'This

involvement of NASA ...iThe writer says this.
There are no reporting verbs, quotes or
references to what others say.

2 obstacles: limited, constraints
sending people: travel
far into space:to other planets, and beyond
now...not: no longer
medical: what the human body can actually
withstand
technological: engineering

3 Pargraph F.The writer does not say who agrees
exactly:'Such considerations have led someto
question the ethics ...iThe writer contrasts this
with his/her own opinion:'lt is now clear,
however,.. . '

Organization and expression page 22
a There are practical applications of different

research areas:first in space and then on Earth.
b human activities:applications on Earth of

telemedicine and sterilization.
c as part of an incomplete phrase or sentence; -ing

form of verbs plus noun phrases
d Unlike the table instructions,the open questions

do not specify from the passage.

Predicting answers page 25
a 15 noun (plural or uncountable) or noun phrase

16 preposition
17 noun or noun phrase

18 noun (plural or uncountable)
19 noun (plural or uncountable)

b 15 something found under the sea
16 atlabove/below
17 something in or under the water
18 something living that is not vegetable, i.e.

animal
19 possibly something that is neither vegetable
nor animal, i .e. mineral

Eliminating impossible endings page 26
a 20 a reason

2j a result
22 a result

b 20G 21C 22E

ldentifying incorrect answers page 27
aB
bA
cC

Locating answers page 3o
1 lt is organized chronologically: from pre-history

to the present day.
2 28 dogs,different appearance from wolves

29 classification, dogs, types
30 similarity, wolves, dogs
31 greater human concern, animals

3a30
b28
c 2931

Finding references in the text page 30
1 a first half

b second half
2 probably in first half.
3 A 'packs of 25 or 30 wolves and clans of like-

numbered.. .  humans'
B 'wandering packs ...  and ...  nomadic

humans roamed'

Scanning the text page 31
1 Greeks H

French no mention
Egyptians G
Romans H
English: l ,  J
Native Americans F

2 e.g.Did the Greeks use dogs? lf so, how/in what
way?
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Writing
Understanding a graph page 32
a Where overseas students in Australia come from.
b Students from four countr ies: lndonesia.

Malaysia, Hong Kong, Singapore.The vertical axis
shows students numbers.

c The time scale over which comparisons can be
made.

d After a slow start, the figures for all four countries
have r isen sharply.The numbers from Indonesia
have grown fastesq those from Malaysia slowest.

e There is a dip in the mid 1990s.

Putting statistics into words page 33
1 a ninety-eight per cent, twenty-two and a half

per cent
b one sixth, one in six, one out of six; four-

fifths, four in five, four out of five; one
twentieth, one in twenty, one out of twenty.

c three t imes as many /  the number ol  one
third as many /  the number ol  hal f  as many /
the number of, twice /double the number of

d a l i t t le /  just over /  roughly half ;  almost
exact ly /  just under a thousand; less than /
just under / fewer than ten percent; well over

'a hundred
2 Suggested answers:

The number of students from Malaysia rose
steadily between 1982 and 1992.
There was a rapid increase in the number of
students from Hong Kong between 1982
and 1992.

ldentifying the topic and the issues page 34
1 increasing air traffic
2 the first part is fact
3 the second part is opinion because of the phrase

'some people say that'
4 the second part

Developing arguments page 35
1 yes (i) no (g)
2 yes 0) no (b)
3 yes (a) no (d)
4 yes (c) no (f)
s yes (e) no (h)

Speaking
Predicting questions page 36
a Do you have many friends? How did you first

meet them? Do you have a best friend? When do
people become friends? Do you find it easy to
make new friends? What are the advantages of
having friends? Why do friends sometimes fall
out?

b What kind of books do you like? Which book
have you enjoyed most? Where and when do
you usually read books? What makes a good
book? Which authors are popular in your
country? Will people continue to read books in
the future?

c What are your favourite clothes? Do you prefer
any part icular colour(s)? What is current ly
fashionable in your country? How have fashions
changed in the last 5 years? What do you think
wi l l  be fashionable in the next 5 years? Where do
fashions come from?

Choosing relevant points page 37
t how l'l l succeed (it 's not about you)

what is'success'? (discussion of abstract topics is
in Part  3)

now spoilt and arrogant (not a reason for
admir ing them)

another successful person is (you can only talk
about one)

has failed at everything (wrong person to talk
about)

2 Suggested answers: went to local school, worked
seven days a week, does charity wor( provides
jobs for hundreds of people, always polite.

Adding more ideas page 38
Suggested answers: el iminat ion of unemployment
and poverty; improved education; equal
opportunities irrespective of race, gender, religion,
etc; better facilities for the disabled; improved careers
advice; more resources for the arts, sports, etc; better
health care at al l  ages.
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Strategies:
questions with figures

Before you listen, think
about how numbers in
the questions are
pronounced.This makes
them easier to recognize
when you hear them.You
could write them out too,
e.9.70 m = seventy
metres.

Make sure you know what
they relate to, e.g.length
of bridge, depth of water.

Listen for these numbers.
Take care with numbers
which are simi lar but
don't relate to the
question.

For clues to total
numbers, listen for
expressions like plus, too,
as well as, another, a third
one, etc.

2/3 7/10
54th 101st
5cm 220km

Questions 7-10

lmprove your skills: recognizing numbers
1 How are these pronounced? Write them out in words.

0.615 the 80s 32nd 43rd
5Oo/o 4548C 1066 AD 16 mm
33 C' 25 mg 1800 cc 300 m'

2 Study questions 7-1O.What kind of figure is needed for each?

> Check your answers on page 71 before you continue

Circle the correct letters A-D.

7 On which floor is the storeroom?

A first

B second

C third

8 What is the temperature of the hot water?

A 55"

B 60"

c 700

How big is the garden?

A 20m'

B 90m'z

C 150 m'z

What size is the television?

A 70cm

B 80cm

C 90cm

10
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Questions 25-27

Circle THREE letters A-F.

What must you do when you join the Language Centre?

A pay a small amount of money

B show some proof of identity

C be accompanied by someone from your Department

D take a test in the language you want to study

E register at Reception in the Language Centre

F learn how to use the Centre's equipment

Questions 28

Choose TWO letters A-E.

Which TWO should you tell the librarian?

A whether you have studied the language previously

B why you want to study this language

C how many hours per week you must study it

D which text books you will use

E which other languages you have learned

Questions 29-30

Circle TWO letters A-E.

Which TWO of these can you do at the Language Centre?

A read and listen to materials on your own

B choose books to take away from the Centre

C copy tapes to listen to them outside the Centre

D photocopy materials yourself

E have a few pages of a book photocopied
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Section 4
{

Questions 3l-34

Strategies: completing notes and tables

Look at any examples: studying these can make you feel more confident about doing
the task when you hear the recording.

For each question, make sure you understand what kind of information you may
have to write in and where.

Think about words that often go with the kind of word you need. For example, if you
decide the answer is a time of day, you might first hear af, before or after.

lmprove your skills: listening for lexical clues
Decide what kind of information is needed for each of 31-34,e.9. a year.

Think of - or find in the notes - a word likely to go with each, e.g. a year: in 2010.

> Check your answers on page 71 before you continue.

Look at the table.

Write NO MO&E THAN TWO WORDS OR A NUMBER for each answer.

1851 Howe Automatic
Continuous
Clothing Closure'

commercial
potential only

USA

1893 Judson 'Clasp Locker' commercial
failure

31

1908 Sundback 'Hookless Fastener' commercial

32 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sweden

33 Kynoch 'Ready Fastener' commercial success UK

I920s 'Zipper' commercial success USA
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Strategies: labell ing parts
of a diagram

Look at  the t i t le and think
of real l i fe examples of the
object.

Decide from which angle
you are looking at  the
diagram, e.g. from one
side.

Describe the diagram to
yourself, identifying all the
parts.

Think about how the
speaker wil l describe it
and what phrases you
might hear. lf you can

9UeSS any answers
already, penci l  them in.

Listen out for prompts
that te l l  you the
description is about to
start, e.g. ln the drawing
you'l l see ..., As shown in

Follow the ouestion
numbers on the diagram,
e.g. from left to right or
clockwise, and write your
answers as you hear them.

Strategies: global
questions

ldent i fy the global
question: it is often the
last of several multiole-
choice items.

Decide what it is testing,
e.g.What is the lecturer
trying to do? means you
have to identify the
speaker's purpose.

Think about how the
language and tone might
differ for each option.

When you listen, reject
opt ions that misinterpret
what the speaker means,
relate to only part of the
content, or overstate it.

Questions 35-39

lmprove your skills: predicting a description
Study the diagram and answer the questions.

a From what angle are you looking at the zip?
b What vocabulary do you know for what you can see?
c What other words or phrases do you think you will hear?
d In what order do you think you will hear the information?

> Check your answers on page 71 before you continue.

Label the zip. Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

The Separating
Zip Fastener

Question 40

lmprove your skills: predicting global features
1 Study the first line of question 40. What is its focus?

2 Study A-D.What language features and speaker's tone would you expect for
each?

> Check your answers on page 71 before you continue

Choose the correct letter, A, B, C or D.

40 The speaker's overall aim is to

A explain how different kinds of zip fastener work.

B outline the development of the zip fastener.

C advertise a particular kind of zip fastener.

D warn of the dangers of zip fasteners.
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Academic Reading t hour
Reading Passage I 

't

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-14, which are based on
Reading Passage 1.

Scratching the surface

They are insidious skin parasites, infesting the
occupants of factories and offices. They cause
itching, prickling and crawling sensations in the
skin that are almost untreatable.These creatures
may only exist in the mind, but their effects are
real and infectious.

The classic case occurred in a US laboratory
in 1966. After new equipment was installed,
workers started to suffer from itching and
sensations of insects crawling over them.
Complaints mult ip l ied and the problem,
attributed to 'cable mites', started to spread to
relatives of the victims. A concerted effort was
made to exterminate the mites using everything
from DDT and mothballs to insecticide and rat
poison.

Nothing worked. Thorough examination by
scientific investigators could not locate any pests,
or even signs of actual parasite attacks. However,
they did find small particles of rockwool
insulation in the air, which could cause skin
irritation.A cleaning programme was introduced

and staff were assured the problem had been
solved.The cable mite infestation disappeared.

Another 1960s case occurred in a textile
factory, where workers complained of being
bitten by insects brought into the factory in
imported cloth. Dermatitis swept through the
workforce, but it followed a curious pattern.
Instead of affecting people in one particular part
of the factory,the bugs seemed to be transmitted
through employees' social groups. No parasites
could be found.

A third infestation spread through office staff
going through dusty records that had lain
untouched for decades.They attributed their skin
problems to 'paper mites', but the cause was
traced to irritation from paper splinters.

These are all cases of i l lusions of parasitosis,
where something in the environment is
misinterpreted as an insect or other pest.
Everyone has heard of delirium tremens, when
alcoholics or amphetamine users experience the
feeling of insects crawling over their skin, but
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other factors can cause the same illusion. Static
electricity, dust, fibres, and chemical solvents can
all give rise to imaginary insects.The interesting
thing is that they spread.The infectious nature of
this i l lusion seems to be a type of reflex
contagion. Yawn, and others start yawning. lf
everyone around you laughs, you laugh. Start
scratching, and colleagues will scratch, too.

x Dr Paul Marsden is managing editor of the
Journal of Memetics, the study of infectious ideas.
He suggests that this rype of group behaviour
may have had a role to play in human evolution.
In our distant past, one individual scratching
would have alerted others that there were biting
insects or parasites present. This would prime
them to scratch itches of their own.Anyone who
has been bitten several times by mosquitoes
before they realized it wil l recognize the
evolutionary value of this kind of advance
warning. The outbreak of mass scratching may
also promote mutual grooming, which is
important in the necessary bonding of primate

SrouPS.
The problem comes when the reflex

contagion is not related to a real threat.
Normally, eveD/one would soon stop scratching,
bya people may unconsciously exaggerate

symptoms to gain atcention, or because it gets
them a break from unappealing work. The lab
workers were scanners, who spent the day
laboriously examining the results of bubble-
chamber tests; textile workers and clerical staff
poring over records would also have found what
they had to do quite tedious.Add the factor that
skin conditions are notoriously susceptible to
psychological influence, and it is easy to see how
a group dynamic can keep the illusory parasites
going.

Treatment of the condition is difficult, since
few will accept that their misreading of the
symptoms is the result of what psychologists call
a hysterical condition. In the past, the
combination of removal of irritants and expert
reassurance was enough. However, these days,
there is a mistrust of conventional medicine and
easier access to suppoft groups.

Sufferers can reinforce each other's illusions
over the Internet, swapping tales of elusive mites
that baffle science. This could give rise to an
epidemic of mystery parasites, spreading from
mind to mind l ike a kind of super virus. Only an
awareness of the power of the illusion can
stoP it.

You can stop scratching now ...

Strategies: Questions l_5
classifyi ng statements

Read Sfrareg ies: matching lmprove your skills: finding the relevant section
/rsts on page 31. Which paragraphs focus on
Instead of people or a the laboratory?
places, there is a list of b the factory?
statements: these may not c the office?
follow the order of the
rext. 

Which paragraph mentions all three? ls it relevant to any of questions 1-5?

lf more than one answer > Check your answers on page T2before you continue.
is possible, write them
both in.

Classify statements 1-5 according to whether they apply to

A the laboratory

B the factory

C the office

I Workers who met each other socially suffered from the condition.

2 The victims were all working with old documents.

3 They tried to kill the insects they thought were responsible.

4 They said the creatures had come in material from abroad.

5 Employees'families were affeciBd by the condition.
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Strateg ies: completing a
flow chart

Read Strateg ies: short-
answer questions on
page 21.

Look at how the flow
chart is organized: arrows
often indicate results,
stages or changes. Count
the number of these
points.

Find the part ofthe text
that relates to the chart.
Look for the same number
of points and identify the
relationship between
them, e.g. I inking words
like Firstly and Nexf
indicate a sequence.

Ask yourself  quest ions
a bout the lext, e.g. What
happens next?, and match
the answers with the
points in the chart.

*
$ Evolutionarypurposetheory
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Questions 6-8

lmprove your sltil ls: understanding links between ideas

1 Study the text and answer these questions.

a What is the immediate consequence of the bite?

b What are the two immediate results of this?

c What can be the immediate effect of group scratching?

d What can this in turn lead to?

2 Study the flow chart and answer these questions.

a What do the arrows mean?

b What kind of information is needed for 6?

c What kind of information is needed for 7 and 8?

> Check your answers on page T2before you continue.

Complete the notes below with words taken from Reading Passage 1.

UseNO MORETHAN TWOWORDS for each answer.
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Strateg ies: tru e /fa I se/ n ot
given questions

Read Strateg ies: yes/no/not
given questions on page
21. Note that
true/false/not given
questions focus on facts
in the text, whereas
yes/not/not given
questions are often about
the writer's opinions.

lf you can'tf ind any
mention of the topic,'not
given'may be the answer.

Don' t  choose' t rue'or
'false' just because you
believe it to be true.

Strategies:
choosing a tit le

After you have done all
the other tasks, sum up
the whole text in a few
woros.

Look at the tit les and
decide which is closest to
your own words. lgnore
any which:
. are based on an overall

misunderstanding of the
text.

. are too narrow i.e. cover
only part of the text.

. are too broad, i.e. cover
aspects of the topic
beyond the scope ofthe
text.

Questions 9-13

lmprove your skills: finding clues

Study questions 9 and 10 carefully and answer these questions.

a What does the adverb'unconsciously'(line 71) tell you about the answer to 9?
b Which adverb and which adjective are clues to the answer to 10?

* Check your answers on page T2before you continue

In boxes 9-13 on your answer sheet write

TRUE

FALSE

if the statement is true according to the passage

if the statement is false according to the passage

NOT GIyEN if the statement is not given in the passage

9 Some keep scratching because they know it will enable them to stop work.

10 The laboratory, factory and office employees all had boring jobs.

1l The human skin is extremely sensitive to irritants.

12 In many cases, people no longer believe what medical professionals say.

13 It is impossible to prevent the condition becoming an Internet epidemic.

Question 14

lmprove your skills: eliminating incorrect titles

1 Study the five titles A-E.Which one:

a is based only on some of the early paragraphs?
b focuses only on the last part of the text?
c only covers the information in the paragraph marked * ?
d mentions topics that are beyond the scope of the text?

2 Why is the other title correct?

p Check your answers on page T2before you continue

From the list below choose the most suitable alternative title for Reading Passage 1.

Write the appropriate letter A-E in box 14 on your answer sheet.

A The benefits of itching and scratching

B Increasing complaints about insects

C Scratching, yawning and laughing

D Imaginary bites and parasites

E Computer bites and Internet itches
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Strategies: matching
headings to sections

Read Matching headings
toparagraphs on page 18.
Substitute section for
paragraph.

Don't choose headings
that match only one
paragraph in a section, or
more than one section.

Reading Passage 2
I

You should spend"about 20 minutes on Questions 15-27, which are based on
Reading Passage 2,

Questions 15-19

lmprove your skills: eliminating incorrect headings
1 Why is example f correct?

2 Which of headings a-j is wrong because it:

a covers more than one section?

b focuses only on the first thing in the text?

c only covers one paragraph?

d exaggerates what the text says?

> Check your answers on page T2before you continue

Reading Passage 2 has six sections I-W.

Choose the most suitable heading for each section II-VI from the list below. Write
the appropriate letters (a-j) in boxes 15-19 on your answer sheet.

List of headings

a The lift in use

b The first and second lifts

c Restoring the lift

d The newcanal

e Mechanical problems

f Why the lift was needed

g The supports of the second lift

h A new framework and machinery

i How the original Iift worked
j A completely new lift

,..,.:.Si{aqllile.,. $ectien I An"1,}Fd f

15 Section II

16 Section III

17 Section IV

18 SectionV

19 SectionVl
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bl Section I

When the Tlent and Mersey Canal opened

rn 1777, the Cheshire town of Anderton was

the obvious place to transfer goods to and

from the nearby River \feaver. There was just

one problem: the canal was fifteen metres

above the river.

Pathways, inclined planes, and chutes were

constructed to ease the task of moving cargo

by hand. Primitive railways were laid to move

cargoes, cranes were built, and steam engines

were later installed to power lifting. In the

early 1870s, however, the'$Teaver Navigation

Trustees decided to eliminate the cost, effort,

and wastage involved in hand transportation

when the engineers Edward Leader Williams

and Edwin Clarke suggested a 'boat carrying

lift ' .

?r, Section II

Their design was a unique and magnificent

example of the Victorians' mastery of cast

iron and hydraulics. Completed in 1875,

graceful in appearance, simple in use, and

above all efficient, the lift was hailed as a

marvel of the era, and became a prototype for

larger versions on the waterways of France

and Belgium.

The operating mechanism consisted of two

vertical sets of interconnected hydraulic

cylinders and pistons set into the bed of the

river and each piston supported a boat-

carrying tank 22.86 metres Iong and 4.72

metres wide. At rest, one tank was level with

the canal and the other level with the river

and to move the tanks, a small amount of

water was removed from the bottom tank

making it lighter than the top tank.

Because the two hydraulic cylinders were

connected, the heavier top tank moved down

and forced hydraulic liquid through the

connecting pipe into the other cylinder

pushing that piston and the l ighter tank

upwards. 
'Watertight gates both on the tanks

and at the entrance to the canal contained the

water while the tanks were moving. A

hydraulic pump driven by steam supplied the
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small amount of additional energy required to

effect a reasonably rapid movement and to

enable the tanks to be precisely levelled at the

end of their journey

?lSection III

All went well for the first ten years, then

pitting and grooving of the cylinders and

pistons occurred. Investigations showed that

the canal water used as the hydraulic liquid

was contaminated by chemicals and was

corrosive, therefore causing the damage.

It was immediately changed to distilled

water from the steam engine powering the

hydraulic pump. Corrosion was dramatically

reduced but the damage had been done.

In addition, the boiler for the steam engine

needed renewing, so in 1906 the Tiustees

ordered the construction of a new lift, to a

design by their engineer J A Saner.

?r,Section IV

The new lift was built over the top of the

Victorian structure, utilizing the Victorian

front and rear columns. The main structure

had strong A-frames at either side of the new

lift to support the enormous weight of the
platform that now formed the top of the

framework: on it was located the new

operating mechanism, which included seventy-

two pulleys weighing up to 35 tonnes each.

Each of the boat-carrying tanks was now

suspended on wire ropes which ran from the

tank to the top of the lift, around pulleys, and

down to cast-iron weights at the side of the

structure. These were equal to the weight of

the water-filled tank. Turning the pulleys one

way or the other moved the ropes, so that one

tank was raised or lowered independently of

the other tank. Because the tanks were

counterbalanced by the weights, only a small

electrical motor was required to turn the

pulleys and so move the tanks up or down.

Complered in 1908 the lift was reliable,

cheap and easy to operate. Unlike the

Victorian lift it was not the least bit elegant,

but it was functional and it worked.

at,Section V

Both the 1875 the 1908 versions carried

large volumes of commercial traffic and the

principal cargoes transported were coal, china

clay, salt, manufactured goods, including china

ware, and agricultural produce.

Sadly, trade on inland waterways in Britain

declined dramatically in the 1950s, and goods

traffic via the lift effectively ended in the

1960s. The 1970s increase in pleasure boating

briefly prolonged its active life, but in 1982 the

'Cathedral of the Canals'was finally closed.

ar,Section VI

Demolition seemed inevitable, but, after a

long campaign by concerned groups, British
'Waterways agreed, in L999, to save the lift.

Some wanted it 'conserved as found', but

that would entail replacing much of the

existing structure, virtually creating a replica

lift. The steel of the 1908 structure had bepn .
badly corroded by pollutants from the local

chemical industries and would need replacing

if it were to support the overhead machinery

and 500-tonne counterweights. In addition,

safety considerations would require the

installation of a back-up braking system.

It was decided, therefore, to revert to the

1875 hydraulically-operated system, using the

original cast-iron structure. Although the

counterweights had to be removed, the 1908

framework and pulleys would be retained as a

static monument.

It was a huge and expensive project, and not

without difficulties. Eventually, in 2002, the

Anderton Boat Lift was officially reopened.

Boat owners and visitors alike can once again

ride 'the world's first boat lift'.
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Strategies:
label l ing a diagram

When you have read the
text, study the diagram
and the labels given.
Decide which part of the
text describes it. Pencil in
any answers you can
guess already.

Match the information in
the diagram to what the
text says.To understand
how the parts relate to
each othet look for links
of purpose, e.g.to/in order
to/so as fo + infinitive. and
result, e.g. -ln g, and/so/so
that.

When you have written in
your answers, go through
the text again to check
that everything matches
the completed labels.

Questions 20-24

lmprove your skills: understanding how something works

1 Look at Section ll and answer these questions.

Examples:

Why was a small amount of water . . . removed? Answer: to move the tanks.
What was the result of this? Answer: making it lighter.

a What was the result of forcing hydraulic liquid ... into the other cylinder?
b Why was additional energy supplied? What was the purpose of this?

Give two examples.

2 Find 2 purpose and 2 result links in Section lV. Ask and answer a question
about each.

9 Check your answers on page T2before you continue.

Complete the diagram below.

Choose NO MORE THAN THKEE WORDS from the passage for each answer.

Write your answers in boxes 20-24 on your answer sheet.
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Strategies:
completing notes or
sentences

Study each question and
decide what is needed,
e.g. a noun phrase, a
number.

In your mind,try to turn
the notes or sentences
into questions and then
answer them.This should
give you the missing
words.

Check your completed
sentences make sense
and paraphrase what the
text says.

Questions25-27

lmprove your Skills: forming questions
1 For each of 25-27, decide what kind of answer is needed.
2 Form a question from each, e.g.Where were similar lifts loter built?, and answ€r

it.

> Check your answers on page T2before you continue

Complete the notes below

Choose NO MORE THAN THREEWORDS from Reading Passage 2 for each
answer.

Write your answers in boxes 25-27 on your answer sheet.

25 Similar lifts to the Anderton were later built in

26 Exrapower to move the tanks came from

27 Usingwater from the canal harmed the
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Reading Passage 3

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 28-40, which are based on
Reading Passage 3.

:i
,i

L$ffru. mU€ rc#H &ffi eEs= 9qsremw fr€
Henry Gee

,:ll.,it , -..itt.r:l

science after genomics. Like genomics, it is as hip
as it is hard to define. Broadly speaking, it is an
umbrella term for the efforts of many scientists
working in diverse fields to understand the
conditions of life in the universe, whether on Earth
or elsewhere.

The canvas is, in fact, so broad that many
scientists might be astrobiologists without knowing

ro it astrobiology adds glamour to all science, from
astronomy to zoology. Those with long memories
and a cynical mien will have seen all this before.
Once upon a time, there was a research
programme called exobiology. ls astrobiology a new
name for repackaged goods?

No, for two reasons. First, many discoveries
made in the past decade have set people thinking,

once again, about life elsewhere. For example,
hardly a month goes by without the discovery of
yet another planet orbiting a distant star. And
whatever the truth about the much-disputed claims
for fossils in martian meteorites, the controversy
has rehabilitated the idea of panspermia: that life
can spread between planets.

Second, astrobiology is almost a trademarked
term. The Nasa Astrobiology Institute is a virtual
campus linking research centres with universities,
all devoted to learning more about the general
principles governing the origin of life in the
universe. Significantly, Nature magazine recently
looked at astrobiology in all its forms, from the
quest to understand how life began on Earth to the
prospects of finding intelligent life elsewhere in the
universe.
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Not that this should be a cause for wide-eyed
celebration, say its critics. lronically, the ilrost
vociferous of these come not from the world of
science but from science fiction. Brian Aldiss,
veteran writer, critic, and leading light of the genre,
dismisses our current obsession with life elsewhere,
however much it is justified by science, as an
expensively scratched itch.

Aliens, he argues, are a manifestation of a
fundamental human urge to populate the universe
with 'others', whether gods, ghosts, little green
men, or cartoon characters. Scientists should
beware of taking science fiction too seriously: aliens
are useful as plot devices, but this does not make
them real.

A rather different criticism comes from
scientists-turned-science fiction writers Jack Cohen
and lan Stewart. Both are academics - Cohen is a
biologist, Stewart is a mathematician - but they
have worked in SF, most recently on their novel
Wheelers. Their argument with astrobiology is nol
that aliens might not exist, but that we cannot help
be constrained in our search.

All organisms on Eafth, from the tiniest
bacterium to the biggest whales, are constructed
according to the same rules. Eafthly genetic
information is canied in genes made of DNA, earthly
life is based on polymers of carbon, and its
chemistry happens in liquid water. Because this
kind of life is all we knou we tend to think that the
same rules need apply everywhere. So, when
probes land on Mars, or scientists look at martian
meteorites, they tend to look for the kinds of vital
signs that betray earthly organisms when we have
absolutely n0 reason for thinking that life elsewhere
should be earthlike, or that our definition of life
cannot be based more broadly. When the Mars
Rover sat and stared at a rock, how do we know
that the rock was not staring right back?

It is a fairly simple matter to come up with a
definitlon of life that is based on what it does, rather

than what it is made of. lt is much more difficult,
however, to make such a definition stick, preventing
the term from becoming so inclusive as to be
meaningless.

* You might start by positing three rules. The first
is that life requires the existence of information that
can be reproduced and inherited, with variation.
Second, that living systems seem to create order
and structure and maintain it in the face of chaos.
Third, that a living system has to work hard to
maintain its structure, and as s00n as it stops doing
this it degenerates.

These rules seem, at first, to be fairly precise, in
as much they weed out quietly observant martian
surface rocks. But as Cohen and Stewart show in
their novel, it is possible to imagine entities that
follow all three rules and which appear to be alive,
but which bear absolutely no resemblance to
terrestrial organisms. ln Wheelers, they describe
civilizations of floating, methane-breathing balloons
in the atmosphere of Jupiter and organisms made
of magnetically-confined plasma, living in the outer
layers of the sun.

Other science fiction writers have imagined life
on the surfaces of neutron stars, inside computers,
0r even in interstellar space. In his latest novel,
Look to Windward,lain M Banks describes
organisms the size of continents, supporting entire
civilizations as their intestinal parasites. All could be
said to constitute life, but in Dr Mc0oy's immortal
phrase from Star Trek, 'not as we know it'.

Could this mean that astrobiology, the aims of
which are universal, is really no more than a
parochial exercise? We might never know - perhaps
even when we are visited by aliens from the other
side of the galaxy who try, frantically, to gain our
attention, by waving under our noses whatever it is
they wave under such circumstances. lt will not be
their fault that they will be microscopic and
destroyed by a single sneeze. As Cohen and Stewart
concfude in Wheelers. 'Life goes on everywhere.'

110
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Strategies: summarizing
using words from a list

Read Strategies:
su m marizi ng u si ng word s
from the fext on page 25,
but remember that words
in a l ist  are not usual ly
taken directly from the
text.

Decide what oart of
speech is needed for each
gap.

Mark the words in the l ist
according to their part of
speech, e.g. adverb,
singular noun.

Match each with at least
one other word of the
same part of speech that
has a related meaning.
They could be synonyms,
near-synonyms, or
opposites.

For eagh gap,try the
words that fit
grammatical ly and
logical ly -  not the whole
l ist .

Questions 28-34

lmprove your skills:finding words that fit
1 What parts of speech are needed for 28-34? e.9.0 - plural noun
2 What parts of speech are the words in the list? e.g. principles - plural noun
3 Which other words in the list form pairs in some way with a-f below?

e.g. pri nci ples - reg u lations

a location

b basing

c frequently

d galaxy

e definition

f mistake

p Check your answers on page T2before you continue

Complete the summary below. Choose the answers from the box and write the
corresponding words in boxes 28-34 on your answer sheet. There are more choices
than spaces, so you will not need to use all of them.

The same biological and chemical 0.......P..r:irlaiB.l.q,s....... determine the make-up

of all terrestrial life forms, whatever their 28 . We often

assume that this is the case throughout the universe, as we have

29 ................ observed other kinds of organism. Scientists therefore

make the 30 ................ of searching for indications of Earth-style

living things when examining material from another 31..............

where the nature of any life may lie far outside their own 32

definition. On the other hand, if the focus is not on 33 .................................. but

on behaviour, there is a risk of 34 ........... .. life much too broadly.

List of words

location principles previous
narrow galaxy frequently
discussing rarely defining
never composition size
definition planet extending
mistake breakthrough
basing regulations
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strategies: Questions 35-38
matching opinions

Read strategies: matching 
lmprove your skills: finding opinions

/rsfs on page 31 1 In what order does the text mention Aldiss, Banks, and Cohen/Stewart?

In this tasK you must 2 Which expressions introduce the opinions of:
match speakers with the a Aldiss?
opinions they state. b Banks?
Expect the first reference c Cohen & Stewart?
to each person to include
their fulf name and > Check your answers on page T2before you continue

possibly other details;
after that it is usually just
their surname. The text refers to the ideas of various science fiction writers. Match writers A-C

Look for reporting verbs 
with the points in i5-38

such as suggests, and Write vour answers in boxes 35-38 on your answer sheet.
expressions that
introduce opinions such You many use any of the writers more than once.
as their belief is that ... or
according to ... . 35 Other life forms may fit a definition of life but be quite unlike anything on

Earth.

36 People instinctively want to believe in extraterrestrial life forms.

37 There could be life within life on an immense scale.

38 Humans are inevitably limited in their ability to find life beyond Earth.

List of writers
A Aldiss
B Banks
C Cohen & Stewart
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Strategies: identifying
the writer's views and
purpose

Scan the text for stylistic
devices such as these.
.  Rhetor icalquest ions

intended to persuade
the reader, e.g.What
proof is there? They may
or may not be answered
in the text.

. Adverbs that make the
writer's opinion clear,
e.g. fo rt u n ately, a I I eg ed ly.

. Expressions that show
the writer's attitude, e.g.
be that as it may,without
any doubt.

. lrony: saying the
opposite of what is
meant, e.g. this great
success (= total failure).

Questions 39-40

lmprove your skills: interpreting the writer's techniques
1 Which sentences in the text correspond to each of A-D in Question 39? Which

of these sentences contain:

a expressions that show the writer's attitude?
b a rhetorical question? How is it answered?
c an adverb that indicates the writerk opinion?

2 What do these taken together tell you about the purpose of the text?
. the title
. the mention of critics and criticism early in two paragraphs
. the rhetorical question and its answer in the last paragraph

> Check your answers on page 72 before you continue

Choose the appropriate letters A-D and write them in boxes 3940 on your Answer
sheet.

39 The writer believes that astrobiology

A may now be the second most fashionable science.

B is very similar to exobiology.

C has proved that a meteorite from Mars contains fossils.

D is not taken seriously by scientific publications.

49 Which of the following statements best describes the writert main purpose
in Reading passage 3?

A to describe the latest scientific developments in the study of the universe

B to explain why there is growing interest in the study of astrobiology

C to show that science fiction writers have nothing useful to say about
aliens

D to suggest that astrobiology may not help us find extraterrestrial life
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Academic Writing t  hour
:

The writing test consists of two tasks. You should attempt both tasks.

Writing Thsk I

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The diagram below shows the environmental issues raised by a product over its
life cycle.

Summarize the information by selecting and reporting the main features, and
make comparisons where relevant.

Write at least 150 words.

l@
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Question Strategies:
selecting main features
from a diagram

Information is sometimes
given in the form of a
diagram. Look quickly at
this to form an overall
impression of the topic.
Read labels carefully to
understand what each
element or stage of the
diagram relates to.

In the case ofa process,
pay special attention to
the direction of arrows.
Check whether the
process has a logical
beginning and end.

Remember that in Writinq
Task 1 you only have to
report the moin features,
not everything you can
see.

Composition Strategies:
reporting a process

Decide how you will
organize your text. Begin
by saying what the
diagram shows.

Take all your information
from the diagram, using
your own words where
possible.

To show the stages, use
linking expressions, e.g. to
begin with,then, in the end.

When you finish, check
you have described all the
main features of the
diagram.

meanwhi le f inal ly
at this point alternatively
from there ultimately

next simultaneously
ini t ia l ly eventual ly
first at the same time

lmprove your skills: understanding a diagram
Answer these questions about the diagram.

a What does it show?
b How many stages/steps are there?
c What do the arrows tell you?
d What kinds of negative impact on the environment are shown?
e What measures to reduce this impact are shown?

> Check your answers on page 73 before you continue

lmprove your skills: organizing and linking ideas
Answer these questions about your writing before you start.

a At what step should you start?
b What verb tense should you use?
c In which part - the beginning, the main body or the ending - would you

probably use these linking expressions?

> Check your answers on page 73 before you continue.
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Writing Thsk 2

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic:

Many people nre using creilit cards or loans to run uI, huge personal ilebts thst
they may be unable to repay. It shoulil therefore be made more dfficult for
iniliviiluals to borrow large amounts of money.

What are your opinions on this?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge and exp erience.

You should write at least 250 words.

lmprove your skil ls: beginnings and endings
1 You can use some of techniques a-h in your Introduction or Conclusion.

Match them with example expressions i-viii below.

lntroduction

a Introduce the ttpic in your own words.
b Say why it is controversial
c State your position.

d Say how you will deal with the topic.

Conclusion

e Summarize the arguments you have used.
f Make concessions to opposing arguments.
g State or restate your position.

h Make a recommendation for the future.

i On balance, therefore, there seems to be agreement that ...
i i I believe that steps should now be taken to ensure ...
i i i  Al though i t  cannot be denied that . . .
iv I shall compare and contrast the views ...
v For these reasons. I feel there is little doubt that ...
vi Recently, there has been considerable discussion of ...
vii I do not find this statement at all convincing ...
viii The implications of this have led some to claim that ...

2 Note down more expressions you could use for a-h.

3 Look at the topic of Writing Task 2.

a What are your feelings about this?
b Which approach willyou choose?
c Which of a-h above will you use?

) Check your answers on page 73 before you continue.

Composition Strategies:
introductory and
concluding paragraphs

Decide whether you
agree/disagree
completely with the
statement, partly agree/
disagree with it, or have
no definite ooinion.

Choose one of these
approaches:
. State your position in

the introduction and
then justify it with
arguments. This may be
more suitable if you feel
strongly about the
statement.

. Present the arguments
first and then say what
you think in the
condusion.This may be
better if you have no
strong opinion but can
put forward arguments
on both sides.
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Composition Strategies:
giving reasons

Guide your reader
through your text by
using linking expressions
that show how your ideas
are organized.To do this,
use adverbials at the
beginning of sentences.

Example

Firstly,there can be no
doubt that this substance
brings no health benefits
whatsoever,as shown by
the government report.
There is also the fact that
it is far too expensive,
compared with similar
products.

lmprove your skills: linking points
ln which part of a paragraph would you use these linking expressions?
Put them into these three groups.

a For the f irst point . . . . . . . . .
b For subsequent points
c For the last point . . . . . . . . .

Secondly Finally First of all
In addition Lastly Besides
In the first place Above all To begin with

> Check your answers on page 73 before you continue.

Moreover
Furthermore



Speaking
Part 1

Strategies: lmprove your skills: communication strategies
speaking in Part 1 5ay which communication strategy is used in the expressions in italic.

Avoid breakdowns in Then match sentences a-f with questions in Part 1.

communication by using a I won,t have milk, or cheese, or anything like that.
some or all of these b Well, er, let me see... yes, there was a story on the radio the other day.
strategies. c We all live with my grandfathers; sorry,what I meant was my grandparents.
. Ask the examiner to d Sorry, but I missed the word before'logether'.

repeat something, e.g. e I sometimes have lunch in one of those places where you serve yourself.
I'm sorry but t didn't catch f The point I'm making is there's much less there about politicians'private lives.
that' > Check your answers on page 73 before you continue

. Clarify if what you've just
said is not clear, e.g.
what I'm saying is ... You will be asked some general questions about a range of familiar topic areas.

. Hesitate, giving yourself This part lasts between four and five minutes'
t ime to thin( e.9. / t3
difficult to say exactly,
but... What is your full name?

. Correct mistakes you've What do people usually call you?
made, e.g. I got here a where are you from?
year ago, I mean an hour
ago' Your familv.

. Describe approximately
if you don,t know the 

' I Is your family small or quite large?

name, e.g. ... or that kind 2 What do you do when you are all together?
of thing' 

3 which of them do you get on with best? why?. Paraphrase, using other
words to explain, e.g.lt's Food and eating.
what you use to make " ' 

4 what are your favourite foods?

5 Is there arything you never eat?

6 Where do you normally eat? \Mhy?

7 In what ways are people's eating habits changing these days?

The news media.

8 Where do you normally get your news from?

9 How do you think news reporting in your country differs from that abroad?

10 Tell me about an interesting news item yotlve read or heard recently.
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Strategies:

Part 2
lmprove your skills: linking expressions

speaking in Part 2 put three of these expressions under each of the headings below.
Use your notes as
prompts while you speak, And it's not only ... More important ly, . . .

The . . .  l 'd l ike to talk about is . . .not as a script. To sum up . . .
Remember what you're Take .. . for instance, .. . so, what l 'm saying is ...
being tested on: fluency
anq conerence. '  In a word,then,. . .  As wel l  as that, . . .

vocabulary, range and A case in point is "' To i l lustrate this point, . . .

accuracy of grammar, l 've decided to speak about ... There are quite a lot of ..., but the one l've
pronunciat ion. chosen is . . .
Remember that you can
use less formal language Introducing the topic Developing the topic Giving examples Concluding your talk
than in |ELTSWrit ing.

Try to make what you say 
> check your answers on page 73 before you continue.

interesting, as you would
in any other situation. You will be given a topic to talk about for one to two minutes. Before you tallc, you

Give brief answers to the will have one minute to think about what you are going to say. You will be given

follow-up questions at paper and a pencil to make notes if you wish. Here is the topic:

the end.

Describe a music video or a concert that has made an impression on you.

You should say:

which kind of music it was and who performed it

what it was like musically

what it was like visually

and explain why you liked or disliked it.

Follow-up questions:

When and where did you see it?

Have you ever seen anything else similar to it?
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Strategies:
speaking in Part 3

Give extended replies to
every question,
demonstrating your
fluency.

Show your ability to
discuss abstract topics, as
you may need to do in
tutorials.

Remember there are no
right or wrong answers. lt
is a test of language - not
of your opinions.

Part 3
(

lmprove your skills: saying what you think

Complete the table with suitable headings and your own examples.

Express opinions: As I  see i t  . . . ,  ln my view . . . ,

To my mind . . .

The reason is . . . ,  For one thing . . . ,

Speculate: lwouldn' t  be surpr ised i f  . . . ,

Say you're sure: l 've no doubt that . . . ,

I can't say for certain, but ...,

Compare/contrast: On the one hand . . . ,

l 'd rather ... than
::t3.*€1e:9lrii..:lF:

> Check your answers on page 73 before you continue.

You will be asked some questions about more abstract issues and concepts related to
the topic in Part 2. This discussion lasts between four and five minutes,

Music in the world

Why is pop music so popular globally?

Which do you prefer: traditional music from your country or classical music
from abroad?

The psychology of music

How do different kinds of music affect the way people feel?

What is the best music to listen to while studying?

Changes in music

What are the main differences between music today and that of previous
decades?

Which contributes more to the success of modern singers and bands: their
music, or their appearance and image? Why do you think so?

What kinds of music will people be listening to ten years from now?
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Test 2 Improve your skills k y

Listening pase42
Words used to classify
1 b may be advisable to, could make sense to,

possibly a good idea to
c shouldnt ever, on no account, warn against,

in no circumstances,
2 a for, supporting, to baclg in agreement with,

argue for
b open-minded, wouldn't like to say,

undecided, can't make my mind up
c opposed to, reject, not happy with, disagree

with, dont go along with
3 a of course, absolutely, without question, for

sure
b possibly, perhaps,l'm not sure,l' l l have to

check,l' l l let you know
c certainly not, absolutely not, never, nob6dy,

there's no question

Recognizing numbers page 43
1 Top line:two-thirds; seven-tenths; nought point

six one five; the eighties; thirty-second, forty-
. third

Middle line:fifty-fourth; a/one hundred and firsu
fifty per cent; four fifty four BC; ten sixty six AD,
sixteen millimetres
Bottom line:five centimetres;two hundred and
twenty kilometres; thirty-three degrees
Centigrade; twenty-fi ve milligrams, eighteen
hundred CC;three hundred square metres

2 ordinal number,degrees,square metres,
centimetres

Understanding data page 44
1 The charts show the percentage ofyoung

people suffering loneliness.
2 What percentage of people suffered from

foneliness according to B? 32o/o.
What percentage of people suffered from
loneliness according to C? 680lo.

3 The charts show the percentage ofyoung
people using the counselling service.
What percentage of users in each chart were
under 30 / 30 and over?
A 61olo under 3O,39o/o 30 and over
B 3Oo/o under 30,70o/o 30 and over
C 57o/o under 30,43o/o 30 and over

Using the right kind of word pase 45
1 3 noun/noun phrase
14 noun/noun phrase
15 adjective
16 noun/noun phrase
1 7 adverb(s)/preposition(s)
18 noun/noun phrase
19 noun (uncountable or plural)
20 noun/noun phrase

Understanding the question page 46
21-23 6 options;3 answers; separate marks
24 5 options;2 answers; one mark for two answers
25-27 6 options;3 answers; separate marks
28 5 options;2 answers; one mark for two answers
29-30 5 options;2 answers; separate marks

Listening for lexical clues page 48
31 a country, tn
32 a noun, commercial
33 a year, in
34 a name (of an inventor or designer),

i nvented/d esi g n ed/mad e/created by

Predicting a description page 49
a facing it, or above it

b fastener, zipper, cloth, fabric, material, metal, etc.

c Descriptive expressions, e.g. on the left-hond side,
at the top, the end. Process expressions,
e.g.to join,to close,to open,to pull up/down.

d First a description of the parts, then of how they
work together.

Predicting global features page 49
1 The main purpose of the speaker.
2 A Contrast links (whereas, on the other hand,

etc), detailed descri ption. Measured/neutral
tone.

B Historical detail (dates, places, names, etc),
ti me li n ks, description. Academic/neutral
tone.

C Focus on one type/brand, selected details,
superlatives, exaggeration. Confi dent/
enthusiastic tone.

D Giving advice (take care not to, remember to,
you shouldn't, etc). Serious/concerned tone-
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Reading
Finding the relevant sect ion page 51
a the laboratory: l ines 7-16, l ines 17-24
b the factory: l ines 25-33
c the office:lines 34-39
al l  three places: l ines 68-82 (this is not relevant to
quest ions 1-5)

Understanding l inks between ideas page 52
1 a someone starts scratching

b others are alerted to the presence of biting
pests; others start scratching too
others start  grooming each other
bonding of the group
cause and effect
a human act iv i ty
7 a positive consequence of answer 6
8 a positive consequence of group
scratching and grooming

Finding clues page 53
a l t  impl ies the opposite of ' they knowiso 9 is

probably false.
b The words' laboriously 'and' tedious'both

indicate something'boringiso 10 is probably
true.

El iminat ing incorrect t i t les page 53
aB
bE
cA
dC
D reflects the texts broad concern with people

imagining infestat ions.

El iminat ing incorrect headings page 54
1 The first section of Section I deals with the

difference in water levels, attempts to overcome
this difficulty and why they were unsatisfactory.

2 a:  Heading b c:Heading g
b:Heading d d:  Heading j

Understanding how something works page 57
1 a pushing the piston and the l ighter tank

upwards.
b to effect a reasonably rapid movement, to

enable the tanks to be precisely level led
2 Purpose l inks:Why did the main structure have

strong A-frames? To support the platform / Why
was a smal l  electr ical  motor required? To turn
the pul leys.
Result  l inks:What was the result  of  moving the

ropes? One tank was raised or lowered /
What was the result  of  turning the pul leys?
The tanks moved up or down.

Forming quest ions page 58
1 25 p-lace names

26 noun/noun phrase
27 noun/noun phrase

2 25 France and Belgium
26 Where did extra power to move the tanks

come from? a hydraul ic pump.
27 What did using water from the canal harm?

The cyl inders and pistons.

Finding words that f i t  page 61
1 28 noun

29 adverb
30 noun
31 singular noun
32 adjective
33 plural  or uncountable noun
34 -ing form of verb

2 & 3 plural nouns: principles/regulations,
si n g u f a r nou ns: com position/d efi nitio n,

s i ze/ I ocati o n, m i sta ke/b rea kt h ro u g h,
planet/galaxy

adjectives: p reviou s/ n a rrow
adverbs: never/ra rely/frequ ently
-ing form of verbs: defining/basing/extending

Finding opinions page 62
1 Aldiss, Cohen & Stewart, Banks, Cohen & Stewart.
2 a Aldiss: 'dismisses' ; 'he argues . . . '

b Banks: ' ln . .  . ,  Banks describes . .  . '
c Cohen & Stewart: 'Their  argument . . -  is not

that . . .  but. . . ' ; 'as Cohen and Stewart show
in . . . ' ; ' in . . .  they descr ibe . . . ' ;As Cohen and
Stewart conclude in , . . '

Interpreting the writer's techniques page 63
I A 'Astrobiology is arguably the trendiest

buzzword in science after genomics.'
B 'ls astrobiology a new name for repackaged

goods? No, for two reasons.'
C And whatever the truth about the much

disputed claims for fossi ls in mart ian
meteorites.'

D 'Significantly, Nature magazine recently
looked at astrobiology in all its forms.'
a C: 'whateverthe truth' , 'much-disputed

claims'
b B: ' ls astrobiology a new name for

repackaged goods? No, for two reasons.'
c A:Astrobiology is arguably the trendiest

buzzword in science after genomics.'
2 They convey the scepticism that he and others

feel about astrobiology's chances of success in
f inding al ien l i fe.
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Writing
Understanding a diagram page 65
1 The impact on the environment of a

manufactured product during its life cycle.
2 Seven main steps
3 What each step leads to.
4 The use ofenergy and resources at step 2;

transport to step 3; factory production at step 3;
packaging, printing & distribution (transport) at
step 4; sales at step 5 (shops); use at step 6
followed by disposal (scrapped material &
discharge), also involving storage (domestic
appl iances).  Possibly also product planning &
design at 1 (office).

5 Recycling from step 7 to step 1; less impact on
environment at production step 3. Possibly also
informing customers at step 5; service and repair
at step 6; providing feedback for planning &
design - steps 6 and 1.

Organizing and l inking ideas page 65
a Step 1 (product planning & design)
b Present simple
c Beginning:initially,first

Main body: meanwhile, simultaneously, at this
poiht, alternatively,from there, at the same time
End i ng: fi na I ly, eventuol ly, u lti m ately

Beginnings and endings page 66
1 Introduction Conclusion

a vi  e i
b vi i i  f  i i i

2 a A topic of great public debate at present
is. . .

b The danger of this,  according to . . .  is . . .
c To a certain extent I agree with this, but ...
d In this essay, I  shal l  present evidence that . . .
e To sum up, i t  is c lear that . . .
f Despite the undoubted advantages of this,

g In view of the above, I strongly believe that

l r  iwould suggest that a change in the law is
necessary in order to . . .

Linking points page67
a fo begin with,in thefirstplace,first of all
b secondly, furthermore, moreaver, in addition,

besides,what
c Finally, Lastly

Speaking
Communication strategies page 68
a describing approximately, question 5
b hesitat ing, quest ion 10
c correcting mistake,question 1
d asking the examiner to repeat, question 2
e paraphrasing, question 6
f clarifying, question 9

Linking expressions page 69
Introducing the topic
I've decided to speak about ...;The ... l'd like to talk

about is ...;There are quite a lot of ..., but the one
l've chosen is... .

Developing the topic
... and it's not only ...; More importantly, ...; As well as

that,  . . .
Giving examples
Take ... for instance, ...i A cose in point is . ..;

To illustrate this point,
Concluding your talk
To sum up ...; ln a word, ...; So, what l 'm saying is ... .

Saying what you think page 7o
Justify opinions: lt 's because...
(SpeculateJ You can't rule out the possibility that,There

may well be
Suggest:  Why not. . .?
(Say you're sure:) / m positive that,l'm quite convinced

that
Say you're not sure: I don't really believe that,There

must be some doubt as to
(Compare/contrast:) X is far better than Y,

Whereas X . . . .Y . . .
Express a preference:X appeals to me far more thon Y

My preference would be for

c v i l  gv
div hi i
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Test 3
I

Listening 30 minutes
Section I

Questions l-6

What iloes Lisa say about each object?

Complete the table as follows. Write

A if she says it is ESSENTIAI.

B if she says it is RECOMMENDED.

C if she says it is NOTRECOMMENDED.

1 At least f,50

2 Warm clothing

3 Personal computer

4 Food from home

5 Favourite tapes or CDs

6 Photos from home

Questions 7-10

Complete the sentences below.

write No MORE THAN THnnE woRDS for each answer.

The labels on Dan's luggage must state'Mr & Mrs 7

their address.

Lisa says he should carry some spare clothes in 8 ..........

For health reasons, Dan intends to wear 9 ................. during the flight.

Dan should practise carrying his luggage for a minimum distance of

10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Section 2

Questions ll-13

Choose THREE letters A-F.

Wat does Sally say about universities?

A Compared to the general population, few students are disabled.

B Most universities don't want students aged over 25.

C Old universities can present particular diffrculties for the disabled.

D All university buildings have to provide facilities for the disabled.

E There are very few university disability advisors.

F Some disability advisors can do little to help disabled students.

Questions 14-19

Complete the table below.

Write NO MOKE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

Disabiliw Facilities

General personal care and assistance

rmparrment ramps and easy access,

fire and emergency procedures

14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

lavatory facilities

induction loops, flashing sirens,

t6

Sight impairment Braille translators,

17 ............... on stairs, floors, etc

fire and emergency procedures

Dyslexia use of computer

18 ............... to finish work

access to treatment: medication/therapy

19 ............... procedures

I

, -: ;:{i:!:,::!:r s*,. ier ;$:i:,,iii riiA'A,:{ia1t:j3i*!i(+ite$i!Altiitl!ielii.iitiia?;::ii1t1t::ilt

Other difficulties
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Question 20

L
Choose the correttletter A, B, C or D.

20 What is the speaker's main purpose?

A to explain why comparatively few students are disabled

B to advise disabled students what to look for in a university

C to describe the facilities for the disabled in a particular university

D to criticize the facilities for the disabled in most universities

Section 3

Questions 2l-26

Complete the nota below usingletters A-F from the box.

l\R You may use any letter more than once.

A tour of the university campus

B formal dinner party

C meeting with'senior' students

D 'driving in this country

E visit to a night club

F tour of the city

Orientation Cnurse for international students

What Liz liked about the course.

2l

22 ............

23 ............

What Mark thinl$ could be improved.

24 ............

25 ... . . . . . . . . .

26 ............
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Qudstions2T-30

Choose the correct letters A, B, C, or D.

27 Your room during the Orientation Course is

A usually shared with another student.

B the same room you will have for the rest of the year.

C some distance from the universitF.

D furnished, and with bedclothes provided.
t

The daytime temperature will probably be

A less than 10"C.

B between 10"C and 20"C.

c 20"c.
D more than 20"C. /

How much fiee email time do you get?

A 30 minutes

B 20 minutes

C 15 minutes

D 10 minutes

There are Orientation Course activities from

A Sundayto Saturday.

B Sunday to Friday.

C Monday to Friday.

D Monday to Saturday.
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Section 4

Questions 3l:33

Complete the sentences below.

WriteNO MOKETHAN TWOWORDS for each answer.

Fireworks were first used in China, probably in the 3l ...............
century.

By the following century, they were known in Arabia as 32

Fireworks fust appeared in 33 in the thirteenth century.

Questions 34-37

Label the diagram. Write NO MOKE THAN THKEEWOKDS for each answer.

Firework Mortar

36 length of mortar:

35 width of mortar:
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Questions 38-40

Choose the correct letters A, B, C or D.

39

40

A multibreak shell

A is more dangerous than a simple shell.

B may make a noise when it bursts.

C has a single fuse for all its sections.

An aerial heart shape is made by the explosion of

A stars placed inside a shell in the form of a circle.

B heart-shaped stars placed inside a shell.

C stars arranged in the form of a heart inside a shell.

What does a Serpentine shell look like in the sky?

A
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Academic reading t  hour
n 1.Reading passage I

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-14, which are based on
Reading Passage 1.

Unmasking skin

If you took off your skin and laid it flat, it
would cover an area of about twenty-one
square feet, making it by far the body's
largest organ. Draped in place over our
bodies, skin forms the barrier between
what's inside us and what's outside. It
protects us from a multitude of external
forces. It serves as an avenue to our most
intimate physical and psychological selves.

This impervious yet permeable barrier, less
than a millimetre thick in places, is
composed of three layers. The outermost
layer is the bloodless epidermis. The dermis
includes collagen, elastin, and nerve
endings. The innermost layer, subcutaneous
fat, contains tissue that acts as an energy
source, cushion and insulator for the body.

From these familiar characteristics of skin
emerge the profound mysteries of touch,
arguably our most essential source of
sensory stimulation. lJ7e can live without
seeing or hearing - in fact, without any of
our other senses. But babies born without
effective nerve connections between skin
and brain can fail to thrive and mav even
die.

Laboratory experiments decades ago, now
considered unethical and inhumane, kept
baby monkeys from being touched by their
mothers. It made no difference that the
babies could see, hear and smell their

mothers; without touching, the babies
became apathetic, and failed to progress.

For humans, insuffrcient touching in early
years can have lifelong results. 'In touching
cultures, adult aggression is low, whereas in
cultures where touch is limited, adult
aggression is high,' writes Tiffany Field,
director of the Touch Research Institutes at
the University of Miami School of
Medicine. Studies of a variety of cultures
show a correspondence between high rates
of physical affection in childhood and low
rates of adult physical violence.
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G

\(lhile the effects of touching are easy to
understand, the mechanics of it are less so.
'Your skin has millions of nerve cells of
various shapes at different depthsr' explains
Stanley Bolanowski, a neuroscientist and
associate director of the Institute for
Sensory Research at Syracuse University.
'When the nerve cells are stimulated,
physical energy is transformed into energy
used by the nervous system and passed from
the skin to the spinal cord and brain. It's
called transduction, and no one knows
exactly how it takes place.' Suffice it to say
that the process involves the intricate, split-
second operation of a complex system of
signals between neurons in the skin and
brain.

This is starting to sound very confusing
until Bolanowski says: 'In simple terms
people perceive three basic things via skin:
pressure, temperature, and pain.' And then
I'm sure he's wrong. '\il7hen I get wet, my
dkin feels wetr'I protest. 'Close your eyes
and lean back,' says Bolanowski.

Something cold and wet is on my forehead -
so wet, in fact, that I wait for water to start
dripping down my cheeks. 'Open your
eyes.' Bolanowski says, showing me that the
sensation comes from a chilled, but dry,
metal cylinder. The combination of pressure
and cold, he explains, is what makes my
skin perceive wetness. He gives me a
surgical glove to put on and has me put a
finger in a glass of cold water. My finger
feels wet, even though I have visual proof
that it's not touching water. My skin, which
seemed so reliable, has been deceiving me
my entire life. When I shower or wash my
hands, I now rcalize, my skin feels pressure
and temperature. It's my brain that says I
feel wet.

Perceptions of pressure, temperature and
pain manifest themselves in many different
ways. Gentle stimulation of pressure
receptors can result in ticklishness; gentle
stimulation of pain receptors, in itching.

Both sensations arise from a neurological
transmission, not from something that
physically exists. Skin, I'm realizing, is
under constant assault, both from within the
body and from forces outside. Repairs occur
with varying success.

J Take the spot where I nicked myself with a
knife while slicing fruit. I have a crusty scab
surrounded by pink tissue about a quarter
inch long on my right palm. Under the scab,
epidermal cells are migrating into the
wound to close it up. When the process is
complete, the scab will fall off to reveal new
epidermis. It's only been a few days, but my
little self-repair is almost complete.
Likewise, we recover quickly from slight
burns. If you ever happen to touch a hot
burner, just put your finger in cold water.
The chances are you will have no blister,
little pain and no scar. Severe burns,
though, are a different matter.

H
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Questions 1-4

The passage hai l0 paragraphs A-1.

Which paragraph contains the following information?

Write the correct letter A-l in boxes 14 on your answer sheet.

I the features of human skin, on and below the surface

2 an experiment in which the writer can see what is happening

3 advice on how you can avoid damage to the skin

4 cruel research methods used in the past

Questions 5 and 6

Choose the carrect letter, A, B, C or D.

Write your answres in boxes 5 and 6 on your answer sheet.

5 How does a lack of affectionate touching affect children?

A It makes them apathetic.

B They are more likely to become violent adults.

C They will be less aggressive when they grow up.

D We do not reallyknow.

6 After the'wetness'experiments, the writer says that

A his skin is not normal.

B his skin was wet when it felt wet.

C he knew why it felt wet when it was dry.

D the experiments taught him nothing new.
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Questions 7-11

Complete each sentence with the correct ending A-I from the boxbelow.

Write the correct letter A-I in boxes 7-11 on your answer sheet.

7 Touch is unique among the five senses

8 A substance may feel wet

9 Something may ticHe

l0 The skin may itch

11 A small cut heals up quickly

Questions l2-I4

Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reading
Passage 1?

In boxes 12-14 on your answer sheet write

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information

FALSE if the statement contradicts the information

NOT GIIZEN if there is no information on this

12 Even scientists have difficulty understanding how our sense of touch works.

13 The skin is more sensitive to pressure than to temperature or pain.

14 The human skin is always good at repairing itself.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

I

because it is both cold and painful.

because the outer layer of the skin can mend itself.

because it can be extremely thin.

because there is light pressure on the skin.

because we do not need the others to survive.

because there is a good blood supply to the skin.

because of a small amount of pain.

because there is a low temperature and pressure.

because it is hurting a lot.

because all humans are capable of experiencing it.
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Reading passage 2
:

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 7N27, which arebased on
Reading Passage 2.

Questions 15-19

Reading passage 2 has five sections A-E.

Choose the most suitable headings for sections A-E from the list of headings below.

Write the correct number i-x in boxes 15-19 on your answer sheet.

List of headings

i How to make the locks in your home more secure

ii How to open a lock without a key

iii Choosing the right tools to open locks

iv The rylinder and the bolt

v How to open a lock with a different key

vi Lockvarieties

vii How a basic deadbolt system works

viii The people who open locks without a key

ix How a cylinder lock works

x How to pick different kinds of lock

15 SectionA

16 Section B

17 Section C

l8 Section D

19 Section E
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How Lock Picking Works
Section A
Lock picking is an essent ia l  ski l l for  locksmiths
because i t  lets them get past a lock without
destroying i t .  When you lock yourself  out of  your
house or lose your key, a locksmith can let  you
back in very easi ly.

Lock-picking ski l ls are not part icular ly
common among burglars, mainly because there
are so many other,  s impler ways of breaking into
a house (throwing a br ick through a back
window, for example).  For the most part ,  only
intruders who need to cover their  t racks, such
as spies and detect ives, wi l l  bother to pick a
lock,

Simply understanding the pr inciples of  lock
picking may change your whole att i tude toward
locks and keys. Lock picking clear ly
demonstrates that normal locks are not infal l ib le
devlces.They provide a level of  securi ty that can
be breached with minimal effort .  With the r ight
tools.  a determined intruder can break into
almost anything.

Sect ion B
Locksmiths def ine lock-picking as the
manipulat ion of a lock's components to open a
lock without a key.To understand lock-picking,
then, you f i rst  have to know how locks and keys
work,

Think about the normal deadbolt  lock you
might f  ind on a f  ront door.  In this sort  of  lock, a
movable bolt  or latch is embedded in the door so
i t  can be extended out to the side. This bolt  is
l ined up with a notch in the frame, When you
turn the lock, the bolt  extends into the notch in
the f  rame, so the door can' t  move. When you
retract the bolt, the door moves f reely. The lock's
only job is to make i t  s imple for someone with a
key to move the bolt  but di f f  icul t  for someone
without a key to move it.

Sect ion C
The most widely-used lock design is the cyl inder

lock.  In th is k ind,  the key turns a cyl inder in the
middle of the lock, which turns the attached
mechanism, When the cyl inder is turned one
way, the mechanism pul ls in on the bolt  and the
door can open. When the cyl inder turns the
other way, the mechanism releases the bolt  so
the door cannot open,

One of the most common cyl inder locks is the
pin design. l ts main components are the housing
(the outer part  o{ the lock which does not move),
the central  cyl inder,  and several  vert ical  shafts
that run down f  rom the housing into the cyl inder.
Inside these shafts are pairs of metal  pins of
varying length, held in posit ion by smal l  spr ings.

Without the key, the pins are part ly in the
housing and part ly in the cyl inder,  so that the
mechanism cannot turn and the lock, therefore,
cannot open, When you put the correct key into
the cyl inder,  the notches in the key push each
pair  of  pins up just enough so that the top pin is
completely in the housing and the bottom pin is
ent irely in the cyl inder.  l t  now turns f  reely,  and
you can open the lock.

Sect ion D
To pick a pin lock, you simply move each pin pair
into the correct posi t ion, one by one.There are
two main tools used in the picking process.

Picks: long, thin pieces of metal  that curve up
at the end ( l ike a dent ist 's pick).

A tension wrench: the simplest sort  of
tension wrench is a thin screwdriver.

The f  i rst  step in picking a lock is to insert  the
tension wrench into the keyhole and turn i t  in the
same direct ion that you would turn the key.This
turns the cyl inder so that i t  is s l ight ly offset
f  rom the housing around i t ,  creat ing a sl ight
ledge in the pin shafts.

Whi le applying pressure on the cyl inder,  you
sl ide the pick into the keyhole and begin l i f t ing
the pins.The object is to l i f t  each pin pair  up to
the level at  which the top pin moves completely
into the housing, as i f  pushed by the correct key.
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Questions 23-25

Complete the notes below.

Choose NO MORE THAN TH&EEWORDS from the passage for each answer.

Write your answers in boxes 23-25 on your answer sheet.

Picking a lock

Turn rylinder slightly using 23

Hold cylinder still and insert 24................

Push top pin into shaft.

Hold top pin above cylindea on 25..........

Lift and hold all other pins in same way.

Turn rylinder and open lock.

Questions 26-27

Complete the table below.

ChooseNo MOKETHAN THKEEWORDS from the passage for each answer.

Write your answers in boxes 26-27 on your answer sheet.

Type oflock How secure? Where used?

houses, padlocks, etc

most cars

Tubular superior protection vending machines

relatively low securitv
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Reading passage 3
i

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 2840, which are based on
Reading Passage 3.

Managing cultural diversity is a core
component of most masters programmes
these days. The growth of Japanese
corporations in the sixties and seventies
reminded us that there were other models of
business than those taught by Harvard
professors and US-based management
consultants. And the cultural limits to the
American model have more recently been

ro underlined by developments in Russia and
central Europe over the past decade.

Yet in Britairu we are still more ready to
accept the American model of management
than most other European countries. As a
result, UK managers often fail to understand
how business practices are fundamentally
different on the Continent. One outcome is
that many mergers and acquisitions, strategic
alliances and joint ventures between British

zo and European companies do not achieve
their objectives and end in tears.

Alternatively, managers may avoid a
merger or joint venture which makes sense
from a hard-nosed strategic point of view
because they fear that different working

practices will prevent their goals from being
achieved.

Essentially, Anglo-Saxon companies are
structured on the principles of project
management. In the eighties, companies were
downsized, with tiers of management
eliminated. In the nineties, management
fashion embraced the ideas of business
process re-engineering, so organizations were
broken down into customer-focused trading
units. Sometimes these were established as
subsidiary companies, at other times as
profit-and-loss or cost centres.

Over the past ten years, these principles
have been applied as vigorously to the UK
public sector as to private-sector
corporations. Hospitals, schools, universities,
social services departments, as well as large
areas of national government, now operate
on project management principles - all with
built-in operational targets, key success
factors, and performance-related reward
systems.

The underlying objectives for this
widespread process of organizational
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restructuring have been to increase the
transparency of operations, encourage
personal accountability, become more
efficient at delivering service to customer,
and directly relate rewards to performance.

The result is a management culture which
is entrepreneurially oriented and focused
almost entirely on the short term, and highly
segmented organizational structures - since

50 employee incentives and rewards are geared
to the activities of their own particular unit.

This business model has also required
development of new personal skills. We are
now encouraged to lead, rather than to
manage by setting goals and incentive
systems for staff. We have to be cooperative
team members rather than work on our own.
We have to accept that, in flattened and
decentralized orgarizations, there are very

zo limited career prospects. We are to be
motivated by target-related rewards rather
than a longer-term comrnitment to our
employing organization.

This is in sharp confrast to the model of
management that applies elsewhere in
Europe. The principles of business process
re-engineering have never been fully
accepted in France, Germany and the other
major economies; while in some Eastern

so European economies, the attempt to apply
them in the nineties brought the economy
virtually to its knees, and created huge
opportunities for corrupt middle managers
and organized crime.

Instead, continental European companies
have stuck to the bureaucratic model which
delivered economic growth for them
throughout the twentieth century. European
corporations continue to be structured

no hierarchically, with clearly defined job
descriptions and explicit channels of
reporting. Decision making, although
incorporating consultative processes, remains
essentially top-down.

Which of these two models is preferable?
Certainly, the downside of the Anglo-
American model is now becoming evident,
not least in the long-hours working culture
that the application of the decentralized

roo project management model inevitably
generates.

\zVhether in a hospital, a software start-up
or a factory, the breakdown of work
processes into project-driven targets leads to
over-optimistic goals and underestimates of
the resources needed. The result is that the
success of projects often demands excessively
long working hours if the targets are to be
achieved.

Further. the success criteria, as calibrated
in performance targets, are inevitably
arbitrary, and the source of ongoing dispute.
Witness the objections of teachers and medics
to the performance measures applied to them
by successive goverrunents. This is not
surprising. In a factory producing cars the
output of individuals is directly measurable,
but what criteria can be used to measure
output and performance in knowledge-based
activities such as R&D labs, government
offices, and even the marketing departments
of large corporations?

The demands and stresses of operating
according to the Anglo-American model
seem to be leading to increasing rates of
personnel burn-out. It is not surprising that
m€magers queue for early retirement. In a
recent survey/ just a fifth said they would
work to 65. This could be why labour market
participation rates have declined so
dramatically for British S0-year-olds in the
past twenty years.

By contrast, the European management
model allows for family-friendly
employment policies and working hours
directives to be implemented. It encourages
staff to have a long-term psychological
commitment to their employing
organizations. Of course, companies
operating on target-focused project
management principles may be committed to
family-friendly employment policies in
theory. But, if the business plan has to be
finished by the end of the monttu the
advertising campaign completed by the end
of next week, and patients pushed through
the system to achieve measurable targets, are
we really going to let down our'team'by
clocking out at 5 p.-. and taking our full
entitlement of annual leave?

Perhaps this is why we admire the French
for their quality of life.

l l0
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Questions 28-31

t
Do the following statements agree with the writer's views in Reading Passage 3?

In boxes 28-31 on your answer sheet write

yES if the statement agrees with the views of the writer

NO if the statement does not agree with the views of the writer

NOT GII4EN if there is no information about this in the passage

Attempts by British and mainland European firms to work together often
fail.

Project management principles discourage consideration of long-term
issues.

There are good opportunities for promotion within segmented companies.

The European model gives more freedom of action to junior managers.

Questions 32-37

Complete the summary below.

Choose the answers from the box and write the corresponding words in boxes 32-37
on your answer sheet. There are more choices than spaces, so you will not need to
use all of them.

Adopting the US model in Britain has had negative effects. These include the

32 ............... hours spent at work, as small sections of large

organizations struggle to 33 ........... .. unrealistic short-term

objectives. Nor is there 34 on how to calculate the

productivity of professional, technical, and clerical staff, who cannot be assessed

in the same way as

35 ............... employees. In addition, managers within this culture are

finding the 36 of work too great, with 80% reported to be

37 ............... to carry on working until the normal retirement age.

List of words

argument temperature
increasing able
negative predict
discussion no

reach manufacturing
office pressure
declining agreement
wil l ing unwil l ing
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Questions 38-39

Complete the notes below.

ChooseNo MORE THAN THREEWO&DS from ReadingPassage 3 for each
answer.

Write your answers in boxes i8-39 on your answer sheet.

38 Working conditions in mainland Europe are in practice more likely to be

39 UK managers working to tight deadlines probably give up some of their

Question 40

Choose the correct letter A, B, C or D. Write your answer in box 40 on your
answer sheet,

Which of the following statements best describes the writer's main purpose in
Reading Passage 3?

A to argue that Britain should have adopted the |apanese model of
management manyyears ago

B to criticize Britain's adoption of the US model, as compared to the European
model.

C to propose a completely new model that would be neither American nor
European

D to point out the negative effects of the existing model on the management
of hospitals in Britain
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Question Strategies:
reporting bar graphs and
making comparisons

lf there is more than one
diagram, study any
heading, key or source for
each.

Decide what the vertical
and horizontal axes
measure, and what the
bars show.

Look for similarities.
differences, changes and
trends.

Make comparsons both
within and between
diagrams. Describe
similarities, e.g. There was
almost the same rise in ...
as in ... , and differences,
e.g.The main difference
between ... and ... was
that. . .  .

Comp<isition Strategies:
writing task 1

You only have 20 minutes
to do Writing Task 1, so
make sure the points you
include are:
. relevant - you will waste

time and lose marks if
you don't follow the
instructions. Don't
speculate or add your
own opinions.

. not repetitive - don't
say the same thing in
different words, or write
similar sentences about
all the figures. Describe
something different in
every point. Make
comparisons and
describe trends rather
than focus on individual
numbers.

. accurate - giving the
wrong information loses
marks, so study the
question carefully and
interpret data or
diagrams correctly.

lmprove your skills: making comparisons
Which of these do we use to talk about similarities, and which for differences?

1 Compared to . . . , the change in . . .  was dramatic.
2 The ... weren't so close to their target as the ... were.
3 In ... , the gap narrowed. ln the same way, .. .
4 The percentage of . . .  in . . .  dropped much faster than in . . .  .
5 In both . . .  and . . . , the proport ion of . . .  was growing.
6 The number of . . .  decl ined as rapidly in . . .  as in . . .  .
7 While the ... went up substantially, the ... increased slowly.
8 In neither . . .  nor . . .  was there any signi f icant fal l .
9 The total  number of . . .  in . . .  shot up, as did those in . . .  .
l0The figures for ... showed a ... per cent rise, whereas those for ... fell by ... per

cent.

> Check your answers on page 97 before you continue

lmprove your skills: points to include
Which of these points are suitable for the task above? Cross out the points you
would not use, writing irrelevant, repetitive or inaccurate next to each.

a In developed countries, there was a higher proportion of girls at all levels than
in developing countries.

b The figures for girls and boys in secondary schools are similar in my country.
c From 1990 to 2000, there was a much bigger increase in female enrolments in

developed countries than in developing countries.
d By 2000, females in tertiary education in developed countries outnumbered

males.
e At primary, secondary and tertiary levels, there were fewer girls per 100 boys in

developing countries than in developed ones.
f Secondary schools in developing countries will probably not meet their target

until about 2020.

> Check your answers on page 97 before you continue
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Speaking
Part I

You will be asked some general questions about a range of familair topic area.
This part lasts between four and five minutes.

What is your full name?

What do people usually call you?

Where are you from?

Your school days.

What do you remember about your first school, when you were a child?

In what ways did life at school change as you became older?

What was your favourite subject? Why?

Going abroad.

What experience do you have of travelling to other countries?

Which country would you especially like to visit? Why?

What are the best ways to get to know a country?

What are the biggest cultural differences between your country and English-
speaking countries?

Different kinds of entertainment.

What sort of television programmes do you like watching?

How has television in your country changed in recent years?

Which do you prefer: the cinema, the theatre, or live music? Why?

Tell me about a popular form of public entertainment in your country.
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Part 2

You will be given a topic to talk about for one to two minutes. Before you tallq you
will have one minute to think about what you are going to say. You will be given
paper and a pencil to make notes if you wish. Here is the topic:

Describe a place that has a special meaning to you.

You should say:

what kind of place it is and where it is

what it looks like

what sounds you associate with it

and explain why you particularly like the place.

Follow-up questions:

When do you think you will next go there?

How would you feel if the place changed in a significant way?

Part 3

You will be asked some questions about abstract issues and concepts related to the
topic in Part 2. This discussion lasts between four and five minutes.

Leaving the familyhome

Why do many people leave home when they are still quite young?

What personal qualities do you feel are required for a young person to live on
their own?

Moving from place to place

In many countries there has been large-scale migration from the countryside to
the cities. Do you think this is positive or negative?

Do you think that the possibility of working from home via the Internet will
lead to many people going back to the countryside?

Growing cities

In what ways do the new megacities of Asia, Africa, and South America differ
from older ones such as London or New York?

Should there be a limit on the size of cities?
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Improve your skills k y

Academic Writing
Making comparisons page 93
Similarit ies: 3, 5, 6, 8, 9.
Differences 1, 2, 4,7, 1 0.

Points to include page 93
include
irrelevant
inaccurate
include
repetitive (same as (a))
irrelevant

Using appropriate language page 94
1b avoid contracted form
2a avoid colloquial word
3a single-word verb preferred to phrasalverb
4b avoid abbreviation or acronym
5a formal linker preferred
6b reported speech rather than direct speech
7a passive preferred to active.
8b avoid ending with preposition
9b complex sentence (here, a relative clause) rather

than simple sentences
Other features of informal speech: exclamation
marks, slang, omitted pronouns, etc.

a
b
c
d
e
f



Test 4
Listening 30 minutes
Section I

Questions l-4

Answer the questions below.

write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

Which documents could Sam use as proof of her name?

I

2

Which could she use as proof of her address?

council tax bill

phone bill (fixed line)

4

Questions 5-7

Complete the notes below.

write No MOKE THAN TWO WOKDS OR NUMBERS for each answer.

Name of bank? Savings Bank

Open which days? Monday-Friday

Opening hours? 5 .................

Where? 6 ................
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Questions 8-10

Match the places in Questions B-10 to the appropriate letters A-H on the map.

8 Royal Bank ............

9 Northern Bank

10 National Bank ............

*::a::ral:;lt::a

lnternet
Cafd

Ma rket Street Ma rket  Street

E-

County
Library

=.
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(
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o
o

rl ll
; . ._ : . . . .  : . . .  t t_ut:  ut :
] i  r l  ln "r

f' Park
l i- uotetI

High Street High Street

Central
i l t i  1.1,1[

Market
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Section 2

Questions 1I-14

Complete the table below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

Questions 15-20

Complete the notes below.

Write NO MORE THAN THREE WORDS for each answer.

At the interview

Arrive no more than 15 before the time of the interview.

After you hear the question, you can 16 ............... before you reply.

You can 17 ................ if you don't understand what they're asking you.

Wait for them to offer you the job before you say what 18
you want.

Learning from the experience will make you more 19 .................................. in
future interviews.

Pay attention to your 20 ............... - it shows you have a positive
attitude.

Preparing for the interview

What to do Howto do it

Step l:
Prepare things to take.

Step 2:
Get more information.

Step 3:
Focus on you and the job.

Gather all documents, e.g. copies of rdsum6.

Choose 1l ............... , e.g. designs,
drawings, written work.

Check you have pen and paper.

Ask firm for a12

See profiles at Chamber of Commerce, library.

Contact 13 ............... of this or
related firms.

Compare yourself with what is required.

Imagine likely questions and your answers.

Decide how to make up for any
14 ............... vou lack.
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Section 3

Questions 2l-24

Complete the summary below by writing NO MORE THAN THKEE WORDS in
the spaces provided.

To many employers, academic success and personal development as a result of

being at 2l ............... can be as important as course content, so

choose 22 -.............. modules that you may do well in. You should,

however, think more carefully about your choice if your course is 23

;;; ;; ;;;;#iffilfi :ffi ;ffi ::H :liT ;f ;::,
academic department or the 24 ............... at the university.

Questions 25-29

Write the appropriate letters A-C against questions 25-29.

Which modules have the following features?

A Applied Chemical Engineering

B Fluid Mechanics

C Chemical Engineering: Science 1

developing computer skills ............

exemption from part of a module

assessment bv formal examination

developing speaking and writing skills

learning through problem solving

Question 30

30 Which chart shows the percentage of private study time on the Spanish 1A
module?

25

26

27

28

29

,_ 
.  . - . . - , . ' .  , , , . : - .* i*sJadek&i

$ =privatestudl

J =classcontact%#
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Section 4

Questions 3l=33

Label the diagram. write No MoRE THAN TWO WORDS AND/OR A
NUMBER for each answer.

depth of crater:
32 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
kilometres

, . .1, ,,.::,::;r'r,;'ij:;::kiirilsai;::':iiritii;r**!iiii!i**Sneg{it*';!=id,gK*iliiii:i1$**l'1

The Acraman Crater speed of meteorite: 3l ........................ l
km per hour

Questions 34-36

Choose from letters A-C and write them on your answer sheet.

The crater at Acraman rs

A nowadays entirely covered by sea water.

B one of the most beautiful on Earth.

C less spectacular than others in Australia.

Williams realizedwhat had happened at Acraman when he

A saw pictures of the area taken from above.

B visited Acraman for the first time in 1980.

C noticed a picture of the crater in a textbook.

Where was rock from Acraman found?

A Only in the Flinders mountains.

B At several places over 300 km from Acraman.

C At a place 500 km from Acraman, but nowhere else.

Questions 3740

write NO M)RE THAN THREE WoRDs for each answer.

What made the sea water shake?

What threw the pebbles into the air?

What was mixed with silt to form a layer of rock?

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

width of crater: 33 ........................ kilometres
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Academic Reading t hour
Reading passage I

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 1-13, which are based on
Reading Passage 1.

The Power of
Light reveals the world to us. It sets our
biological clocks. It triggers in our brains the
sensations of colour. Light feeds us, supplying
the energy for plants to grow It inspires us
with special effects like rainbows and sunsets.
Light gives us life-changing tools, from
incandescent bulbs to lasers and fibre optics.

There has been light from the beginning.
lThere will be light, feebly, at the end. In all its

ro forms, visible and invisible, it saturates the
universe. Light is more than a little bit
inscrutable. Modern physics has sliced the stuff
of nature into ever smaller and more exotic
constituents, but light won't reduce. Light is
light - pure, but not simple. No one is quite
sure how to describe it. A wave? A particle?
Yes, the scientists say. Both.

It is a measure of light's importance in our
daily lives that we hardly pay any attention to

zo it. Light is almost like air. It's a given. A human
would no more linger over the concept of light
than a fish would ponder the notion of water.
There are exceptions, certain moments of
sudden appreciation when a particular
manifestation of light, a transitory glory,
appears: a rainbow, a sunset, a flash of
lightning in a dark sky, the shimmering surface
of the sea at twilight, the dappled light in a
forest, the little red dot from a professor's laser

30 pointer. The flicker of a candle, flooding a
room with romance. The torch searching for
the circuit breakers after a power cut.

Usually, though, we don't see light, we
merely see with it. You can't appreciate the
beauty of a rose if you ponder that the colour

red is just the brain's interpretation of a
specific wavelength of light with crests that are
roughly 700 nanometres apart. A theatrical
lighting director told me that she's doing her

+o job best when no one notices the lights at all.
Her goal is to create an atmosphere, a mood -
not to show off the fancy new filters that create
colours of startling intensity.

Light is now used for everything from laser
eye surgery to telephone technology. It could
even become the main power source for long-
distance space travel. The spaceship would have
an ultrathin sail to catch the 'wind' of light
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beamed from an Earth-based laser. In theory
such a craft could accelerate to a sizeablg
fraction of the speed of light, without cdrrying
fuel.

Vhat we call light is really the same thing in
a different set of wavelengths as the radiation
that we call radio waves or gamma rays or x-
rays. But visible light is unlike any other
fundamental element of the universe: it
directly, regularly and dramatically interacts
with our senses. Light offers high-resolution
information across great distances. You can't
hear or smell the moons of Jupiter or the Crab
Nebula. So much of vital importance is
communicated by visible light that almost
everything from a fly to an octopus has a way to
capture it - an eye, eyes, or something similar.

It's worth noting that our eyes are designed
to detect the kind of light that is radiated in
abundance by the particular star that gives life
to our planet: the sun. Visible light is powerful
stuff, moving at relatively short wavelengths,
which makes it biologically convenient. To see
long, stretched-out radio waves, we'd have to
have huge eyes like satellite dishes. Not worth
the trouble! Nor would it make sense for our
eyes to detect infrared light (though some
deep-sea shrimp near hot springs do see this
way). \7e'd be constantly distracted, because in
these wavelengths any heat-emitting object
glows. That would include almost everything
around us.

There is also darkness in the daytime:
shadows. There are many kinds of shadows,
more than I realized until I consulted
astronomer and shadow expert David Lynch in
Topanga Canyon, up the coast from Santa
Monica, California. Lynch points out that a
shadow is filled with light reflected from the
sky, otherwise it would be completely black.
Black is the way shadows on the moon lookei
to the Apollo astronauts, because the moon has
no atmosphere and thus no sky to bounce light
into the unlit crannies of the lunar surface.

Lynch is a man who, when he looks at a
rainbow, spots details that elude most of us. He
knows, for example, that all rainbows come in
pairs, and he always looks for the second
rainbow: a faint, parallel rainbow, with the
colours in reverse order. The intervening region

is darker, That area has a name, wouldn't you
know: Alexander's dark band. As I took in the
spectacular view across the canyon, Lynch
explained something else: 'the reason those
mountains over there look a little blue,' he said,
indicating the range that obscures the Pacific,
'is because there's sky between here and those
mountains. It's called airlight.'

\7hat next for light? rJflhat new application
will we see? \flhat orthodoxy-busting cosmic
information will starlight deliver to our
telescopes? I7ill the rotating disco ball ever
make a dance-floor comeback? Above all, you
have to wonder: will we ever fully understand
light?

There have been recent headlines about
scientists finding ways to make light go faster
than the speed of light. This is what science
fiction writers and certain overly imaginative
folks have dreamed of for decades. If you could
make a spaceship that wasn't bound by
Einstein's speed limit, they fantasized, you
could zip around the universe far more easily.

Lijun W'ang, a research scientist at
Princeton, managed to create a pulse of light
that went faster than the supposed speed limit.
'W'e created an artificial medium of cesium gas
in which the speed of a pulse of light exceeds
the speed of light in a vacuum,' he said, 'but
this is not at odds with Einstein.' Even though.
light can be manipulated to go faster than light,
matter can't. Information can't. There's no
possibility of time travel.

I asked \fang why light goes 186,282 miles a
second and not some other speed. 'That's just
the way nature is,' he said. There are scientists
who don't like'why'questions like this. The
speed of light is just what it is. That's their
belief. \flhether light would move at a different
velocity in a different universe is something
that is currently outside the scope of
experimental science. It's even a bit 'out there'
for the theorists.

S7hat's certain is that light is going to
remain extremely useful for industry, science,
art, and our daily, mundane comings and
goings. Light permeates our reality at every
scale of existence. It's an amazing tool, a
carrier of beauty, a giver of life. I can't help
but say that it has a very bright future.

l t0
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Questions l-5

Reading passage 3 describes a number of cause and ffict relationships. Match each
Cause (1-5) in List A, with its Effect (A-H) in List B.

Write your aflswers (A-H) in boxes 1-5 on your answer sheet.

There are more Effects in List B than you will need, so you will not use all of them.

ListA Causes

I Much of the time, visible light is all around us.

2 Light can sometimes appear in an interesting way.

3 Visible light carries a lot of essential information.

4 Without an atmosphere, light is not reflected onto solid surfaces.

5 Only light can exceed 186,282 miles per second.

List B Effects

A Nearly all living creatures can detect it.

B There is a dark gap between rainbows.

C Light from Earth could power a spacecraft.

D Shadows are totally black.

E We cannot return to the past.

F We don t really notice or think about it.

G Certain creatures can detect infra-red light.

H We instantly become aware of it.
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Questions 6-10

T
Do the following stdtements agree with the views of the writer in Reading Passage
1?

In boxes 6-10 on your answer sheet write

yES if the statement agrees with the views of the writer

NO if the statement does not agree with the views of the writer

NOT GfyEN if there is no information about this in the passage

6 It is difficult to find a single word to say exactly what light is.

7 Thinking about the physics of light can make an object seem even more
beautiful.

S Light from the sun makes it possible for life to exist on other planets.

9 It is more practical for humans to detect visible light rather than radio
waves.

l0 David Lynch sometimes notices things that other people don t.

Questions ll-13

Answer the following qilestions usingNO MORE THAN THKEEWORDS for each
answer.

Write your answers in boxes 11-13 on your answer sheet.

ll What appearance can the land have when seen from a distance?

12 Inwhat have some people imagined travelling?

13 In what substance did light go faster than previously thought possible?
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Reading passage 2

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 14-27, which are based on
Reading Passage 2.

'You could be forgiven for thinking iust about every
man and his dog has an MBA these days,' says
Anthony Hesketh, of Lancaster University
management school.We know what he means.
Such is the worldwide growth and awareness of
the MBA that this icon of career advancement and
high salaries has almost become synonymous with
postgraduate education in the business sector.

In reality, many postgraduate alternatives to an
MBA exist.The total number of MBA programmes
worldwide is around 2,400, while other masters
and advanced courses in the whole spectrum of
business education add up to more than 10,000.

Two key distinctions exist in matching what
aspiring students want with what the universities
offer: first is generalization versus specialization,
and second is pre-experience versus post-
experience, and the two distinctions are
interlinked. Carol Blackman, of the University of

zo Westminster school of business, explains the first
distinction.'Specialist masters programmes are
designed either for career preparation in a clearly
defined type of job or profession, or are intended
to develop or enhance professional competence in
individuals who are already experienced.The aim is
to increase the depth of their knowledge in the
specialist area.The MBA, on the other hand, is a
general management programme which provides
practising managers with an opportunity for

30 personal development with a broadly-based
introduction to all management subject areas and
the theory and practice of management'.

Specialist knowledge, however, is not everything
when it comes to finding a lob. Surveys by the
UK's Association of Graduate Recruiters (AGR)
repeatedly confirm that what employers seek, and
continue to find scarce, are the personal skills that
will make graduates valuable employees. In fact,
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when recruiting new graduates, most employers
+o considered these skills more important thin

specialist knowledge.What employers seek most
from new graduates are enthusiasm and self-
motivation, interpersonal skills, team working and
good oral communication. Of the nineteen skills
considered important in AGR's 2002 survey, just
three require specialist education - numeracy,
computer literacy and foreign languages - and
these are low on the list.

Nunzio Quacquarelli, chief executive of
so topcareers.net, takes this further.'Clearly, salary

differentials for those with a second degree, but no
significant work experience, do not match those of
a good MBA and a number of years in the
workplace.According to the AGR research, about
14% of employers offered a better salary to those
new graduates with a masters - or even a
doctorate. ln my view, the salary improvement of
l0% to 15% largely reflects the recruit! age and
earning expectancy rather than the increase in

eo human capital perceived by the employer. Contrast
this with our latest topmba.com MBA Recruiters
Survey results which shows that the average salary
paid to an MBA with good work experience in the
US and Europe is US$80,000 - around two and a
half times the average starting salary for a young
postgraduate.'

Anthony Hesketh poses the question whether
holding a second degree may even be a
disadvantage.'l have seen many reports over the

70 years suggestint that employers view
postgraduates as eminently less employable than
those with a first degree. Drive, motivation and
career focus, not to mention ability, are what
employers value and are prepared to pay for.A
postgraduate immediately has an uphill task
explaining an additional year,or three years, of
study.'

This view may seem cynical, but, if you are
about to graduate and are considering a further

ao degree, you should take the realities into account
and ask yourself some hard questions:

. ls the qualification I am considering going to
impress employers?

. ls it going to give me the edge over less
qualified candidates?

. ls my consideration of a second degree
because I am not sure of my career
direction?

. Wili employers consider that I lack drive
eo and ambition because I have deferred my

aftempts to find a worthwhile job?

Many postgraduate options exist that can help
you to acquire the personal skills that employers
in the world of business are seeking. Consider, for
example, the offerings of Strathclyde and Durham
universities.

According to Dr Nic Beech, of the University
of Strathclyde graduate school of business:'The
MSc in business management (MBM), offered at

roo USGSB is suitable for students with a good first
degree - particularly a non-business first degree -
but l i tt le or no business experience. Our MBM
offers these graduates the opportunity to combine
the specialization of their first degree with a
general management qualification - something
employers recognize produces a well-rounded
individual.

Graduates tell us that the MBM allows them to
access sectors previously out of reach. lt is

rro designed to develop the business knowledge,
practical experience and personal skills which
employers are seeking.'

At the University of Durham business school,
Sheena Maberly is careers development officer; she
too sees high value in qualifications such as the
Durham MA in management (DMAM). She says:
'Whatever your first degree, from anthropology to
zoology, a postgraduate business degree can help
you gain a competitive edge in an over-crowded

rzo job market. lf you're just starting out in your
career, a business masters degree like the DMAM
will enable you to develop skills directly relevant
to employers' needs. So, extending your studies
into management can make you better equipped
to'hit the ground running' - and that! what
employers expect. Recruiters are highly selective
and a vocational qualification is additional evidence
of motivation.'

Before committing yourself to postgraduate
r30 study, weigh up the options. Perhaps the best route

might be to take a job now and plan to do an
MBA a few years down the line? Try to get
sponsorship from a company. Or go for a well
researched and thoroughly thought through
masters that will help you land a good job.
Ultimately the choice is yours, but focus on the
future, and on your target employerl expectations.
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Questions 14-16

Do the following statements agree with the information given in Reailing Passage 2?

In boxes 1+16 on your answer sheet write

TRUE if the statement agrees with the information

FALSE if the statement contradicts the information

NOT GfyEN if there is no information on this

14 British employers are more interested in what potential recruits can do than
what they know.

15 A recruit with a specialist masters usually earns as much as an experienced
employee with a good MBA.

16 The writer claims that undergraduates often plan to do a masters because
they cant decide what career to follow.

Questions 17-21

The text quotes various individuals. Match the four people A-D with the four
points made in Questions 17-21. You may use any of the people more than once.

Write the appropriate letter (A-D) in boxes 17-21 on your answer sheet.

17 Employees with postgraduate qualifications earn more because they are
older and expect more.

18 It can be difficult to convince an employer that the extra time spent at
university was necessary.

19 One type of course focuses on a particular aspect of business, whereas the
other is more general in approach.

20 Graduates who have neither worked in nor studied business are suited to
our programme.

21 There is evidence that companies may prefer to employ people without a
masters degree.

List of people

A Anthony Hesketh

B Carol Blackman

C Nunzio Quacquarelli
D Nic Beech
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Questions 22-27

Complete the sukmary below. Choose ONE word from Reading Passage 2 for each
answer,

Write your answers in boxes 22-27 on your answer sheet.

According to Sheena Maberly, a second degree can improve the

22 ............... prospects of graduates in any subject. Tirking a

management MA gives them the 23 ............... companies are looking

for, and lets them get straight on with the job as soon as they start work. It also

shows they have the24 that companies seek.

First, however, it is important to consider the25 .............: whether to

start right away on a carefully chosen postgraduate course, or to do so after a

few years'work, preferably with financial assistance from the

26 ............... . Whichever they decide, they should think about the

27 ............... and what the company wants.
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Reiding passage 3

You should spend about 20 minutes on Questions 2840, which are based on
Reading Passage 3.

Questions 28-33

Readingpassage 3 has seven paragraphs A-G.

Choose the most suitable headings for paragraphs EG from thelist of
headings below.

Write the correct number i-x in boxes 28-33 on your answer sheet.

List of headings

i Looking at a particular decade

ii Studying trees frozen in ice

iii Bringing different studies together

iv Records of different species compared

v What dendrochronology is

vi A war that affected the climate

vii Showing how trees record volcanic activity

viii A unique record of other times and places

ix Local records coveringthousands ofyears

x How tree rings are formed

28 ParagraphB

29 ParagraphC

30 ParagraphD.

31 Paragraph E

32 Paragraph F

33 Paragraph G
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In the jungle of scientific debate, you
cannot always see the wood for the trees.
But in climate change, the wood itself
sometimes holds the key. Imagine an annual
register of a year's sunshine and rainfall and
frost, kept up to date with perfect accuracy
almost everywhere south of the tundra and
north of the tropics, and available for
inspection not just at any time in life but,
quite often, for centuries after death. The
register is, of course, the annual growth
rings of trees. Match the rings from young
trees with those from old forest giants and
you have a centuries-long measure of the
march of the seasons. Match the rings from
old trees with old cathedral rafters and you
have a still longer chronology - and a
science called dendrochronology.
I re i
Dendrochronologists, scientists who stuoy
the growth of rings in trees, have
successfully constructed long tree-ring
records by overlapping the patterns of wide
and narrow rings in successively older
timber specimens. There are now a dozen or
so chronologies in the world that date back
more than 5,000 years. These records,
normally constructed in a restricted area,
using a single species of tree, are year-by-
year records of how the trees reacted to
their growth conditions - an environmental
history from the trees' point of view.

(Lffi,'r::,4

Because tree-ring chronologies are
constructed on a regional basis, there has, in
the past, been a tendency for
dendrochronologists to think local.
However, the success of dendrochronology
as an international research topic means
that there are now quite a lot of
chronologies available for study. As the
chronologies are dated absolutely, it is
possible to compare the records from
different areas year by year. Recently, an
analysis of 383 modern chronologies, drawn
from a vast area across Europe, northern
Eurasia and North America was published.
The authors, Keith Briffa and colleagues,
observed that the maximum late-wood
density of the growth rings in each year was
related to the temperature in the growing
season. Their analysis spanned 600 years,
back to AD 1400, and presented a summer
temperature record reconstructed from the
huge grid of precisely dated ring densities.
'What they noticed was that the years of
really low density - the cool summers -
were directly associated with large explosive
eruptions, as known from historical sources
and from dated layers of acid in the
Greenland ice record. Greenland ice is
kilometres thick and is made up of the
compressed snowfall of tens of thousands
of years, so the ice record can be read in
almost the same way as tree-rings. I shall

llrtrr ? i:l :ll':r,r::::::i,:rli r1. ii:::
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use this study as an example of what else
tree-rings can tell us.
IEEI lf"="FiWWffr#ffi
The study provides a yearby-year estimate
of temperatures, together with the dates of
some major volcanoes. It is a nice clean
story - volcanoes load the atmosphere with
dust and aerosol and reflect back sunlight,
cooling the earth's surface. This cooling
leads to variations in the density of growth
rings in northern conifers. Because there are
a lot of other records, it is possible to test
the findings from the conifer density record.
fffii'-=rsFW,F iffi,Wffiffi ffiilfl
'We can, for example, look at what
European oak was doing across the same
600-year period. \fas oak responding in the
same way as the conifers? The'oak
chronology'is the mean of eight regional
oak chronologies across a strip of land from
Ireland to Poland. It represents hoq on
average, hundreds of millions of oaks grew.
'What we see from this comparison is that
the oaks clearly do respond to the volcanoes
in some cases ( in 1.602,1740 and 1816, for
instance), but nothing like so clearly in
others. Immediately it becomes apparent
that the conifers tell only part of the story.
There are many downturns in oak growth,
and only a few are related to the conifer
record. The oaks were quite capable of
being more stressed in years where the
conifers were not affected. The point of
this, however, is not to argue about the
quality of global cooling; the point is to
show what dendrochronology can do.
Ire',#iHe,€.sffiffi'#,i4ffiiF.ffi1
Take the case of 1816, called the 'year
without a summer' because of the terrible
unseasonable cold and the crop failures that
ensued. It has long been known that the
primary cause of the cooling was the
massive eruption of Tambora, east of Java,
in 1815. However, there was a lot more
going on in the run-up to 1816. Bald cypress
trees in Tennessee show a major growth
anomaly, with rings up to 400 per cent
wider than normal, in the years following a
huge earthquake in 1811-12 in Eastern

America. But there is a volcanic acid layer
in several Greenland and Antarctic ice cores
in 1809-10, as well as in 1815-16. So here
we have a combination of a highly unusual
quake in an area of the USA not normally
affected by earthquakes, and at least two
volcanic eruptions, including Tambora,
which is widely regarded as the largest in
the last 10,000 years. According to Briffa,
the period 1810-20 was the coldest in the
last millennium, so we begin to see a
combination of three unusual elements in
less than ten years - exceptional
earthquake, exceptional volcanic eruption,
and exceptional cold. Given that the defeat
of Napoleon's invasion of Russia ln 1.812
was famously attributed to 'General
\finter', one wonders whether a natural
series of events actually helped to change
the course of modern history.
(CWti.,--=l==-'€5F.#riffi

Obviously, the case of 1816 and the years
just before and after it is relatively recent
and well documented. However,
dendrochronology allows us to investigate
the effects of such events geographically,
indeed globally.'We can interrogate the
trees in areas where there is no historical or
instrumental record. Further back in time,
dendrochronology is almost the only way
to reconstfuct abrupt environmental events
and perhaps throw new light on far darker
moments in human history. Were there just
political forces at work in the Dark Ages,
or did violent natural events also take a
hand, tipping the balance by darkening the
skies and lowering the temperature? The
trees were there too, and kept a record.
The wood hewn from them and preserved
through the centuries is slowly beginning to
yield at least circumstantial evidence that
could support some of the stories - think
of the Arthurian wasteland, or the plagues
of Egypt - so far told only in enigmatic
artefacts, or in legends, epics, and religious
chronicles.
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Questions 34-36

Which THKEE of the following are features of dendrochronology?

Write the appropriate letters A-F in boxes 34-36 on your answer sheet.

A It provides a complete record of the weather in any part of the world.

B It involves the study of ring patterns in trees of different ages.

C A piece of wood cut a long time ago can form part of the record.

D Studies show that trees of the same type all have the same number of rings.

E As a science it has existed for over 5,000 years.

F The oldest records are mostly of one type of tree in one place.

Questions 37-40

Choose the correct letters A, B, C or D. Write your Answers in boxes 37-40 on your
answer sheet.

37 What was the result of extending the research to the European oak?

A It added information to that obtained from studying conifers.

B It contradicted all the findings from the study of conifers.

C It showed exactly the same results as those for conifers.

D It proved that the world has cooled considerably since 1400 AD.

38 Which of these happened as a result of the eruption at Tambora?

A Agricultural production fell significantly.

B There was an earthquake in North America.

C Part of the polar ice caps melted.

D The outcome of a war changed.

39 By studying tree rings, we may discover

A whole new areas of human history.

B proofofevents said to have happened.

C how earlier civilizations treated the environment.

D the truth about the nature of religious belief.

40 A suitable title for this passage would be

A How volcanoes and earthquakes changed history

B The influence of trees on the world's climate

C The role of trees in human history

D How trees can tell us more about the past
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Academic Writing t  hour

The writing test consists of two tasks. You should attempt both tasks.

Writing Thsk 1

You should spend about 20 minutes on this task.

The table below shows causes of injuries in Australia for teenagers and the
general population,

Summarize the information by selecting anil reporting the main fmtures,
making comlt arisons where relev ant.

Write at least 150 words.

Males aged
13-19

Females
aged 13-19

Total
aged13-19

Total
population

Cause rate(a) rate(a) rate(a) rate(a)

Total transport accidents 779 323 557 305

Car occupant 232 186 210 124

Motorcyclist 230 20 t27 59

Pedal cyclist 2r0 24 r20 45

Pedestrian 46 26 36 30

Falls 720 193 463 843

Complications of medical care 340 349 344 t431

Assault 28r 80 183 l l9

Accidental poisoning 68 95 82 85

Exposure to heat, smoke, fire 54 T7 36 42

All cases (b) 3688 1765 2750 3712

(a) Cases per 100,000 ofthis group.
(b) All cases, includes causes not listed. Some cases can involve more than one cause. 

ll
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Writing Thsk 2
!

You should spend about 40 minutes on this task.

Write about the following topic:

Students should pay the fult cost of their own university studies, rather than
have free higher education provided by the state.

To what extent do you egree or disagree with this opinion?

Give reasons for your answer and include any relevant examples from your own
knowledge or exp erience.

Write at least 250 words.
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Speaking
Part I

You will be asked some general questions about a range of familiar topic areas,
This part lasts between four and five minutes.

What is your firll name?

What do people usually call you?

Where are you from?

Language learning.

What are your earliest memories of learning English?

What do find difficult about English?

What do you enjoy about learriing it?

Which other languages have you studied?

Visitors to your country.

What are the main tourist attractions there?

What else would you recommend to foreign visitors?

DoesAV'ould mass tourism benefit your country? Why?/Why not?

Communicating: by post, phone, email, text message, etc.

How do you keep in touch with your family and friends?

Tell me about an important message you have received.

How have mobile phones changed the way people communicate?
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Part 2
I

You will be givenh topic to talk about for one to two minutes. Before you talk, you
will have one minute to think about what you are going to say. You willbe given
paper and a pencil to make notes if you wish. Here is the topic:

Describe a present which you yery much enjoyed receiving.

You should say:

what is was

who gave it to you

what the occasion was

and explain why you were so pleased to receive it.

Follow-up questions:

Which do you enjoy more: giving or receiving presents?

Do you like presents to be a surprise, or do you prefer to choose what you are
given?

Part 3

You will be asked some questions about more abstract issues and concepts related to
the topic in Part 2. This discussion lasts between four and five minutes.

Giving gifts

On what occasions do people in your country give each other presents?

Do you feel the commercialization of gift-giving, e.g. Christmas in certain
countries, has gone too far?

Charities

What is the role of charities nowadays?

Which charity would you like to be able to give a lot of money to?

Helping other countries

Should rich countries give much more financial assistance to poorer ones?

How can we encourage more young people to do voluntary work abroad?
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Explanatory key

Test 1

Listening
Section I

Questions 1-7 page 1o

Example touring
Keith mentions two types of bike ('touring and
mountain bikes') and Jan says'a touring bike
would be besti

14
Jan asks' l 'm wondering . . .  what your pr ices are
likei Keith says 'the rate will be ... t!4 per dayi
Be careful not to confuse fourteen with forty.

"1.25
When Keith mentions a'late return feeiJan asks
him'how much is that?'He repl ies' for each
additional hour it's one pound twenty-five'.

60
Keith says'there's a deposit, too'and adds'which
you get back when you return the bicyclei He
says'On touring models it 's {60', which is the
kind that Jan wants to rent.

(lightweight) bags
The cost is given but not the item, so the prompt
is'f5i Keith mentions'accessoriesl and Jan asks
'Such as?'He replies'for another f5 we can
suppf y lightweight bags,' and specifies 'either
panniers or the handlebar sort'.

lock
Jan mentions'a pump and a repair  k i t 'and asks i f
she would'have to pay extrai Keith answers'no,
there's no charge for things like that, or for a lock'.
He then confirms it by mentioning a good
strong onel referring to'locki

100
Jan asks'what about insuranceito which Keith
responds it's'includedi but that Jan'would have
to pay part of any individual claimi He then says
'you'd be liable for the first f 700i Note the further
prompt'firsti

7 credit card
Jan asks'How do I  pay?'and mentions theque'
and tashi but Keith insists on'credit card
bookingi Both words are needed.

Questions 1-7: script
KEITH Hello ... Clarkt Cycle Hire. My name's Keith.

How can I help you?

laN Oh hello. I saw your ad in the local paper, and as
I'm thinking of doing some cycling I'm wondering
what kinds of bike you have, and what your prices
are like.

KEITH Well, we hire out two main types of machine:
touring and mountain bikes. Are you likely to be
riding off-road, do you think?

IAN No, I'll probably be sticking to roads and country
lanes, so a touring bike would be best, I think.

KEITH Right, well the rate will be €50 for a week, or
Ll4 per day.

JaN So it's a lot cheaper to rent by the week.
KEITH Yes definitely, though it's important to bring

the bike back on time. Otherwise I'm afraid we have
to charge a late return fee.

IAN And how much is that?
KEITH For each additional hour it's one pound

twenty-five.

JAN So if you were a day late it would cost another
L30?

KEITH Yes, that's right.

JAN I'd make sure I didn't do that then!
KEITH I should also point out there's a deposit, which

you get back when you return the bicycle. In good
condition, of course. On touring models it's f,60.

IAN Is there anything else I'd have to pay?
KEITH No, that's it. Though if you re planning to ride

fairly long distances you might like to have one or
two accessories.

IeN Such as?
KEITH Well, for another !5 we can supply lightweight

bags, either panniers or the handlebar sort. It's
amazing how much they can carry, and the way
they're designed means they don't get in the way
when you're riding.
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JAN Well,I'll see. But what about essential things like
a pump, and a repair kit? I wouldn't have to pay
extra for those would I?

KEITH No no, there's no charge for things like that, or
for a lock. It's a good strong one, too. just make sure
you don t lose the key!

IAN That reminds me: what about insurance? What
happens if someone steals the bike, in spite of the
wonderful lock?

KEITH Didn't I mention that? I should've told you
thatt included in the rental. too.

JAN And it covers everything, does it?
KEITH Er ... it covers you against theft of the bike, yes.

As long as it's securely locked at the time. You'd have
to pay part of any individual claim, though.

IAN How much?
KEITH If the bike were stolen and not recovered, you'd

be liable for the first 1100.
JAN Hmm. So, if I do go ahead and rent one, how do I

pay? By cheque, or would it have to be cash?
KEITH Neither, I'm afraid. We can only accept credit

card bookings. Otherwise we'd have to ask our
customers for the full value of the machine as a
deposit.

IAN I've got a Visa in my name. Would that be OK?
KEITH Sure.

Questions 8-10 pase 11

garage
Keith describes the location of Oak Street as
'between the police station and a garage on the
other sidei

health centre
He says'go down Oak Street until you reach the
health centre on the righti and that bpposite the
health centre theret a pharmacyiThe map
shows the pharmacy.The answer can't be the
pub:'if you get to a pub ... you've gone too fari

Clark's (Cycle Hire)
Keith says'we're just behind that'(i.e. the
pharmacy). In this context,'we' means'Clark'si
'Clark's Cycle Hire' or'Cycle Hire'.The phrase
bpposite the health centre'is a further clue.

Questions 8-10: script
IAN So if Fwant to have a look at the bikes, how do I

find you? I live near the university, by the way.
KEITH Right. First you take \Abods Road as far as the

main pol ice stat ion . . .

JAN I know it. It's right next to the park
KEITH Yes, that's it. And after the police station there's

a turning to the right called Oak Street ...
IAN At the big supermarket?
KEITH No, it's before then. It's actually between the

police station and a garage on the other side.
IAN OK.
KEITH So you go down Oak Street until you reach the

health centre on the right. If you get to a pub called
the Maple Leaf you ve gone too far. Alright?

IRN Yes,l 've got that.
KEITH Now opposite the health centre there's a

pharmacy, and we're just behind that.
)AN OK, fine. I'll try to call over sometime tomorrow.
KEITH Great. See you then.

JAN Bye.

10
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Section 2

Question Il*17 pase 12

11 stamp col lect ing
After the prompts'hobby and interest clubs'
comes the first example,'landscape
photographyi and then the answer'stamp
collecting'.Both words are needed.

12 social
After the prompt'more than just friendship'
comes the answer'social', before the examples
'danci ng' and'speed-datingl

13 China
You hear the prompt'international and cultural'
and then 'China'(followed by'for instance').
Unlike in question I 1, the second example
comes after the answer.

14 chari t ies
The examples, 'human r ights organizat ions l ike
Amnesty'  and'environmental  groups such as
Greenpeace'both come after the answer
'charities'.

15 pol i t ical
The clues come after the answer:'party;
tampaigningiand the f i rst  example
'Republ icansi

16 LiberalDemocrats
After the example'Republicansi the speaker
mentions Liberal Democrafs'doing the same for
their party: Both words are needed.

17 l ight opera
The word'Final ly ' tel ls you that 17 is coming.The
speaker mentions'performing arts:The answer is
the first example.The second example is
'amateur theatrei

Questions ll-17: script

PRESENTER You're listening to Expat News, a weekly
broadcast for the English-speaking community in
this great city. In today's programme we'll be hearing
from Tom O'Hara, who's going to tell us about all
those different associations you can join. Tom.

ToM Good evening. Yes, in a city with so many of its
residents born outside the country, it's hardly
surprising there's such a huge range of expatriate
clubs and societies. And many of these, of course, are
aimed at English speakers. So first, and perhaps most

obviously, we have the sports clubs, which in some
cases fleld teams in things like rugby and tennis that
compete against clubs in other parts of the country
or even abroad. You don't have to play atthis level to
have fun, though: they can be just a great way to do
some exercise, and of course to get to know other
people, especially if you're new in town. The same
can be said of the many hobby and interest clubs that
have sprung up here: everything from landscape
photography, such as the Viewfinders club in the
harbour district, or Focus on the airport road, to old
favourites like stamp collecting. Remember that this
country has a long tradition of unusual and perhaps
even eccentric societies. so there should be
something for everyone: a place where you can meet
people of different nationalities with the same social
and/or cultural interests as you. For those who may
be interested in rather more than just fiiendship,
there's a wide range of lively social clubs. Several
singles associations organize dancing of various
kinds, while for people in a real hurry there's speed-
dating, in which everyone talks to everyone else for
just five minutes. Then, at the end, they decide which
of them they would like to meet again by ticking
their names on a list. In complete contrast to these
are the many religious associations, reflecting the
diversity of faith groups present in this multicultural
city. Many of them, of course, have their own places
of worship. Perhaps also of interest to those who've
come here from other parts of the world are the
international and cultural societies. These often
provide a meeting place for people from a specific
country, China for instance, and particular ethnic
groups, such as Afro-Caribbeans. As in other major
cities, we have here local branches of many charities
with names familiar around the world. Meetings of
human rights organizations like Amnesty
International are held regularly in English, as are
those of enr.ironmental groups such as Greenpeace.
All funds raised, by the way, go to the same kinds of
good cause as they do in other countries you may
have lived in. Inevitably, perhaps, there are also the
political clubs, often connected with a particular
party and, indeed, a particular country. So we have,
for example, a local association of Republicans
linked to and campaigning for that party in the US,
and Liberal Democrats here doing the same for their
party in Britain. Finally, on a lighter note, there's
plenty to choose from in the performing arts.
Whether you enjoy taking part or just watching and
listening, you can take your pick from a whole range
of groups. To take just a couple of examples, there's
light opera at the Memorial Hall in the city centre,
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or a very lively amateur theatre company in the Park
district. In summer they give open-air performqnces
of Shakespeare plays, free of charge.

Questions 18-20 page 13

188
The speaker mentions'a few associations
supported by the embassies'but then states' in
the vast majority of cases it is the individual
members who fund themiso B is the correct
answer, not A.'Council-subsidized sports centres'
are in listeners'home countries, making C
impossible.

198
The prompt is'find a clubiThe speaker says'it
might even determine which district of the city
you decide to live iniso B is correct, not A.The
speaker mentions persuading'friends' of the
need for a club, but doesn't mention choosing
'friends'. C is therefore also wrong.

20A
The keys words are'Then you can start your owni
Although he says'use the local small ads on the
Internetithis is'to suggest the ideai not to join
an existing club, so B is wrong. He does not
suggest joining one in another town as stated
in C.

Questions 18-20: script
TOM I should mention at this point that clearly some

districts have a higher concentration of English-
speaking clubs than others, and that certain parts of
town tend to specialize in particular activities. An
obvious example would be the number of water
sports clubs down near the river. Whatever the
number, though, they usually have one thing in
common. With the exception of a few associations
linked to particular countries and supported by their
embassies here, in the vast majority of cases it is the
individual members who fund them, so an entry fee,
or a subscription, will be charged. You may be used
to council-subsidized sports centres and the like in
your home country, but I'm afraid that's not the case
here. Assuming you can afford it, then, you can be
fairly sure that somewhere out there you'Il find a
club that caters for your own particular fascination.
If it's very important to you, and you intend to spend
a lot of time on it, it might even determine which

district of the city you decide to live in. In the
unlikely event that you really can't find such a club,
the solution is to try to persuade friends, and anyone
else you meet, of the need for one. You could also use
the local small ads on the Internet to suggest the
idea: you'll be amazed at iust how many people share
even the strangest interest. Then you can start your
own.
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Section 3

Questions?l*Z5 pase 14

21 (background) reading
The tutor asks'what you can do before you even
go to the lecturel Kareena replies'make sure
you're up to date with all the background
reading'.

22 content
The prompt is theck what the topic's going to be

of the lecturei but'topic' is not the answer: the
tutor's advice is to tonsider what the contenf
may bei

23 edit (notes)
The tutor asks about'the next stage'and Kareena
checks this means'when the lecture is over'.
However,'read them'is not the answer as the
tutor says'more than thati prompting Kareena to
say'edit them?ito which the tutor says'Yes.'

24 next lecture
Kareena asks'when's the best time to revise
th.em?'and Carlos says Just before the nexf
tecture'.The tutor confirms this by saying
'Precisely 'and' that 's a vi tal  t ime to look at them
againi

25 week
The tutor says'it 's definitely not the only time'
and asks'when should you revise them again?i
Kareenat answer'a month later' is not correct
and the tutor recommends'once a week'.

Questions 2I-25: script
TUTOR Well, how are you both settling in?
CARLOS Fine.
KAREENA Yes, no problems - so far, anyway!
TUTOR Good. Remember that as your personal tutor

I'm here to help you - if you do have any difficulties.
Now as you know, lectures start on Monday, So I
thought we'd look at a few ways of making the most
of them, especially in terms of the notes you take.
Let's begin by thinking about what you can do before
you even go to the lecture. Any ideas?

KAREENA Make sure you're up to date with all the
background reading, so you know plenty about the
subject already?

TUTOR Yes, that's essential. The lecturer will assume
you have that knowledge. Anything else, Carlos?

CARLOS Well, er, check what the topic's going to be. Of

the lecture, that is.
TUTOR I'd go a bit further than that and consider what

the content may be. Then you could ask yourself
some questions that you want answering, and listen
out for the relevant information during the lecture.

CARLOS OK.
TUTOR Now that brings us to the lecture itself, and the

actual business of writing notes, but there's a lot to
deal with there so we'll come back to that later. What
I'd like to do for the moment is continue with the
process of note taking, and move on to the next
stage. Any suggestions for what that might be?

KAREENA \Arhen the lecture is over, you mean?
TUTOR Yes, once you're able to sit down somewhere

quiet with your notes.
CARLOS Read them?
TUTOR More than that. You need to make sure they'lI

still make sense to you weeks, months later.
KAREENA Edit them?
TUTOR Yes, that's what's needed. It's well worth

spending a few minutes on it. Any missing words,
anything difficult to read, details you didn't have
time to jot down: now is the time to do so, while
everything's still fresh in your mind.

KAREENA Right. And after that, whens the best time to
revise them?

TUTOR When do you think, Carlos?
CARLOS Um, I'd say just before the next lecture. In the

same subject.
TUTOR Precisely. That's a vital time to look at them

again, for obvious reasons. But it's definitely not the
only time. When should you revise them again?

KAREENA A month later, maybe?
TUTOR Sooner, and much more often than that. I'd

recommend you look at them again once a week.
That's why it's so important they're complete and
easy to follow
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Questions 26*29 pase t5

26 at the front
The tutor asks'What should you do when you
walk into the room?'Carlos replies'Get a good
seati before going on to say'dt the front'.The
tutor says'Yes'.

27 leave a space
The tutor ask'what if you don't catch
something, something you know must be
important?'Kareena answers 'leave o space' and
the tutor agrees with this:'that's an excellent way
to deal with it, yes'.

28 it saves time
The tutor says'it 's absolutely vital that what you
write is legiblei and then adds'for one very good
reason - it saves time'.The answer is reinforced by
'waste many hours'and tan't read what you've
writteni

29 signpost words
Here the prompts come after the answer:'l
af ways listen out for signpost yyords'when the
tutor says'they can tell you when something
important is comingi

Questions 26-29: script
TUTOR Right,lett go back to note-taking, and begin

with the basics, before the lecture has even started.
What should you do when you walk into the room?

CARLOS Get a good seat at the front, if you can. Where
you can hear clearly and avoid distractions.

TUTOR Yes, though obviously others will have had the
same idea, so it's as well to get there a bit early. So,
when the lecture's under way and you're busy jotting
things down, what should you try to ensure?

KAREENA That you're getting all the main points.
TUTOR And what if you don't catch something,

something you know must be important?
KAREENA I'd leave a space, then I could check it later,

perhaps by asking a question at the end, and fi l l  i t in
afterwards.

TUTOR That's an excellent way to deal with it, yes. And
there's something else I'd like to mention here,
talking about going through notes afterwards: it's
absolutely vital that what you write is legible, for one
very good reason * it saves time. You'll waste many
hours, during the course, if your revision is held up
because you can't read what you've written. OK,
what else can we do to make listening and note-
taking more effrcient?

KAREENA Well, I always listen out for signpost words.
CARLOS Sorry, what are they?
Kareena They're the ones lecturers use to say where

they're going. A bit like a signpost at a road junction,
I suppose. Things like 'the first reason is ...',
'however ... ', 'to sum up ...1 and so on.

TUTOR Yes, they can tell you when something
important is coming, and help you organize your
notes, too.

Question 30 pase 15

308
Carlos says'summing up the main points in a few
words'and then 'in the margini before specifying
the correct answer:'on the left-hand side of the
pagei

Question 30: script
TUTOR Is there anything else you can add, Carlos?
CARLOS Er ... there's something I think is very useful,

but it's later: after the lecture has finished.
TUTOR That's fine. Go on.
CARLOS Well what I do is go through what I've written

down, summing up the main points in a few words
in the margin, on the left-hand side of the page. I try
to use words that'll jog my memory, so that I can
remember what everything's about when I look at
them again.

TUTOR Yes, that can work very well. What some people
do to review their notes is cover up their full notes
from the lecture, maybe with a piece of paper or a
card, and concentrate just on what they've put in the
margin, trying to recall the details. Then they move
the cover down a little and check whether they were
right.

KAREENA Or you could put your main points on
another piece of paper and clip them together.
Instead of covering and uncovering, you just hold a
page in each hand.

TUTOR Sure. It's down to personal preference, really.
Everyone has their own learning style.
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Section 4

Questions 31-36 pase 16

31 690
The prompt'which lies 860 kilometres north of
Adef aide' is followed by the answer'690 south of
Alice Springsi

32 1915
The answer, in 'that all started to change in 1915',
comes before the prompt'with the discovery
there of opals.'

33 First World War
ff.r" pr"rptlsettlements were established'
comes just before the answer'following the Firsr
World Wol.All three words are needed, as'War'or
'World War'could equally apply to the'Second
World Wari

34 Europe
First comes the prompt'in the late 1940s when
shallow new opal fields were discoveredithen
'immigrants from Europe arrived in large
numbers'.

7oo/o / seventy per cent
The speaker mentions'hostile conditions' and
gives examples.The recording says that'to cope
with thisi'eventually around 70o/o of the town's
inhabitants had made their homes beneath the
surface'.

shopping centre
The prompt is'hotels and even churches below
groundi before?n entire underground shopping
centre', reinforced by'the only one in the worldi

Questions 3 l*3 5: script
LECTURER Good afternoon. Today we're continuing

this series of talks on the development of the
Australian Outback with a look at Coober Pedy, the
desert town of opal mines and underground living
which lies 860 kilometres north of Adelaide and 690
south of Alice Springs. The inaccessibility, harsh
climate and almost totai lack of water made it a
highly unlikely place for human habitation, but that
all started to change in 1915 with the discovery there
of opals, the precious stones which seem to change
colour according to their surroundings. Settlements
were established following the First World War,
when soldiers returning from the trenches of France

brought with them the techniques of living below
ground in 'dugouts'. The Depression of the 1920s and
30s led to many prospectors leaving, but the town
boomed again in the late 1940s when shallow new
opal fields were discovered, and immigrants &om
Europe arrived in large numbers after the Second
World War. It must be remembered, though, just
how hostile conditions were. Daltime summer
temperatures reached well over 50 degrees
Centigrade, winter nights were bitterly cold, and
dense dust storms regularly blanketed the town. To
cope with this, more and more people began living
in disused mines and purpose-built subterranean
houses, where the temperature remains at a
comfortable 25 degrees all year round, so that
eventually around 70o/o of tine town's inhabitants had
made their homes beneath the surface. This led to
the construction ofhotels and even churches below
ground, as well as an entire underground shopping
centre: the only one in the world.

Questions 37*40 pase 17

37C
The speaker says'the nearest town to Coober
Pedy is Woomerai but this doesn't mean it's near.
The correct answer is C because'even that is an
enormous distance away'.

38A
The speaker mentions three facilities'within the
town itself': 'hotel roomsi'ethnic restaurantsl and
'its very own opal museum'.

398
The speaker says that'a short distance from
town'we can find'the Dingo Fencei

408
The prompt phrase is'another attractioniThe
speaker then says thatJust outside the town'
there are'sets of various filmsifollowed by
examples.

36
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Questions 3740: script
Perhaps not surprisingly, this has now led to the
emergence of a secondary industry: tourism. /-

Increasing numbers of visitors come to see the tunnels
and the caves with their ventilation shafts, the weird
machines lying about in the town, and, just beyond it
in the scorched red desert, the conical hills thrown up
by the world's biggest opal mines. It's a logical stopping
place for travellers, too. The nearest town to Coober
Pedy is Woomera, in the prohibited area once used for
launching space rockets, but even that is an enormous
distance away. Within the town itself there are plenty
of hotel rooms and a number of ethnic restaurants -
remember that Coober Pedy is one of the most
multicultural places in Australia, with an estimated 45
nationalities represented - and its very own opal
museum. A short distance from town there's a section
of the enormous barrier that runs thousands of
kilometres across the country: the Dingo Fence, which
is meant to keep these predatory wild dogs out of the
sheep-farming areas. Another attraction just outside
town are the sets of various fi.lms made there,
including Mad Max 3, as well as The Red Planet and
Until the End of the World - names that reflect the
harshness of the terrain and temperatures there. The
name Coober Pedy, incidentally, comes from an
Aboriginal expression meaning'white man's hole in
the ground'. Next I'd like to goon to talk about Broken
Hill, another mining town but one that ...
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Academic Reading
Passage I

Questions 1-5 page 18

1 Paragraph B: x
This paragraph explains how technological
problems are no longer limiting factors. As the
new constraint is'what the human body can
actual ly withstandi the paragraph impl ies that
'space biomedicine' is of increased importance.

2 Paragraph C: ix
This paragraph describes'physical  changes . . .  in
zero gravity'such as thinner legs and facial
swelling which are'essentially harmlessi
Therefore,this paragraph matches (ix) but not
(vii), which mentions damagei

3 Paragraph D:vii
This paragraph lists a series of different types of
harm caused when people are in space,
described as'much more ser ious'at the
beginning.The use of 'unseen'makes (ix)
impossible.

4 Paragraph E: i
This paragraph begins with clues such as
difficultiesi'accident or serious illnessl'millions of
kilometres from Earthithen gives examples of
these difficulties and puts forward a tolutioni

5 Paragraph G:vi
This paragraph refers to tarrying out studies into
the effects of space travel' and then contrasts
'actually working in space'with simulating
tonditions in zero gravityiimplying that the
work is done bn Earthi

Headings not used
iii The medical problems described in paragraph D

are illnesses, not accidents. Although E does in
fact mention accidents, neither this paragraph
nor any other part of the text claims they are any
more common in space than on Earth.

v The references to human conditions are to those
affecting the body, not the mind.There may well
be psychological problems associated with these
illnesses, and with simply being in space, but
they are not mentioned.

viii There is in fact no mention anywhere in the text
of the origins of space biomedicine, or its
development up to the present day.

Quest ions6andT pase2t

6 (on/from) Mars
The second sentence in paragraph B says'the
discovery of ice on Mars means that there is now
no necessity to design and develop a spacecraft
large and powerful enough to transport the vast
amounts of water neededi

7 they become thinner
The only reference in the text to'legs'is in
paragraph C. lt states that the'lower limbs
become thinneri

Questions 8-12 pase 21

8 Yes
The statement corresponds to the writer's
comment that'the feasibility of travel to other
planets, and beyond, is no longer limited by
engineering constraints but by what the human
body can actual ly withstandi

9 Not given
There are comments on the damage done to the
human body during long periods in space, but
the writer does not say that astronauts will die
after a specific length of time.

10 No
In paragraph F, the writer states that other
people have said this at some time in the past,
but the writer's view contrasts with this:'lt is now
clear, however, that every problem in space has a
parallel problem on Earth.'

11 Not given
Paragraph E mentions new techniques to'treat
internal injuries', but there is no indication that
these will be any more successful in space than
on Earth.The reference to 'surgeons'  in
paragraph F is Earth-based.

12 No
In the final paragraph, the writer explains that
research can, and has been, successfully carried
out under water on Earth, as the need to
'simulate'the conditions in space makes clear. For
the same reason, the 'bed'would also be on
earth.
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Questions 13 and 14 page22

13 communicating with patients L
The information is in paragraph F.The writer
mentions telemed icine'for treati n g astronauts in
space'and goes on to state that it can be used to
'commLtnicate with patients in remote parts of
the world.'

l4 filtering contaminated water
The information is in paragraph F.The writer
mentions'sterilizing waste water' in space and
goes on to state that this can be used to'flfer
contaminated water at the scene of natural
disasters.'

Passage 2

Questions 15-19 pase 25

15 (deep) canyons
The third paragraph (lines 18-32) uses the
expressions'the 1 960s','discovered' and'in the
rock at the bottom of the sea'(bedrock), so
tanyons'or'deep canyons' is the correct answer.

16 above
The third paragraph ( l ines 18-32) says'r iver
erosion of bedrock cannot occur below sea leveli
but rivers flowing into the Mediterranean had
cut into this rock. lt states that the same is true of
caves.Therefore, when the summary refers back
to these features, it is saying that both canyons
and caves must have been formed abovesea
level.

sea floor
The fourth paragraph mentions a subsequent
examination in 1970 (lines 35-36)'to study the
sea floor near the Spanish island of Majorcaiso
the missing expression is'seafloof,with more
proof in the next sentence.

shellfish
The fourth paragraph mentions'samples'  which
were'two kilometres below' (line 39).The
samples contained two kinds of living things:
vegetation ('pla nts') and' shellfi shl This is
reinforced by the adjective'shallow-wateri

silt/sand and mud
The phrase'as well as' in the summary tells you
that 19 was also inside the samples, and the
reference to bnce ... carried by river water'(lines

43-44) parallels the phrase'originally
transpo,rted by river'in the summary, so the
answer must be'si l t ' ,  or 'sand and mudi

Questions 20-22 pase 26

20E
The relevant part of the text is'The ice reflects
sunlight into space' (line 67-68).The
consequence of this is that'the planet cools'.

21 F
The clue is in line 73 -'the water flowed faster
and faster.'The previous sentence says it is bcean
water'. Before that, the text says'the gap
enlarged' and makes comparisons with 'Victor ia
Fal ls 'and'Niagarai  making i t  c lear that F is the
right answer.

229
The clue is ' reheat ing the oceans and the planet '
(lines 82-83). Just before that, the text says that
'waters of the vast inland sea drowned the falls
and warm water began to escape to the Atlantic.'
F is not possible because the water flowing over
the falls was going the opposite way.

Questions 23-27 pase27

23D
The text says'the deep outward flow from sea to
ocean was progressively cut off'(lines 52-54),so
D is correct. A is false because the text says
gradually cut off| not'suddenly closedi For B,
there is no mention in the text of any fall in the
level of the Atlantic. C is false because the
'shallow inward flow of ocean water into the
Mediterranean' remained unt i l ' the shal low
opening at Gibral tar f inal ly c losed completelylso
immediately is wrong.

244
The key part is'the sea became more saline and
creatures that couldn't handle the rising salt
content perished ... except for bacteria'(lines
56-59). B uses a word from the text - 'bacteria'-
but wrongly makes it the cause. C may be true,
but there is no indication that this killed plants
or animals in the Mediterranean. D is also true,
but this occurred after most life in the sea had
already died, so it was not a cause.

17

I8

19
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25

26

B
The salinity crisis was said early in the text to
have'plunged the Earth into an ice ageiso when
it ended 5.4 million years ago,the'reheating'
referred to in line 82 meant the end of an ice age
too. A is contradicted by'reheating of the planeti
C indicates'Victoria Falis/Niagara' but
misinterprets the text. D is not supported
anywhere in the text.

c
The prompt is'subsequenti with the evidence
'some believe ... that the Mediterranean must
have dr ied up and ref i l led many t imes'( l ines
88-90). A exaggerates what the text says:'added
a few wrinkles to Ryan and Hsut scenario'. For B,
the studies did not disprove their main
argument, only the'detailsi D is not suggested in
the text.

D
The phrase'not something our species has to
worry about ' ( l ine 98) impl ies that humans wi l l
no longer exist when'nature's closure'occurs. A is
incorrect because the phrase'lf continental drift
does reseal the Mediterranean'means it is
possible. B is incorrect because, although there is
a lighthearted mention of 'stockpili ng dynamitei
there is no serious suggestion of technological
measures to stop it happening. c is similar to A:
'if 'means it is possible but not certain.

Tr l .Reading passage 3

Questions 28-31 pase 3o

28F
Paragraph F describes the process of becoming
different in appearance:'admission of certain
wolves ... and exclusion of larger, more
threatening ones led to the development of
people-friendly breeds distinguishable from
wolves by size,shape, coat, ears, and markings,'

29)
The final paragraph mentions'prized bloodlines'
and organizations: one'registers 150 breeds', one
'lists 196' and another'recognizes many more'.

30A
Paragraph A makes the point severaltimes:'dogs
remain as simi lar [ to wolves] as humans . . .  are to
each other ... not much different at all '; 'dogs
and wolves differ by not much more than one
per cent:

31 I
This paragraph refers to a king'said to love his
dogs more than his subjects hnd to a relative of
another king who shouted'save the dogs'when
'sailors drowned'.

Questions 32-35 pases 3o-31

B,C,F,H (any order)
B Paragraph B mentions'before the development

of ... permanenf human settlementsiwhile
paragraph D mention 'wandering packs ... and
.. .  nomadic humansi

C Paragraph C refers to'the most suppliant wolves',
while paragraph F mentions'wolves that would
know the tricks ofsubservience and could adapt
to humans in charge.'

F Paragraph F talks of 'animals ... scovenging
Ieftovers'(i.e. eating anything the humans didn't
want).

H Paragraph F states that'Puppies in particular
would be hard to resist.'

Not used
A Paragraph C describes' the simi lar . . .  s ize of wolf

packs and early human clansiwhi le paragraph D
mentions'packs of 25 or 30 wolves and clans of
l ike-numbered . . .  humans'.

27
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E

G

Paragraph D states tertain wolves'were
accepted'into early human gatherings ... by
proving ... unthreatening'. L
Paragraph F states'food would have been -

plentiful.'
Paragraph B states that archaeological evidence
'puts wolves ... in the company of man ... before
the development of farmingi

Questions 36-40 pase 31

36D
The second sentence of paragraph H talks about
'Roman warriors'who'trained large dogs for
battleiThe next sentence describes how'the
brutes' could attack'an armed man'.

37E
i.r.grrph I refers to dogs in'seventeenth
century England'used as a source of energy:
'pulling carts ...','working as turn-spits'and
'powering wheels... i

38F-- 
The last sentence in paragraph G says'Native
Americans among others ate puppies'. Neither
the bthers'alluded to here, nor the'societies'in
the next clause, are mentioned by name.

39A
Although hunting is referred to in B, C, D and G,
paragraph H refers specifically to ancient Greece,
where people used'speedy Laconians ... to
chase and kill rabbits and deer.'

40E
This is the second use of E. Paragraph I refers to
'herding livestock' in England, e.g. working as
sheepdogs.
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Test 2

Listening
Section I

Questions l-6 page 42

1 A Yes, definitely
The prompt is the next thing is the gas supplyi
Simon asks'Do you have a safety certificate?'and
then specifies'a current one'.The owner replies
'We do'.

2 A Yes, definitely
Simon asks'When did they actual ly do the
inspection?ito which the owner eventually
replies'just over five months agoi Her first
answer is'early last yeari but she then corrects
this.

3 B Maybe
Simbn asksAnd the electricity.When was the last
time all the wiring was inspected?'Although the
owner remembers an'electrician'in flat 34, she
can't rememb-er'if he lo,oked at everything then.'
She offers to'find the bill and check.'

4 C Definitely not
Simon asks'are there enough plug sockets in the
flat?'and they then discuss the meaning of
'enough'in this context.The owner says one per
room and Simon's lighthearted'l ' l l take that as a
"no"then,'is confirmed by the owner's answer All
righti

5 B Maybe
Simon asks about a'smoke alarmi Although the
owner says'yesi that only partly answers
guestion 5. Simon's follow-up question'is it in
good working order?'brings the response'l' l l
have to try it out, and let you know,'so there is
no certainty.

6 A Yes, definitely
Simon talks about'the previous tenants'and
then asks if any tenants'stil l have keys to the
door'.The owner is definite about this:'everyone
has to hand backthe keys ... and those in 3A
have always done so.'

Questions 1-6: script
SIMON Hello, this is Simon Marshall. I spoke to you

the other day about renting flat 3A.
OWNER Oh yes, hello Simon. What can I do for you?
SIMON Well, there are a few health and safety things I'd

like to run through if that's OK.
owNER Yes, fine.
SIMON Right, well the first thing, bearing in mind it's

quite an old house, is whether there's any damp. I'm
thinking here of the exterior walls, and the floor.

OWNER Well, I've never known any problems with
damp there. It was all right last time I checked,
certainly - though that was before the recent wet
weather. I'd better have another look and get back to
you on that.

SIMON OK. Now the next thing is the gas supply. Do
you have a safety certificate? A current one that is.

owNER We do. All the gas appliances have been
checked by a registered engineer.

SIMON Yes, I was going to ask about that. When did
they actually do the inspection?

OWNER Let me think ... they sent an engineer to check
something early last year, but, no, that wasn't the
inspection ... Oh I remember now, it was in the
Spring. In fact I've got the certificate here somewhere
... I€s, thatt it: March 22nd, so it's just over five
months ago.

SIMON And the electricity. When was the last time all
the wiring was inspected? I know it doesn t have to
be checked as often as the gas, but it's still important,
especially in older properties.

OWNER As it happens we had an electrician in when
we redecorated flat 3A. If he looked at everything
then, he would have charged us for it. I'll find the bill
and check it if you like.

SIMON Fine. And when was that?
OWNER Er ... the decorators finished just before

Easter, so that would be about eighteen months ago.
SIMON Iust one more point on the electrics: are there

enough plug sockets in the flat?
OWNER It depends what you mean by'enough' really.
SIMON Well I've got quite a lot of electrical things -

computer, radio, lamps, kitchen appliances unJ ,o ort
- and I'm wondering whether I could plug them all
in without having cables trailing all over the place.

OWNER I think there's one per room: that's fairly
normal in older properties.

SIMON I'11 take that as a'no'then!
owNER All right.
SIMON Now, another safety point: is there a smoke

alarm?
owNER Yes, there's one in the kitchen.
SIMON And is it in good working order?
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owNER I'll have to try it out, and let you know.
SIMON Right. Now you mentioned the previous

tenants: do they, or anyone else who's lived ira the
flat, still have keys to the door?

OWNER We're very strict about that. Everyone has to
hand back the keys when they leave, or we don't
return the deposit. And those in 3A have always done
so.

Questions 7-10 pase43

7C
Simon talks about'a room where people can
leave things'and asks 'Where exactly is that? ls it
next to 3A ... on the third floor?'The owner
replies that'the apartment's on the third, yes, but
the storeroom's a little way away,'to which
Simon asks'it 's on the same floot isn't it?'The
owner replies'Yes, it is.'

8B
The word'70s'refers to when the heating was
installed, not the temperature. Although 55 is a
temperature, it 's not the present one:'it used to
be set at 55.'The correct answer is'itt a constant
60 degrees.'

9C
Don't confuse the size of the yard ('20 square
metres') with that of the garden:'about 150
metres'. Other figures to be careful with are the
size of the motorbike engine ('50 cc')and the old
man's age ('nearly 90').

108
The owner first says'70 cm'but then corrects
herself by saying'No, sorry, that was the old one.
This one's 80.'90 is the number of channels
avai lable.

Questions 7-L0: script
SIMON OK.'Now there are a few other practical details.

Firstly, you mentioned a room where people can
leave things like suitcases and bags and things. Where
exactly is that? Is it next to 3A, which I take it is on
the third floor?

OWNER Well the apartment's on the third, yes, but the
storeroom's a little way away,just past the second
door to the right. Under the stairs, in fact.

SIMoN But it 's on the same floor, isn't it?
OWNER Yes, it is.
SIMON Fine. Now another thing I wanted to check is

that there's hot water in the apartment.
OWNER Oh yes, it runs off the central heating - that

was installed back in the 70s I think - so there's a
permanent supply.

SIMON But is it really hot? Not just warm, or
lukewarm.

OWNER I suppose it depends what you mean by hot,
but it's at a constant 60 degrees.

SIMON That sounds fine.
OWNER Yes, it used to be set at 55, but last year the

tenants asked us to increase it, so we did.
SIMON I'm glad about that! OK, now can you tell me a

bit about the yard, and the garden? How big are
they?

owNER Well the yard, at the side of the house, is about
20 square metres.

SIMON Oh, so there's room for my motorbike, then.
Actually it's only a 50 cc moped, but I like to keep it
off the road at night.

OWNER )bs, there's more than enough space there,
even with all the wheelie bins.

SIMON And the garden?
OWNER Thatt much bigger. About 150 square metres.
sIMoN Who looks afteiii, by the way?
owNER Old Mr Collins. He's almost 90 but he's out

there every day.
SIMON And the last point: the TV What size screen is

i t?
owNER lt's 70 centimetres wide, I think. No, sorry,

that was the old one. This one's 80. You can get
ninety-odd channels on it, so I'm told.

SIMON Really? So there's a satellite dish on the roof, is
there?

OWNER No. it's cable TV here. It doesn't cost much
between everyone) though.

SIMON That's very interesting. OK, thanks for your
help. I'll be in touch again soon.

OWNER Thank you. Bye for now
SIMON BYC,
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Section 2

Questions I I and 12 pase +a

11 B
The prompt is the reference to a'surveyiThe
figure of 32o/o is given for the number of students
toping with lonelinessi Be careful not to mishear
sixteen hundred as a percentage and choose A.
Don't interpret32o/o to mean people who do not
suffer loneliness, which would give answer C.

12A
Although you hear the prompt'report by
researchers'and then 'personal welfare and
health servicesiyou have to wait until the
speaker says'610/o of all people using counselling
services were aged under 30.'B is wrong because
'30'is not a percentage.The figure 57o/ois onlyfor
'men'included within the 61olo already
mentioned.

Questions 11 and 12: script
COUNSELLOR Loneliness is something we all suffer

from in varying degrees, but young people living on
their own can be particularly vulnerable. Many who
leave the famrly home find they are less confident
and have more difficulty in finding their feet than
they expected. Often, going to work or study in
another town or city will be the first time they have
lived away from home. Although this may sound like
an adventure for those dying to get away from the
glare ofthe parental eye, for others it is a daunting
prospect which generates apprehension, uncertainty,
and even fear. In fact, in a recent survey of over
sixteen hundred people who had recently left home,
32o/o saidthat understanding and coping with
loneliness was a crucial issue for them and made
them feel highly stressed and distracted. An annual
report by researchers last year recorded a noticeable
increase in the number of individuals with
homesickness, transition, and isolation issues.
Acknowledging that feelings of loneliness and
isolation could impede progress at work or study,
they examined the number of people using the
welfare and health services. They found that young
people in particular were prone to difficulties. Last
year 610/o of all people using counselling services
were aged under 30 and of this group, 57o/o werc
men.

Questions 13-20 pase45

13 first year
The first prompt is'Leaving home'.The speaker
describes causes of loneliness, then says'For this
reason, in the first year a latof young people
suffer from loneliness.'

14 (other) people
The word' l ronical ly ' is a clue.The speaker
contrasts a 'sense of isolation'with being
'surrounded by people most of the timeiand
tonstantly among people'with 'a sense of being
alonei

15 on their  own
The speaker say'lt is often those who are more
used to being on their own who deal best with
the transitional period of leaving home.'

16 primary school
The sentence'lt may be the first time you have
had to make new friends since you started
primary scltool'expresses the same idea as the
statement.

17 far (away)
The prompt here is'long-distance relationship'.
The text refers to'that special person who lives
so far away.'

18 everyone/everybody
The prompt here is the sentence'One of the
ways of combating loneliness is to remember
that it 's not your faultiThe speaker says'everyone
has to deal with (it):

19 activities
The question paraphrases the part of the text
that says people can get involved in activities
which interest them as a way of meeting more
people.'

20 support services
The prompts are the word tounselling'and'For
more information'.The speaker says tontact the
town hall's support services.'
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Questions 13-20
COUNSELLOR: Leaving home involves a major change

in lifestyle, work patterns and degree of t-

independence. You will be away from home, family
and friends and are no longer supported by familiar
surroundings. For this reason, in the firstyear a lot
of young people suffer from loneliness. Ironically,
this sense of isolation comes at a time when you are
likely to be surrounded by people most of the time.
Living in a busy ciry travelling on crowded buses and
trains, you will be constantly among people, but this
can sometimes compound your sense of being alone.
Seeing others who appear at ease among large
crowds, mingling and making friends, can make you
feel excluded and inadequate. Adapting to a new
environment makes people uncertain of what to do
or how to behave and breeds insecurities which can
make for a real sense of isolation. lt is often those
who are more used to being on their own who deal
best with the transitional period of leaving home.
Other reasons for feeling alone include high
expectations of the big city where you have'the best
time of your life'and meet'lifelong friends'. It may
be the first time you have had to make new friends
since you started primary school and perhaps you
are reluctant or finding it hard to replace old friends
whom you miss. There are also pressures to juggle
work and socializing which may leave you feeling left
out, or it could be that you have a long distance
relationship and feel torn between your new lifestyle
and that special person who lives so far away.
Because loneliness can leave you with a sense of low
self-esteem where you become self-conscious and
feel you have been rejected, it is very difficult to
overcome. You may be reluctant to even try and
make new friends or take part in social activities, and
will also find it difficult to say'no' to things, leaving
you feeling exploited and weak. One of the ways of
combating loneliness is to remember that it's not
your fault, and that it's something everyone has to
deal with, despite appearances. Counsellors advise
those feeling lonely to speak to someone they know
about their feelings. They also ask them to consider
joining groups and societies and to get involved in
activities which interest them as a way of meeting
more people. Of course, overdoing it and jamming
your schedule with too many things just to avoid
being alone will not work, but meeting others with
common interests may be a step forward. If you still
feel like you need someone to talk to, you could try
group counselling where you will be able to talk to
and receive support from a small number of people
with the same difficulties as you. For more

information, or to be put in touch with an individual
counsello-6 contact the local town hall's support"
services.
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Section 3

Questions 2l-24 pase 46

21-23 A, E, F (any order)
A Paul asks A directly,'ls it near the College?i and

Katy's answer means'yes':' just round the corner
from here'.

E When talking about PCs, Katy refers to'materials
in over fifteen different languages'.

F Katy says'the same hardware (i.e. Macintosh and
PC) permits access to the lnternet with its many
language learning and discussion sites.'

Incorrect options
B Katy says the'books ... audio or video cassettes'

are'at a wide range of levels of difficulty.'
C Katy refers to'reference books without tapesi
D Katy talks about daily'newspapers, but the

Centre in fact receives the'weekly international
edition of the Spanish newspaper El Pais'.

24 C, D (any order)
The first prompt is Paula's question'What about
TV?ifollowed by Katyt mention of the second
flooriKaty talks of 'televisions to view live
satellite television broadcasts in seven
languages'and then l ists these,

C Katy mentions Turkish after the main list -
'Turkish broadcasting can be viewed live on
request:

D Katy says that'The Centre records the news in
French, German, Arabic ... '

Incorrect options
A English is not included in the first list.
B Japanese is not included in the f i rst  l ist .
E Portuguese is mentioned in the first list of live

broadcasts, but not among the list of news
recordings.

Quest ions 2 I -24: scr ipt

KATY Hi, I'm Katy Shaw and I work at the University
Language Centre. Your tutor tells me you might be
interested in using the Centre, so I'm here at the
College to explain a bit about it and of course to
answer your questions.

PAULA Where exactly is the Centre? Is it near the
College?

KATY It's actually on King's Road: just round the
corner from here, in fact.

IEFF Oh I know it, yes. I wondered what that building
was.

STEVE Yes, what's there?
KAIY Well, the library has about 4000 books,

pamphlets and transcripts to go with some of the
L2,500 items on audio or video cassettes. These are at
a wide range of levels of diffrculry covering language
learning material in over 100 languages. There are
also reference books without tapes including
dictionaries, grammars, grammar workbooks,
vocabulary workbooks and model letters, as well as
texts on academic writing and effective study habits,
etc. Audio cassette workrooms are on the first floor.
by the wav.

Srevr Do tirey get any foreign-language press there,
too?

KATY Yes, the library subscribes to a number of
European daily and weekly newspapers including
Le Monde from France, L'Espresso from Italy and the
weekly international edition of the Spanish paper
El Pais.

JEFF What about learning with computers? Can you do
that there?

KATY CALL, or Computer Aided Language Learning, is
available on the first floor.

JEFF How many PC's are there?
KATY Counting both Macintosh and PC platforms,

there are nine at present. There are materials in over
fifteen different languages, and new material and
language categories are being added as library funds
permit. The programs cover verb drills, grammar
exercises, activities to accompany multi-media
textbooks, pronunciation, translation and some
multi-media applications. The same hardware
permits access to the Internet with its many language
learning and discussion sites.

PAULA What about TV? Thatt a good way of learning
a language too.

KATY Yes, definitely. We agree. So on the second floor
of the Centre there are televisions to view live
satellite television broadcasts in seven languages.

PAULA Which ones are they?
I(ATY Currently, we've got Arabic, French, German,
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Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and Russian. Ttrkish
broadcasting can be viewed live on request. The
Centre records the news in French, German, Arabic,
Italian, Japanese, Spanish and Russian. And English,
too.

Question 25-30 pase47

25-27 B,E,F (anyorder)
B The prompt is from Paula:'How do we sign up?'

Katy says'you need to go to the Centre with a
valid University lD or a letter ... indicating your
status:

E Steve asks Are there any forms to fil l in?ito
which Katy replies'l 'm afraid soiand then
specifies ht the ground floor Reception Deski
She then confirms E by referring to'registration:

F Katy refers to the'need to take part in an
induction' into 'proper operation of the Centre's
computers, televisions, videosi

Incorrect options
A Katy says you can 'avoid paying a fee.'
C Although she mentions a'Departmental

Administratorithis is in the context of writing
the letter.

D There is a reference to'language requirementsi
but this means the studeni's rJquirements, not
the Centre's.There is, therefore, no need to'take a
test:

28 A,B
Although Katy says'tell the librarian who you are
on your first visit', this is not one of the options in
28.

A The first relevant reference is when Katy says'let
her (the librarian) know what - if any *
knowledge of it (the language) you already
have.'

B Katy tells the others to'say what reasons you
have for learning the language.'

Incorrect options
C Katy explains that the librarian will 'offer you

advice on how much time is needed to make
progress in the Ianguage.'

D Katy explains that the librarian will 'help you
make the best choice of books.'

E Katy refers to'suggestions on how to improve
your language learning techniquesibut does not
mention other languages you have learned.'

29-30 Answers A, E (any order) '
A The prompts are Jeff's questions'Can she copy

tapes for us to take home? Or can we borrow
them?'Katy says'the library is a resource centre
and reference library onlyl but makes it clear that
A is correct when she says'you can do as much
self-study listening and reading work there as
you want.'

E Katy's comment'international copyright law
prohibits users from copying more than 5% of
any one t i t le in the academic year ' impl ies that
some pages may be copied.

lncorrect options
B Katy rules out taking books away:'itt not

possible to take home materials, that's to say
books or cassettes.'

C Katy rules out copying tapes:topyright law
doesn't permit the library or its staff to make
copies of cassettes for use by students outside
the Centre.'

D Steve asks'i1 it O,[ to photocopy,themlto which
Katy replies'the library staff will handle any
photocopying.'This makes D impossible,
confirmed by'you place a photocopy order with
the librarian.'
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Questions 25*30: script
PAULA Sounds great. How do we sign up?
KATY -Io avoid paying a fee, you need to go to the

Centre with a valid University ID card, or a letter
from your College or Departmental Administrator
on headed paper indicating your status, length of
stay and language requirements.

STEVE Are there any forms to fill in?
KATY I'm afraid so! You do that at the ground floor

Reception Desk. Your registration is for one
academic year only and needs to be renewed
annually. You should tell the librarian who you are
on your first visit, and you will need to take part in
an induction to the library service, including the
proper operation of the Centre's computers,
televisions, videos and so on.

PAULA Can she help us choose the right materials, too?
KATY Yes! The librarian can give advice and assistance

in locating material, making best use of the texts and
tapes, and so on. Let her know which language you
want to study and what - if any - knowledge of it
you already have. Also say what reasons you have for
learning the language. Your answers will help the
librarian help you make the best choice of books and
tapes for your needs. She can also offer you advice
on holf much time is needed to make progress in the
language, and can offer suggestions on how to
improve your language learning techniques.

IEFF Can she copy tapes for us to take home? Or can
we borrow them?

KATY The library is a resource centre and reference
library only. You can do as much self-study listening
and reading work there as you want, but it's not
possible to take home materials, that's to say books
or cassettes. And copyright law doesn't permit the
library or its staff to make copies of cassettes for use
bv students outside the Centre. All material must be
used on the premises, I'm afraid. This ensures that
materials are always available for students working
on their own and not out on loan for long periods,
r$ich could harm users'progress.

STEVE So if we can't take books home, is it OK to
photocopy them?

KATY The library staff will handle any photocopying,
though international copyright law prohibits users
from copying more tban 5o/o of any one title in the
academic year You place a photocopy order with the
librarian or an assistant and orders will be processed
between one and two o'clock, or after five thirty.

PAULA How much does it cost?
KATY Ten pence per page. Payment is by photocopy

card, which you can buy from the Information Desk
on the ground floor....

Section 4

Questions 31-34 pase 48

31 {the) US/USA/America
The year'1 893' is mentioned and'Whitcomb
Judson'is referred to as'another American
inventor who took . . .  the Clasp Locker . . .  to the
World's Fair  . . .  in the US;

32 success
The first clue comes before the'Hookless
Fastener' is mentioned:'the buying public began
to take an interest'. Following the reference to
'Sundback', the speaker confirms the answer:'it
sold quite welli

33 1919
Both'Kynoch' and the'Ready Fastener' are heard
before the date'in 1919'.

34 Goodrich's
The speaker says that'the Zipper'was designed
and given its modern American name by BF
Goodrich.'The surname is repeated and there is a
play on words:'madeMr Goodrich extremely rich
indeedi

Quest ions 3I-34

LECTURER I think you all have a copy of the printed
notes and diagram ... but I should point out before
we go any further that there are a few mistakes in
those notes, so please correct any you notice as we go
along. Right, as you can see, we are going to be
looking at the zip, or zipper as it's known in the US,
which is where it had its origins in 1851. In fact, it
was initially given the rather less catchy name of the
Automatic Continuous Clothing Closure by the
person that invented it: Elias Howe, who also
designed the first sewing machine. It wasn't until
1893, though, that someone actually tried to market
the zip, when Whitcomb |udson, another American
inventor, took what he called the Clasp Locker to the
World's Fair held that year in the US. His hook and
eye system was a commercial disaster, and it was
another fifteen years before the buying public began
to take an interest: this time a more reliable model
with facing sets of teeth named the Hookless
Fastener, designed by a Swedish engineer called
Gideon Sundback. Attached to clothing, purses and
other items, it sold quite well. Gradually this new
alternative to buttons caught on, as people realized
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the advantages of a fastener that only needed one
hand to operate, that children could use, that left no
visible gaps, and so on. The British firrrl Kynoch
began producing and selling the Ready Fastener in
large numbers in 1919, and a few years later the
Zipper, designed and given its modern American
name by BF Goodrich, made Mr Goodrich
extremely rich indeed.

Questions 35-39 pase 4e

35 pin
The prom.pt fqr th.e diagram is'Let's look first at
the right-hand side of the illustrationiThe
description goes clockwise from'tape'to'heat
seal patch'to hlongside the heat seal patch is a
small piece of metal ... to enable the two halves
of the zip to join.'The speaker states 'this is
known as the pin'.

36 box
Details on 36 are given:bpposite that, on the
other half of the zip in the diagram, is a device
which correctly aligns the pin.'This is then
identified:'the box,as it's called, begins the
joining of the zip halves.'

37 {metal) teeth
The answer must be plural : ' running up the
inside edge of each half are dozens, possibly
hundreds, of metal teeth.' There is a second
reference:'moving up and down the teefh ...'

38 pul l tab
The p,rompt is the reference to h piece of metal
called the slideriThe speaker says'this is
operated by means of a pulltab,'and then
confirms the first word:'the wearer or user pulls
it.'

39 top stop
The speaker gives the prompt'to prevent the
slider coming offthe teeth at the other end,'
before specifying that'there is a top stop on both
sides of the zip.'Study of the diagram will
confirm this last point.

Question 40 paqe +e

408
In B,butline'indicates only the most important
points, while'development' covers both the brief
historical background and the description of the
'still widely used'separable zip. A overstates the
scope of the talk only one kind of zip fastener is
explained. Although the second part of the text
focuses on one kind of zip, as stated in C, the
speaker has no commercial motive:the only
particular makes he mentions were last made in
the 1920s.The speaker briefly refers to the zip's
bccasional tendency to trap parts of the wearer's
anatomy; but this is the only, passing, mention of
the'dangers' in D.

Questions 35-40: script
LECTURER If its use in trousers was a major factor in

establishing the zip as a fashion icon, despite its
occasional tendency to trap parts of the wearer's
anatomy, another major breakthrough came with the
separable zip: the kind that opens at both ends. This
type, still widely used in a range of items from
jackets to tents, is shown in the diagram. Let's look
first at the right-hand side of the illustration, at the
material attached to the item of clothing, the bag or
whatever. This is the tape, which is usua"lly made-of
fairly tough fabric. At the end of that there's what is
known as the heat seal patch: the cotton and nylon
laminated material used to reinforce the tape. Now
alongside the heat seal patch is a small piece of
metal, used only on a separating zip, whose function
is to enable the two halves of the zip to join. This is
known as the'pin'. Opposite that, on the other half
of the zip in the diagram, is a device which correctly
aligns the pin. The'box', as it's called, begins the
joining of the zip halves. Running up the inside edge
of each half are dozens, possibly hundreds, of metal
'teeth', each of which has a small hook and an
equally tiny hollow. Moving up and down the teeth,
to open and close the zip, is a piece of metal called
the slider. This is operated by means of a'pull tab', so
called because, Iogically enough, the wearer or user
pulls it in one direction or the other. To close the zip,
a wedge inside the slider pushes the hook of each
tooth on one side into the hollow of each offset
tooth on the other; to open it, the wedge forces them
apart. To prevent the slider coming off the teeth at
the other end, there is a'top stop' on both sides of
the zip. This basic design has changed little in the
many years since it was first introduced, although
nowadays, of course, zips - zippers - are available in
a whole range of shapei, sizes and materials.

t
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Academic reading
Passage 1

Questions 1-5 page 5l

B
The textile factory is mainly mentioned from line
25 where'workers complained of being bitten.'lt
states that'dermatitis swept through the
workplace' and'seemed to be transmitted
through employees' social groups.'

c
Line 34 mentions an 'infestation'that'spread
through office staff going through dusty records
that had lain untouched for decades.'ln line 76
there is further evidence:tlerical staff poring
over records.'

A
Lines 1 1-13 refer to the laboratory where there
was'a problem, attributed to cable mitesiand
says that'a concerted effort was made to
exte'rminate the mites.'

B
This refers to the factory again. Lines 26-28 state
that'workers complained of being bitten by
insects brought into the factory in imported
cloth.'

A
This refers to the laboratory again. Lines 1 1-13
state'that the problem ... started to spread to
relatives of the victims.'

Questions 6-8 pase 52

6 individualscratching
Lines 53-67 relate to the chart.The chart
requires the cause of group scratching.The text
says that ' individual scratching'  would'pr ime
them (the group) to scratch itches of their
own'(cause/effect).

7 alerted others
This is given as a consequence of individual
scratching'. lt would have'alerted others that
there were biting insects or parasites present.'
The phrase'biting insects or parasites'
corresponds to'pests' in the chart.

8 bonding
In the text, the'necessary bonding'is given as a
beneficial consequence of 'mutual grooming.'

Questions 9-13 pase 53

9F
The reference is in lines 71-73!people may
unconsciously exaggerate symptoms ... because
it gets them a break from unappealing work.'
However, the text says'unconsciouslyi while the
question reads'they know it will. '

T
The text says that'the lab workers ... spent the
day laboriously examining the results of ... tests'
and'textile workers and clerical staff ... found
what they had to do tedious'(lines 73-78). Both
'laboriously' a nd'tedious' indicate'boring'.

NG
You might reasonably assume this to be true, but
it isn't mentioned anywhere in the text, despite
the overall topic.

T
The text states'few will accept ... what
psychologists call a hysterical condition.In the
past ... expert reassurance was enough;these
days there is a mistrust of conventional
medicine' (lines 84-89).

F
The prompt is lnternet in line 92, followed by the
mention of 'an epidemici However, the final
sentence says'Only an awareness of the power
of the i l lusion can stop i t . '

Question 14 pase53

14D
The gist is that certain parasites and insect bites
are all in the mind, Option A only relates to the
content of paragraph 7; B only to paragraphs 2,
4, and 5; C mentions'scratchingi part  of  the main
theme, but 'yawning'  and' laughing'  are only
incidental references in the text; E relates only to
the final part ofthe text.

10

11

12

13
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Passage 2

Questions 15-19 pase 54 
:'

15 Sect ion l l : i
The reference tompleted in 1875' makes it clear
this was the original lift.The second and third
paragraphs of this section, beginning'the
operating mechanism consisted of ... ', explain
how it worked.

16 Sect ion l l l :  e
The first paragraph of this section states the
problems of 'pitting and grooving of the
cyl inders and pistons'and their  cause, whi le the
second describes the attempted remedies and
effect.lt also mentions a problem with'the boiler
for the steam enginei

17 Section lV: h
The first paragraph of this section describes the
structure added to the original, which included
'the A-framesi'the platform' and'the new
operating mechanism'.The way this machinery
worked is discussed in the second paragraph.

18 Section V: a
The only section which says what the lift was
actually used for is V.The first paragraph of this
section considers its use with cargo vessels, and
the second, its tourism function.

19 Sect ion Vl:  c
Clues include the contrast with 'demol i t ion'and
words such as'save'and tonservedi Al though
the second paragraph of this section mentions
'replacing'and a'repl icai  the third explains that
they in fact restored the lift to its 1875 system
and structure.

Not used
b covers too many sections - ll,l l l & lV.

d deals only with the f i rst  thing mentioned in
the text.

g is too narrow: only the first paragraph of
section lV discusses the supports.

j is incorrect because at no stage is there a
tompletely new lift ': the second is built on top of
the first, and the third returns to the structure
and operating system of the first.

20

Questions 20-24 pase 57

platform
The answer to 17 indicates that the relevant
section is lV.The first paragraph of section lV
describes'the platform that now formed the top
of the framework on it was located the new
operating mechanism, which included seventy-
two pulleys.'

A-frame
As'the platform ... formed the top of the
frameworki you can see what was there'to
support' this platform: the A-shaped structures
'at either sidei

pulley(s)
The pulleys are mentioned as part of the
bperating mechanism' on the'platformi and
agaln when describing how the 'wire ropes . . .
ran . . .  around pul leys. '

(boat carrying) tank
The tanks are the biggest moving parts in the
diagram, able to be'raised or lowered'.The
explanat ion of the mechanism - the ropes
running around the'pul leys'  -  provides further
clues.

(cast iron) weights
Their  locat ion is given - 'at  the side of the
structure'- and their connection to the tanks via
the pulleys is described in the first sentence,of
the second paragraph.

Questions 25-27 pase 58

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

France and Belgium
In Section ll, the text states that'the lift became a
prototype for larger versions ... in France and
Belgium,'

a hydraul ic pump
ln iection f l, the iext states that'a hydraulic pump
driven by steam suppl ied . . .  addit ional energy
... to effect ... movement.'

cylinders and pistons
The first paragraph of Section lll states that'the
canal water used'was torrosive, and therefore
causing the damage.'The damage'refers back to
'the pitting and grooving of the cylinders and
pistons'.
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Passage 3

Questions 28*34 pase 61

28 size
The summary covers lines 58-79. Question 28
requires a noun meaning'the t iniest . . .  to the
biggestiThe one from the list that fits is size.

29 never
An adverb is required.The text says'this kind of
Iife is all we know'(lines 63-64), which
paraphrases the summary'we have never
observed any other kinds of organism'.

mistake
A noun is needed, probably in a fixed expression.
The text says'scientists ... tend to look for ...
vital signs that betray earthly organisms when
we have absolutely no reason for thinking that
life elsewhere should be earthlike'(lines 66-70).
In other words, they are making a mistake (not a
'breakthrough').

planet
Fol lowing hnotheri this must be a singular noun.
The text refers to'Mars' and'Martian meteoritesi
which refer to a planet, not an entire galaxy.

narrow
An adjective is required to qualify definitioniThis
word appears twice in the text:on the first
occasion the writer is concerned that the
definition tannot be based more broadly'(line
71), i.e. that itis narrow.There is no suggestion
that the scientists'definition has changed since
the previous one.

composition
This needs a pluralor uncountable noun
contrasting with'behaviouriThis part of the
summary relates to the phrase in the text'what it
does, rather than what it is made of'(lines
75-76:the word that means'what it is made of'
is composition.

defining
A verb -ing form is required.The answer relates
to f ines 76-79:'it is difficult ... to make such a
definition stick, preventing the term from
becoming so inclusive as to be meaningless.'

Questions 35-38 pase 62

3sc
The question paraphrases the sentence'But as
Cohen and Stewart show in their novel, it is
possible to imagine ent i t ies . . .  which appear to
be alive, but which bear absolutely no
resemblance to terrestr ial  organisms' ( l ines
90-94).

36A
The question paraphrases the sentence Aliens,
he (Aldiss) argues, are a manifestation of a
fundamental human urge to populate the
universe with "others"' (lines 43-45).

378
The question paraphrases the sentence'ln his
latest novel ... Banks describes organisms the
size of continents supporting entire civilizations
as their  intest inal  parasi tes'( l ines 1 1 1-1 14).

33C
The quest ion has a simi lar meaning to the
sentence'Their argument with astrobiology is
not that aliens might not exist, but that we
(humans)caRnot help be constrained in our
search'(lines 55-57).

Questions 39-40 pase 63

39A
The writer's views on astrobiology are in the first
four paragraphs. He says that'astrobiology is
arguably the trendiest buzzword in science after
genomics'( l ine 1).  B is not possible because he
asks,'ls astrobiology a new name for repackaged
goods (exobiology)?' (line 14) and answers'No,
for two reasons'. C states astrobiology'has
proved'the existence of fossils in a meteorite,
whereas the text says these are'much-disputed
claims'(line 21). D contradicts the text, which
says'Significantly, Nature magazine recently
looked at astrobiology in all its forms,'so a
scientific publication took it seriously.

40D
D correctly sums up the writer's main purpose
overall. A is too general and vague. B deals only
with part of the text near the start not its main
purpose. C gives an incorrect interpretation of
what the text actually says.

31

32

33

34
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Test 3

Listening
Section I

Questions l-6 pase74

Example A
Lisa, in response to Dan's enquiry on'what to
bring with meisays'most important of all are
your documents', so these are essential.

1A
The prompt comes when Lisa says'let's start with
cashi She says'make sure when you get here you
have some cash on you,'specifying'Pounds'and
'fifty,as an absolute minimum'.

2A
Although Lisa says'you will need warm clothing,'
she then says'you really don't need to bring
much'as it can be bought cheaply nearby.
However, she adds,'Do make sure ... that you
have . . .  a thick sweater and a jacket i

3C
Dan wonders'whether to bring my computer,'
and Lisa warns of incompatibility with the
electricity supply and the risk of breakage. Dan
asks about carrying i t 'as hand luggageibut Lisa
says this may not be possible, adding'my advice
is to leave yours at home.'

4C
Dan asks:'ls there anything else you'd advise
against br inging?'Lisa f i rst  mentions i tems not
included in the table ('household or cooking
things'), but says later And importing food, of
course, isn't allowed by Customs.'

5B
Lisa introduces the answer by saying'there one
or two things l'd suggest you find room for in
your suitcase,'and then suggests'perhaps a few
of your favourite cassettes or compact discs?'
However, she does say'you might be able to find
them in the shops here,'reinforcing
recommended rather than essential.

6B
Lisa says'some photographs of people and
places that are special to you could be nice ...
Itt just a thought,'which is a recommendation.

Questions 1-6: script
LISA Homestay Language Learning; Lisa McDowell

here. How can I help you?
DAN Hello. My name's Dan...
LISA HEIIO DAN.
DaN and I'm going to be living with a family in

Edinburgh for three months, so I'd like some advice
on what to bring with me. I'm flying in via Singapore
on the fifteenth.

rtSA Right. Well perhaps most important of all are
your documents: vaccination certificate, sponsor's
letter and the certi$'ing letter from us for
Immigration.

DAN Yes, I've got all those in order, I think. What I'm
really wondering about are money and clothes, and
things for my room. Personal effects, in other words.

LISA OK. let's start with cash. You'll alreadv have
money in your bank account here, of course, but
make sure when you get here you have some cash on
you. Pounds that is, not euros or dollars.

DAN How much do you suggest?
LISA I'd say fifty, as an absolute minimum.
DAN OK. Now the next thing is which clothes to bring.

What do think?
LISA Well, as I'm sure you know it can get pretfy cold

here, so you will need some warm clothing. There
are shops near here that sell winter clothes quite
cheaply, so you.really don't need to bring much. Do
make sure, though, that you have at least one thick
sweater and a jacket with you when you arrive here:
the temperature's likely to be a lot lower than in
Singapore!

DAN Thanks for the warning! Now something else I'm
not sure about is whether to bring my computer. Itt
a laptop, so it won't take up much room.

Lisa TWo problems: firstly, it might not be compatible
with the electricity supply in this country, and,
secondly, there's a risk of it getting broken in transit.
Someone travelling here had hers smashed only last
month.

DAN But surely I can carry it as hand luggage?
LISA Usually, yes. But because of all the tight security

right now you may have to check it in. So my advice
is to leave vours at home.

DAN OK, t ttrint I will. Is there anything else you'd
advise against bringing?
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LISA Well you won't need household or cooking things:
they'll all be provided. And importing food, of
course, isn't allowed by Customs. Though I imagine
you already knew that.

DAN Well, er, yes.
LISA But there are one or two things I'd suggest you

find room for in your suitcase...
DAN Yes?
LISA Perhaps a few ofyour favourite cassettes or

compact disks? Of course, you might be able to find
them in the shops here, but then again you might
not.

DAN That's a good idea. Anything else?
LISA Yes - some photographs of people and places that

are special to you could be nice. They can really
make your room feel like home. It's just a thought.

DAN Hmm. I'll see if I've got a few good ones.

Questions 7-10 paset4

7 Wark
Lisa says'make sure all your cases are clearly
labelled, in English, with your host family's name
and address'. Dan asks'What name do I write'and
Lisa.replies'Wark Lewis and Amy Wark'. Dan says
'W-A-L-K'but Lisa corrects him:'lt 's actually W-A-
R-Ki

8 his hand luggage
Dan says'l 'd better put some essentials in my
hand luggageito which Lisa repl ies' ld
recommend a change of T-shirt and socks and so
on.'

9 wear tights
They both mention'tights'before Dan gives the
prompt'for the flighti He then refers to 'wearing
themi and explains the health reasons:'Wearing
them helps prevent deep-vein thrombosis when
you're flying long distances.'

10 500 metres
The prompt comes when Lisa says'when you've
packed your baggage.'She then says,theck you
can carry it - all of it - at least 500 metres.'

Questions 7-10: script
LISA |ust a few points about packing: make sure all

your cases are clearly labelled, in English, with your
host family's name and address. ]ust in case they go
missing on the way. It has been known to happen.

DAN What name do I write, by the way?

LISA It's'Wark', Lewis and Amy Wark.
DAN So that's W-A-L-K?
LISA It's actually W-A-R-K, but we'll be posting full

details to you later this week.
OeN Right, fine. And I'd better put some essentials in

my hand luggage. Enough for a night or two in case,
as you say, anything happens to my main, er, cases.

LISA Yes * I'd recommend a change of T-shirt and
socks and so on, plus any medication you may need.
And a toothbrush. of course.

DAN And my tights.
LISA Your tights?
DAN Yes, for the flight. Wearing them helps prevent

deep-vein thrombosis when you're flying long
distances, not getting any exercise.

LISA Oh yes ... I've heard about that. Now talking
about exercise, there's one last thing. When you've
packed your baggage, check you can carry it - all of
it - at least 500 metres, without any help. You may
have to do that!

DAN OK. Well, thanks for all your help. You've cleared
up a lot of points.

LISA You're welcome. Have a safe journey, and we'll
look forward to seeing you next month. Bye.

DAN Bye.
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Section 2

Questions 11-13 pase75 :

1 1-13 A, C, F (any order)
A Sally begins by saying hlthough one in four

people has some kind of disability, the
proportion among students is much lower.'
Opt ion A is simi lar to this.

C She says'some (universities) have quite sticky
problems'for wheelchair access caused by
'ancient buildings, cobbled streets built centuries
ago, and so on.'

F Referring to the disability advisor, she says bften
this person is a token ... an extra responsibility
given to a secretary.They don't know what the
situation is in practice, and they don't have any
real authority to change anything.'

Options not used
B Af though she mentions the age 25, and the fact

that'universities don't do much to encourage
access,'she is referring to the disabled, not
students over 25.

D This may be a legal requirement in some
countries, but it is not stated by Sally. She is
talking about a document that explains
university policy, not actual facilities.

E This contradicts what she says:'Most universities
and some students'unions have a disabi l i ty
advisor.'

Questions 1 1-13: script
PRESENTER Welcome to Student Times, the

programme with all the latest on what's happening at
universities around the country. Today we'll be
discussing disabled applicants, and the kind of
support they can expect to find - or not find - at the
university of their choice. With me to tell us more is
Student Disability Advisor Sally Thylor. Good
morning, Sally.

SALLY Good morning, Hugh. I'd like to start by
pointing out that although one in four people has
some kind of disability, the proportion among
students is much lower. This is partly because most
students are under 25 andmany people only develop
their disabilities as they get older - but it's also
because some universities don't do much to
encourage access. It is true, though, that some have
quite sticky problems when it comes to, for instance,
wheelchair access - ancient buildings, cobbled streets
built centuries ago, and so on. When faced with such

a situation, some universities make an extra special
effort to provide for students with particular
disabilities, while others have specialist
accommodation. In fact, all universities should have
a written policy statement on students with
disabilities, setting out what facilities they have, what
their attitude is, and what they're prepared to do.
But, having said that, only you can properly
understand the challenges of any disability you have,
and so, before accepting a place at a university (or
even, while you're considering applying, if only to
raise the universities' awareness), it's good to talk to
them and find out how much they can (and will) do
for you. The problem is who to talk to. Most
universities and some students'unions have a
disability advisor who is supposed to know what
facilities they already have and will help with further
arrangements if necessary or possible. However, all
too often this person is a token. Sometimes it's just
an extra responsibility given to a secretary. They
dorit know what the situation is in practice, and they
don't have any real authority to change anything. So,
given that for any prospective student it's best to visit
a university before applying, it's an especially good
idea for students with disabilities or special needs to
check whether the place really does come up to
scratch. In general, the university should provide
personal care and assistance, and there are certain
key features to look out for if you have a particular
disability, including the following.
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Questions 14-19 pase 75

14 lifts that work
The prompt for the section is'if your mobility is
impaired,'and then fire and emergency
procedures,'which precede the gap.The word
'lifts'alone is not sufficient: the speaker goes on
to exclude'the usual ones that seem to be out of
order half the time.'

l5 hearing impairment
Studying the preceding and following disabilities
in the table should provide clues to the type of
answer needed, and the first sentence of this
section includes the words' hearing impairmen(.

16 visualdoorbel ls
The flashing sirens above the gap provides a
clue, and an explanation of what'visual doorbells'
actually do follows the use of the expression:
they'light up when somebody calls round to see
you.'

17 clear markings
Following the reference to'Braille translators', the
parts of the buildings (stairs, floors, etc.) come
b.efore the mention of clear morkings.

18 extra time
Answering this correctly requires you to
understand reference words:in'you should be
allowed extra time to do so,"so'refers to
completing exams, and in'This applies to work in
general too,"This'refers back to having exfra
tirne in the previous sentence.

19 emergency
After the mention of 'medication and/or therapyi
Sally gives the answer:'make sure that in the
event of an emergency, it is clear what you - and
other people who may be involved - have to do,'
meaning the procedures you must follow

Question 2O pase76

20D
B is correct because it reflects the advisory
content and tone of the text, which addresses
the reader as'you'. A relates only to the
beginning of the text. C is wrong because there
is no mention of a specific university (one aim of
the text is to enable disabled students to make
an informed choice of university). D is incorrect
because, although there is general criticism of

universities at the beginning, including criticism
of the lack of effective disability officers, it is
balanced with some explanation and praise.
There is no real criticism of facilities, so this
cannot be the main purpose.

Quest ions 1 4-20: scr ipt

sALLY Firstly, if your mobility is impaired, check there
are ramps and easy access to all buildings, not just
accommodation or teaching rooms. Then, when
you're inside, look for clear instructions on fire and
emergency procedures for the disabled. Also make
sure there are lifts that work - not the usual ones
that seem to be out of order half the time - and
check for suitable lavatory facilities. There is a
different set of things to look for if you suffer from
any kind of hearing impairment. There should be
induction loops in lecture theatres, flashing sirens in
all rooms, and, in accommodation, visual doorbells
that light up when somebody calls round to see you.
If it is your sight that is impaired, there obviously
need to be Braille translators of books and
documents. In all buildings, the stairs, floors,
doorways and windows must have clear markings,
and there also have to be special fire and emergency
procedures for you. If you suffer from dyslexia, you
will need a computer for general use and in exams.
And, as exams may take you longer to complete, you
should be allowed extra time in which to do so. This
applies to work in general, too. There are of course
many other possible health difficulties that you may
suffer from, such as diabetes, epilepsy, or heart
conditions. If this is the case, check the availability of
access to appropriate treatment including medication
and/or therapy. Finally, make sure that in the event
of an emergency, it is clear what you - and other
people who may be involved - have to do.
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Section 3

Question s 2l-26 pase76 i.

21 C
Liz says bne of the most useful things was
chatting to people who'd already been there for
a year, so-called senior students.'

228
Liz describes'the great atmosphere at the formal
dinner', saying'it was one of the high points of
the whole week.'

23F
The prompt comes when Liz says'they took us
round the city centre'. After Mark's comment, she
says'it was very worthwhile.'

24E
Mark says'maybe they could have taken us to a
better night club.The music at the place we
went to was lousy.'

2sA
Liz says'they showed us round everything on the
campusi prompting Mark to complain'it was
everything ... I could have done with less
information on every building,'suggesting there
should have been'more on places everyone's
l ikely to use . . .  . '

26D
Liz talks of hn afternoon session on how to drive
in this countryi Mark says'l was a bit
disappointed,'and'it might have been more
helpful if it had included stuff for pedestrians.'

Questions 2l-26:script

Iuue So you were both on last year's Orientation
Course, then. How did it go?

LIZ I loved it. The activities were well organized, and I
met people from all over the world.

MARK Yes, it was usefi.rl.
IULIA And you think I should sign up for this year's

course?
LIZ Yes, definitely. Apart from being fun, it really does

prepare you for all the things you have to do in your
first couple of weeks. In fact, one of the most useful
things was chatting to people who'd already been
there for ayear, so-called senior students. They'd
been on the Orientation Course the year before last,
and recommended it to us. Oh, and there was a great

atmosphere at the formal dinner, too. It was so
colourful,,yrith people in their traditional dress from
Asia, Africa, South America. It was one of the high
points of the whole week.

MARK That was right at the end, of course. The first
thing they did, on the Monday, was take us on a
guided tour of the Students Union.

Llz And after that they took us round the city centre,
showing us things like the bus station, the main
shops . . .

MARK And the best pubs ...
LIZ Right. So it was very worthwhile.
MARK Yes, though maybe they could have taken us to

a better night club. The music at the place we went to
was lousy.

LIZ That's a matter of taste, surely! Well anyway the
next day they showed us round everything on the
campus.

MARK And believe me it was everything. We must have
walked miles. I could have done with less
information on every building in sight, given that I'll
probably never need to go into half of them, and a
bit more on places everyone's likely to use at some
time or other. Like the sports block, the health
centre, the bicycle and car parks ...

LIZ Which reminds me, there was an afternoon session
on how to drive in this country, which seemed to me
a bit weird * you know, for a university course.

MARK I suppose it's because there've been accidents
involving students who aren't used to people driving
on the left. I was there actually.

LlZHow was it?
MARK Well, I must say I was a bit disappointed. There

were some useful driving tips, but it might have been
more helpful if it had included stuff for pedestrians.
How to avoid getting run over, for example.

LlzYou didn't go to the session on'safety', then?
MARK NO.

LrzWell apparently that dealt with road safety for
pedestrians, along with lots of other aspects of
course. I wasn't there myself, but that might be
something worth going to, Julia.
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Questions 27-30 pase77

27D
The prompt is from Julia:'what's the
accommodation like?'Mark says'The room will
have chairs, table, wardrobe, bed, mattress,
blankets, sheets,'so D is right. A is wrong
because Julia asks'Do you have a room to
yourself or do you have to share?', to which Liz
replies'You'll have an individual room.'B isn't
possible because Liz says the room'will be in a
different hall from the one you're booked into for
the year.'C isn't possible because Liz says the
rooms'are both on the campus so you won't
have far to go.'

288
Liz says'it's unlikely to reach even twenty
degreesi so it cannot be either C or D. Markt
point'it shouldn't drop below about ten, at least
during the day', means that A is not possible, so
taking Liz and Mark's comments together gives
the answer B.

298
The prompt comes when Liz says'they gave us
freeemail access.'Mark says'l think it was
twenty; which Liz confirms by saying'Yes, you're
right.'A is wrong because Liz's first statement
'thirty minutes, if I remember correctly'is
incorrect. C and D are also wrong: Liz mentions
'ten'and fifteen' minutes in relation to the extra
time she paid for, not free email time.

30c
Julia asks'When does the course actually start
and f inish?'Mark says Monday is 'when things
get going.'Julia asks And that's it, is it?'and Liz
confirms,'Yes, there's nothing after that.'
Although Mark says'a lot of people get there on
the Sunday,'this is not when the activities begin.
A and B are therefore wrong. Mark does say
'most people stay over til l Saturday,'but not for
activities, so D is wrong.

Questions 27 -30: script
IULIA I like the sound of the whole thing. Tell me,

what's the accommodation like? Do you have a room
to yourself or do you have to share? What do you
have to take with you?

LIZ For the orientation course, you'll have an
individual room in one of the halls of residence.
That'll be a different hall from the one you're booked
into for the year, but they're both on the campus so
you won't have far to go.

MARK And you won't have to take too much with you.
The room will have chairs, table, wardrobe, bed,
mattress, blankets, sheets and so on.

LIZ Thke a warm coat or jacket, though. It may well
rain and it's unlikely to reach even twenty degrees in
late September.

MARK But it shouldn't drop below about ten, at least
during the day. Which is something, I suppose!

IULIA Right. Now I know they can't do much about the
weather, but did you have the feeling that they were
looking after you on the course?

LIZ Yes, we did. There were some little touches that
showed they'd thought about what it was like to be
starting a course of study abroad.

JULIA Such as?
LIZ Well it's just a small example, but they gave us free

email access to contact people at home. Thirty
minutes, if I remember correctly.

MARK Actually I think it was twenty.
LIZ Yes, you're right. I was on for over half an hour and

paid for an extra ten or fifteen minutes. Not that it
was much!

f ULIA Emails don't take long to write anyway.
LIZ No, they don't.
IULIA So, just one more thing: the timetable. When

does the course actually start and finish?
MARK Well a lot of people get there on the Sunday,

though youd have to find a room for an extra night
as the course accommodation is only booked from
the Monday, when things get going.

LIZ Then they ll keep you busy all week, until the
dinner on the Friday.

IULIA And that's it, is it?
LIZ Yes, theret nothing after that.
MARK Though most people stay over till Saturday,

partly to recover from the party but also because
they can then move straight into their permanent
rooms.

IULIA I think I'll do that. Well, thanks a lot for all your
advice. I'm sure I'll enjoy the course.

LIZ I wish I could go on this year's, too!
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Section 4

Questions 3l-33 pase78 i"

31 sixth/6th
The lecturer speaks of 'disagreement as to
exactly when, or even in which centuryi before
stating'the consensus nowadays, though, is that
it was in the sixth'.

32 Chinese Arrows
The speaker says'fireworks were in use by the
seventh century in Arabia, where they were
called " Chi n ese Arrows",' with the'mi I itary'
reference helping to confirm hrrowsi

33 Europe
The speaker says'lt took a long time for them to
spread to Europei in fact it wasn't until the twelve
hundreds that fireworks made their appearance
there.'

Questions 3I-33: script
LECTURER Good afternoon everyone, and welcome to

this short talk on the subject oi fireworks. Now,
fireworks, as I'm sure many of you know, were
invented in China, though there has long been
disagreement as to exactly when, or even in which
century. The consensus nowadays, though, is that it
was in the sixth, as there is considerable evidence of
war rockets being made then. We also know that
fireworks were in use by the seventh century in
Arabia, where they were called'Chinese Arrows',
reflecting their military potential. It then took a long
time for them to spread to Europe: in fact it wasn't
until the twelve hundreds that fireworks made their
appearance there.

Questions 34-37 pase 78

34 shell
The speaker says a shellis bften a sphere about
the size of a peachiwhich describes 34 in the
diagram.

35 7Slseventy-five mm/millimetres
The reference to the'mortar'comes after the
answer.The speaker says'a shell of this kind is
launched from a 75 millimetre diameter mortar.'
Here diameter means width.

36 500/five hundred mm/millimetres
The speaker refers to the mortar as a'steel or ...
shatterproof plastic pipeiThe next sentence
refers back to the pipe:'this is likely to be 500
millimetres long.'

37 lifting
There is a description which matches the
diagram:'at the bottom of the pipe, below the
shell, is placed a cylinder containing black
powder.This has a long fuse which projects out
of the tube.'Then comes the answer:'when this is
lit, it quickly burns down to the lifting charge!

Questions 38-40 pase 7e

388
B is correct: the text says'some shells contain
explosives designed to crackle in the sky, or
whistles that explode outwards: A is wrong
because there is no mention of danger, despite
the use of words such as'explode'and 'burstingi
C contradicts the speaker:'the sections of a
multibreak shell are ignited by different fuses.'

39C
C is correct because the speaker says'to create a
specific figure in the sky,for instance a heart
shape, you create an outline of the figure in starsi
A is incorrect because the speaker says'if the
stars are equally spaced in a circle ... you will see
... explosions equally spaced in a circle,'not a
heart. B is also incorrectthere is no suggestion
that the stars themselves are'heart-shaped'.

408
B matches the description of 'The Serpentine
(which) sends small tubes of incendiaries
scattering outwards in random paths,which may
culminate in exploding starsi  A matches' the Ring
Shell (which) is produced by stars exploding
outwards to produce a symmetrical ringi C
matches the Palm which tontains large comets,
or charges ... these travel outwards, explode and
then curve downwards like the limbs of a palm
tree.'
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Questions 34-4A: script
LECTURER The basic ingredients of fireworks have

changed little to this day. Their explosive capacity
comes mainly from black powder, also known as
gunpowder, which is produced from a mixture of
charcoal, sulphur and potassium nitrate. A modern
aerial firework - the kind used nowadays in bie
public displays, not the small rocket type that |ou
might remember from your childhood - is normally
made in the form of a shell, often a sphere about the
size of a peach. Inside the shell are a number of stars
surrounded by black powder, and running through
the centre of the round shell is a charge that makes
the firework explode when it reaches the desired
altitude. This is known as the bursting charge. When
this explodes, it ignites the outside of the stars, which
begin to burn with bright showers of sparks. Since
the explosion throws the stars in all directions, you
get the huge sphere of sparkling light that is so
familiar at firework displays. A shell of this kind is
launched from a 75 miilimetre-diameter mortar,
which in some ways resembles the type used by the
military. The mortar is a steel or - increasingly, for
safety reasons - shatterproof plastic pipe. This is
likely to be 500 millimetres long and sealed at one
end. The other end is aimed at the sky and at the
bottom of the pipe, below the shell, is placed a
cylinder containing black powder. This has a long
fuse which projects out of the tube. When this is lit,
it quickly burns down to the lifting charge, which
explodes to launch the shell. In so doing, it also
lights the shell's fuse. The shell's fuse burns while the
shell rises to its correct altitude, and then ignites the
bursting charge so it explodes. More complicated
shells are divided into sections and burst in two or
three phases. Shells like this are called multibreak
shells. They may contain stars of different colours
and compositions to create softer or brighter light,
more or less sparks, etc. Some shells contain
explosives designed to crackle in the sky, or whistles
that explode outr,vards with the stars. The sections of
a multibreak shell are ignited by different fuses and
the bursting of one section ignites the next. The
shells must be assembled in such a way that each
section explodes in sequence to produce a distinct
separate effect. The pattern that an aerial shell paints
in the sky depends on the arrangement of stars
inside the shell. For example, if the stars are equally
spaced in a circle, with black powder inside the
circle, you will see an aerial display of smaller star
explosions equally spaced in a circle. To create a
specific figure in the sky, for instance a heart shape,
you create an outline of the figure in stars inside the

shell. You then place explosive charges inside those
stars to blow them outward into the shape of alarge
heart. Each charge has to be ignited at exactly the
right time or the whole thing is spoiled. Many other
shapes have particular names,like the Willow. This is
formed by stars that fall in the shape of willow tree
branches spreading a little to the side and then
downwards. The high charcoal composition of the
stars makes them long-burning, so they may even
stay visible until they hit the ground. The Ring Shell
is fairly basic. It is produced by stars exploding
outwards to produce a symmetrical ring of coloured
lights. More complex is the pattern created by the
Palm, which contains large comets, or charges in the
shape of a solid cylinder. These travel outwards,
explode and then curve downwards like the limbs of
a palm tree. The Serpentine, the last one for noq is
different again. When this one bursts, it sends small
tubes of incendiaries scattering outwards in random
paths, which may culminate in exploding stars. It can
be quite spectacular.
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Academic reading
Passage I

Questions l*4 page 82

1B
The long synonym for skin -'this impervious yet
permeable barrier'- is followed by'is composed
of three layers.' Clues include butermost' and
'epidermis'(on . . .  the surface),  as wel l  as the
'dermis' and'innermost layer' (below the surface).

2H
There are two experiments in this paragraph.The
neuroscientist tells the writer'Open your eyes'
after the first experiment. In the second, the
writer says he has'visual proof': he can see what
is happening.

3J
The writer addresses the reader directly -'lf you
ever touch a hot burner'- and uses the
imperative to indicate advice -'just put your
finger in cold water.'The physical results of this
( 'no bl ister . . .  no scar ')  are that damage wi l l  be
avoided.

4D
The first sentence of D mentions'experiments
decades ago, now considered unethical and
inhumane,'in which they'kept baby monkeys
from being touched by their mothers.'

Questions 5 and $ pase 82

5B
The relevant paragraph is E ('insufficient
touching in early years can have lifelong results'
corresponds to the question), and the beginning
of paragraph F.There are two clues which
confirm B:'where touch is limited, adult
aggression is highiand the correlation of 'high
rates of physical affection in childhood with low
rates of adult physical violence.'A takes the word
'apathetic'from the text, but there it is used
about monkeys. C contradicts the text, and also
implies a change in behaviour as children
become adults that is not stated in the text. D is
contradicted by the first clause of paragraph F:
'the effects of touching are easy to understand.'

6C
C is confirmed when the writer admits'my skin
... has been deceiving me my entire life,'and
that'my skin feels pressure and temperature
(but) it 's my brain that says I feel wet.'A is
incorrect because the writer does not suggest
there is anything wrong with his skin, or that it is
in any way unusual. B is incorrect since in
paragraphs G and H the neuroscientist explains
that the skin cannot feel 'wetness', only'pressure,
pain and temperaturei D is incorrect since, in
addition to the above, the writer admits his
mistake by saying ' l  now real ize . . . '

Questions 7-Il pase 83

7E
Earlier in paragraph C, the writer states'We can
live without seeing or hearing - in fact, without
any of our other senses'so E is correct.The fact
that option E will not fit any of the other answers
grammatically helps to confirm this. Option J
looks possible but is incorrect since paragraph C
refers to some'babies born without effective
nerve connections between skin and brain.'

8H
The writer twice explains why a substance feels
wet in paragraph H:'The combination of
pressure and cold ... is what makes my skin
perceive wetness,'and'my skin feels pressure
and temperature.lt's my brain that says I feel
wet.'You need to be carefulwith other
sensations, and the combination of cold and
pain in opt ion A - pain is not mentioned in
relation to wetness.

9D

10

Paragraph I paraphrases question 8 and option D
together:'. 'Don't be misled by the reference in
opt ion C to the skin being thin -  this has no
connection with ticklishness.

G
The answer to this follows the answer to
question 8 in paragraph l:'Gentle stimulation of
pressure receptors can result in ticklishness;
gentle stimulation of pain receptors in itching.'

B
Paragraph J explains how a small cut -'l nicked
myself with a knife'- heals up quickly -'lt 's only
been a few days but my little self-repair is almost
complete.'This is because'epidermal cells are
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migrating into the wound to close it upi i.e. it can
mend itself. Paragraph B had explained that the
epidermis is the outer layer.

Questions 12-14 pase 83

12 True
The beginning of paragraph F states'the effects
of touching are easy to understandl in contrast
with'the mechanics of it '- in other words, how
our sense of touch works.That even scientists
find it difficult is shown when Bolanowski, a
neuroscientist, says'no one knows exactly how it
takes place.'

13 Not given
Although'pressure' is mentioned more often
than'temperature' or'pain' in the examples
given, there is no suggestion that this is because
the skin is any more sensitive to this stimulus
than to the other two.

14 False
The first indication that the statement is false is
'-Repairs occur with varying success.' Although
the writer says'my little self-repair is now
complete ... we recover quickly from slight
burns, these are minor injuriesithis contrasts
with the final sentence:'Severe burns, though,
are a different matter.'

Passage 2

Questions 15-19 pase84

15 Section A: viii
The first section focuses on'locksmithsl who
open locks legally, and'burglarsiwho don't, as
wel I as'spiesi'detectivesl a nd the'determ i ned
intruderi

16 Sect ion B:vi i
Section A outlines the connection between key,
lock and bolt, using the example of the dead-
bolt.

17 Section C: ix
This section mainly describes the workings of a
pin loc( which, as pointed out at the beginning
of the second paragraph, is a kind of cylinder
lock.

18 Section D: ii
This section explains the use of lock-picking
tools to open a lock.

19 Section E: vi
As wellas adding more information about pin
locks, this section also introduces two other
kinds of lock'wafer '  and' tubular i

Headings not used
i There is no discussion of this anywhere in the

text. Although Section E describes the more
secure'tubular locki it says they are used on
'vending machinesi

ii i Section D mentions two types of tool, but there
is no advice on which to choose, or how.

iv This is the topic only of the first paragraph in
Section C.

v How to open a lock with a different key is not
discussed in any of the sections.

x The technique of picking only one kind of lock
(pin) is explained in Sect ion D.Although E
mentions the relative difficulty of picking
different kinds, it doesn't explain how to do so.

Questions 20-22 pase 86

20 housing
This is described in Section C as'the outer part of
the lock which does not move', with further
references such as'vertical shafts that run down
from the housing'.

2'l cylinder
The overview of the system at the beginning of
C explains the role of the cylinder:'the key turns a
cylinder in the middle of the lock.'The next two
paragraphs confirm the position of 'the central
cylindef, referring to'shafts that run down from
the housing into the cylinder;

22 pins
The second paragraph in C explains what and
where they are:'lnside these shafts are pairs of
metal pins of varying length, held in position by
small springs.'There are more references in the
next paragraph.
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Questions 2315 pase 87

23 (aithe) (tension) wrench i
The words that.explain this are'insert the tension
wrench into the'keyhole and turn it ... This turns
the cylinder so that it is slightly offset from the
housing around it'.

24 (a/the) pick
The text says'While applying pressure on the
cylinder, slide the pick into the keyhole,'

25 (the) ledge (in shaft)
The text has mentioned'a slight ledge in the pin
shaftsl and now says'The /edge keeps the upper
pin wedged in the housing, so it won't fall back
into the cylinder.'This ledge is maintained by
'applying pressure with the tension wrench.'

Questions 26-27 pase 87

26 moderate security
The beginning of section E says these locks bffer
moderate securityi Notice the similarity in
meaning to relatively low security above,and in
form (adjective + noun) to the one below that:
superior protection.

27 water
The second paragraph of section E deals with
this type of lock.The clues'relatively low security'
and'most cars'are in the last sentence.

Passage 3

Questions 28-31 pase eo

28 Yes
The text says the outcome of 'many mergers and
acquisitions, strategic alliances and joint
ventures between British and European
companies is that they do not achieve their
objectives and end in tears'(lines 18-21), i.e. they
often fail.

29 Yes
The text states that'The result is a management
culture which is . . .  focused almost ent i rely on
the short term'(lines 56-58).This is referring
back to the objectives of 'project management
pr inciples'( l ine 45).

30 No
In lines 68-70, the writer says,'in flattened and
decentralised' (i.e. segmented) brganisations,
there are very limited career prospects.'

31 No
This is contradicted in lines 88-94:'European
organizations continue to be structured
hierarchical ly . . .  wi th expl ic i t  channels of
report ing . . .  Decision making.. .remains
essentially top-down'(i.e. orders come from
above).

Questions 32-37 pase eo

32 increasing
The references in the text to a'long-hours
working culture' (line 98) and'excessively long
working hours' (lines 108-109) make increasing
correct and the alternative adjective declining
clearly wrong.

33 reach
A verb is needed here, so it is a choice between
reach and predict.The first of these more
accurately reflects the text reference'if the
targets are to be achieved'(lines 108-109).

34 agreement
The nouns with similar meanings are argument,
agreement and discussion.The text mentions
bngoing dispute'( l ine 1 12) and bbject ions'( l ine
1 13) in relation to measures of performance.
However, the negative'nor'in the summary
makes argument or discussion impossible.

35 manufacturing
The two adjectives likely to fiL are manufacturing
and office.The contrast in the text is between
act iv i t ies in ' labsibff icesi  and'market ing
departments'on the one hand, and'a factory
producing cars'on the other (lines 117-122).The
answer must be manufacturing. Also, clerical
means office in this context, so the alternative
would not make sense.

36 pressure
The possible nouns arc pressure and temperoture.
Don't be misled by the apparent similarity of the
latter to'burn-out' in the text (line 126): there is
no connect ion in meaning.
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37 unwil l ing
The choice of three nouns - willing, able and
unwilling - makes complete understanding of
the text essential.The verb form'would work'
indicates willingness (not ability) to continue
working to 65, but as the figures have been
reversed to give a negative perspective (807o as
opposed to'a fifth'in the text), the answer too
must be negative.

Questions 38-39 pase el

; ; ; : , ; '  

Pdee: ' '

Lines 133-135 state'the European management
model allows for family-friendly employment
policies,'and although the text says this may also
be the case where project management
principles operate, it specifies'in theory'and
then goes to suggest what happens in practice.

39 (annual) leave
The idea of tight deadlines is contained in the
l ines 143-147: ' the business plan has to be
finished by the end of the month, the advertising
campaign completed by the end of next week ...
to achieve measurable targets.'The writer than
asks the rhetorical question about'taking our full
annual leavei

Question 40 pase et.  
:  l r

oo 
io", criticizing the effects of the American
model in the UK and comparing it with the
European, the writer asks'Which of these two
models is preferable?'(line 195) and then gives
arguments in favour of the European one for
Britain. A incorrectly interprets what the writer
says, and also deals with only an incidental point.
C is beyond the scope of the text: no new model
is put forward, just a choice between two
existing ones. D is not the'main purpose'of the
text. Although the topic is mentioned in several
paragraphs, it is as an example from only one
sector of the economy.
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Test 4

Listening
Section I

Questions 1-4 page e8

driving licence
After the prompt'pieces of identity',Terry
mentions 'a valid passport'and says 'the next one
is a driving licence, and again one from your
country would be OKi

benefit book
Terry reads out'a birth certificatei but this cannot
be used as Sam is not under 1 8. He then
suggests ? benefit bookland she replies,'Yes,
could bring thati She asks about'a letter from
your employeri but Terry says,'that's not actually
on the list, so we'll have to assume you can't.'

insurance certificate
Sam asks what she can use'to prove where I livei
and Terry mentions'a bill for council taxiand just
aft er that'a n i nsu ra nce certificate'. Sam says'l've
got one of those.'

electricity bill
Sam asks about'a bill for my mobilei but Terry
says'l 'm afraid it would have to be for a fixed line
phone.' She then suggests'an electricity bill ' and
Terry indicates she could use that'if it 's in your
name;to which she replies,'lt is.'

Questions 5-7 pase e8

9.30-3.30
Following Samt question about'their business
hoursiTerry talks of 'a change at some banks in
the last year or soiso 9.00 until 4.00 is wrong. He
then says it is bpen from nine thirty in the
morning til l half past three in the afternoon.'

ground floor
Sam asks for confirmation that'it 's on the top
floor of the Centre building,'to which Terry
replies,'That's where it used to be,'i.e. it is no
longer there. He goes on to say'it 's on the

ground floor now.'

7 no /  nothing
After mentioning'incentives...to open accounts,'
5am asks'if they are offering anything,'and Terry
replies,'l 'm sure they'd say so on their"new
clients" page if they were,'and then 'no, there's
nothing mentioned there.'Terry then mentions a
free gifti

Questions 1-7: script

TERRY Expats Helpline; Terry Davies here. What can I
do for you?

sau Hello Terry, I've been in this country for a while
and I've just been offered a job in the ciry so I think
I'm going to need to open a bank account. I haven't
had one before, so I'm wondering what papers I
need.

TERRY Well basically you'll need to be able to prove to
the bank that you re who you say you are and that
you live where you say you do, OK?

Saiu Uh-huh.
TERRY And for some banks, at least, that means you ll

have to show them two separate pieces of identity, so
I'll run through the list if you like.

SAM Yes, please.
TERRY OK, I'll bring it up on the screen. Let's see ...

here it is ... right, the first thing it says is'a valid
passport'.

sa^u Mio.', Australian.
TERRY Yes, that would be fine of course. The next one

is'a driving licence', and again one from your
country would be OK. Then that's followed by'birth
certificate'... oh hang on, that's only if you're under
18.

SAM Which I'm not.
TERRY Right, so not that then. But you can also show

them a'benefit book', for instance if you're in ill-
health or unemployed or getting income support.

SAM Yes,I could bring that. Or a letter from my
employer, maybe?

TERRY Well that's not actually on the list; so we'll have
to assume you can't.

sAM OK, And to prove where I live?
TERRY Again, there are several possible things listed

here. For instance you could use a bill for council
tax, or something else for where you live, such as an
insurance certificate.
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SAM I've got one of those. Somewhere among all my
papers. But what about bills? Things like phone bills,
I mean.

TERRY As long as it has your address on it, yes, fine.
SAM So a bill for my mobile would do, would it?
TERRY Ah - I'm afraid it would have to be for a fixed

line phone. You could use other types of household
bill, though. As long as you get them through the
post.

sAM How about an electricitybill? That'll say where I
live. won't it?

TERRY If it's in your name, and not that of a er ...
landlord, yes.

SAM It is, so l'[ probably take that then.
TERRY There's one other you might want to use: a

'vehicle registration document'. If you have a car or
motorbike or something, of course.

SAM No I haven't, actually.
SAM Now I believe there'i a bank actually inside the

Commercial Centre, and I might open an account
there, seeing as how thatt where I'll be every day.

TERRY Yes, that would seem to make sense. I know
people who bank there.

SAM I actually read about it in a city guide - my cousin
picked it up when he was here a couple of years ago
- and Fmade a few notes. Do you mind if I run
through them with you now just to make sure the
details haven't changed?

TERRY Fine - go ahead.
SAM OK, first question: it's still a branch of the

Popular Bank, is it, the one with links to Australian
banks?

TERRY No, it's actually been taken over by another big
banking group: the Savings Bank. It still seems quite
popular, though, especially with people doing
business in the Asia/Pacific area.

SAM And when is it open? Monday to Saturday?
TERRY I'll have to check their website for that. Give me

a second or two, will you.
SAM Sure.
TERRY Right, I've got it ... 'customer service' ... and

it's ... just weekdays, I'm afraid.
SAM Does it say what their business hours are?
TERRY I'm just looking for that, it's on a different page

for some reason ... I think there's been a change at
some banks in the last year or so ... yes here it is ...
it's open from nine thirty in the morning till half
past three in the afternoon.

SAM And it's on the top floor of the main Centre
building is it, next to the Travel Agency?

TERRY That's where it used to be, but they've since
moved it to a slightly bigger place. It's on the ground
floor now

SAM And one last thing on this: I know most banks
give incentives to young people to open accounts
with them, but apparently this one didn't. Do you
know if they are offering anything these days?

TERRY I'll just check ... I'm sure they'd say so on their
'new clients' page if they were ... no, there's nothing
mentioned there.

SAM That's a pity.I was quite looking forward to
getting my free gift!

Questions 8-10 pase ee

8F
Terry says'turn left'from the Centre, going past
the'Post Officel and then'turn left up Bridge
Street' past the'Shaw Theatre' and'take the first
rightiThe Royal Bank is bn the right, directly
opposite the Park Hotel'(not the lnternet caf6).

9A
After turning'right'from the Centre and going
hlong Market Street'until 'the junction with West
Streetithe advice is to'turn right againi and tarry
on up as far as the next junction, where you take
a left.'After crossing the road and turning left,
the bank is ' the third bui lding on the r ight ' (not
B, the first).

10c
Sam can go'either way from the Centre: up West
Street or Bridge Street and then along past the
City HalliThe bank is bn the other side of the
road, right next to the Tourist Officei so it must
be C, not D.

Questions 8*10: script
TERRY There are plenty of other banks within walking

distance you know. It may be worth shopping
around to see what they've got to offer: longer
opening hours, including Saturdays, perhaps less
crowded . . .

SAM Can you tell me how to get to a couple of them? I
know where the Commercial Centre is, so thatk
probably my best starting place.

TERRY Sure. For the Royal Bank you need to turn left
when you leave the Centre, go along Market Street
past the Post Office, and turn left up Bridge Street,
past the Shaw Theatre. Then you take the first right.
You'll see an Internet caf6 on the other side and the
Royal is just a bit further along on the right, directly
opposite the Park Hotel.

SAM OK I've got that. What about the Northern Bank?
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TERRY For that one you turn right as you come out of
the Centre, and go along Market Street until you
come to the junction with West Street. There,you
turn right again, and carry on up as far as the next
junction, where you take a left. You'll see the bank
from there: it's the third building on the right.

SAM Fine. And the last one, the National Bank?
TERRY You can go either way from the Centre, really:

up West Street or Bridge Street and then along past
City Hall. The bank is on the other side of the road,
right next to the Tourist Office. You can't miss it.

sav Great. Thanks a lot for you help.
TERRY Any time. Bye.
SAM tsye

Section 2

Questions l1-14 pase 1oo

11 work samples
Following the prompt for Step 1 'preparation is a
key to success,'and the reference to the first
point'begin by collecting together all the
documents,'the speaker gives the answer,
adding 'you could also take some yvork s amples,
selecting from what you have designed, drawn,
or written, for instance'.

12 job descript ion
Sandy introduces Step 2 by stating that'the
more you know ... the better prepared you will
beibefore advising'request a job description
from the employer'.

13 employees
After referring to the Chamber of Commerce and
library, they suggest'network with people who
work for the company,or employees of
companies associated with iti

14 experience or skills
The speaker mentions'the next step'and the
advice is to 'match your qual i f icat ions to the
requirements,' then'thi nk about some standard
interview questions and how you might
respond,'and finally'if you don't have any
experience or skills ... think about how you might
compensatei

Questions I 1-14: script
PRESENTER-Today I have with me Sandy Richardson of

the local Workforce Center, and she'll be talking
about that critical step towards the goal of
employment: the interview. Sandy, what is an
interview for, and what's the best way to approach it?

SANDY A job interview is simply a meeting between
you and a potential employer to discuss your
qualifications and see if there is a'fit'. The employer
wants to verifi' what they know about you and talk
about your qualifications. Ifyou have been called for
an interview, you can assume that the employer is
interested in you. The employer has a need that you
may be able to meet, so it's your goal to identi$' that
need and convince the employer that you're the one
for the job. As everyone knows, interviews can be
stressful, but when you're well prepared there's no
reason to panic. Preparation is the key to success in a
job search, and you can begin by collecting together
all the documents you may need for the interview,
such as extra copies of your resumd, lists of
references, and letters of recommendation. You could
also take some work samples, selecting from what
you have designed, drawn or written, for instance.
And make sure you have a pen and pad of paper for
taking notes. The next step is to find out about the
post. The more you know about the job, the
emploler and the industry, the better prepared you
will be to target your qualifications. Always request a
job description from the employer, and research
employer profiles at the Chamber of Commetce or
local library. You could also try to network with
people who work for the company, or with
employees of companies associated with it. The next
step is to match your qualifications to the
requirements of the job. A good approach is to write
out your qualifications along with the job
requirements. Think about some standard interview
questions and how you might respond. Most
questions are designed to find out more about you,
your qualifications or to test your reactions in a
given situation. If you don't have any experience or
skills in a required area, think about how you might
compensate for those deficiencies.

Questions 15-20 pase too

15 ten minutes
Don't be misled by the reference to'30 seconds':
that contrasts with 'plenty of time:The advice is
not to arrive'too earlyi in other words '10 minutes
at mosti
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16

17

18

"19

20

take your time
Sandy recommends you should'listen carefully
to each question'and then 'toke your time in
respondingi

ask for clarification
The prompt is'if you are unsure of a questioni
fof lowed by the answer in'don't be afraid to ask
for clarification.'

salary
The prompt comes in the reference to'your
salary requirements', followed by the clue'avoid
the question until you have been offered the jobi
The answer is heard again in the warning about
Questions about salary asked before there is a
job offeri

confident
First there is a clue:'the more you learn from the
experience, the easier the next one will become.'
This is followed by the reason:'You'll become
much more confident.'

appearance
The speaker gives examples of changes to
appearance, such as clothing,visiting the
hairdresser's, and having a shave.Then the
speaker paraphrases the given sentence:
'Remember that your appearance is a key
indicator of whether you have the right attitude,
so it can pay to give some thought to how you
look.'

experiences. Something you should avoid are'yes' or
'no'responses to questions, but don't dwell too long
on non-job related topics. Use caution if you are
questioned about your salary requirements. The best
strategy is to avoid the question until you have been
offered a job. Questions about salary asked before
there is a job offer are usually screening questions
that may eliminate you from consideration, so be
warned. On the other hand, it isn't inappropriate to
show your enthusiasm if your first impressions of the
interview and of the employer are good ones, so, if
the job sounds like what you are looking for - say so.
Keep in mind that the interview is not over when
you are asked if you have any questions. Come
prepared to ask a couple of specific questions that
again show your knowledge and interest in the job.

Close the interview in the same friendly, positive
manner in which you started. When the interview is
over, leave promptly. Don't overstay your time. Think
about the interview and learn from the experience.
Evaluate the success and failures. The more you learn
from the interview, the easier the next one will
become. You'll become much more confident. To
close, here are a few more tips. First, maintain good
eye contact throughout the interview, and be aware
of nonverbal body language. Second, dress a step
above what you would wear on the job, go to the
hairdresser's, have a shave, et cetera. Remember that
your appearance is a key indicator of whether you
have the right attitude, so it can pay to give some
thought to how you look. And, finally, don't be a
clock watcherl

Questions 15-20: script
Sandy During an interview it's important that you be

yourself. Get a good night's sleep and plan your
travel to tre there in plenty of time, so that you're not
arriving out of breath with 30 seconds to spare.
Don't, though, present yourself for the interview too
early: ten minutes at most. In the interview, listen
carefully to each question asked. Tirke your time in
responding and make sure your answers are positive.
It's important to express a good attitude and show
that you are willing to work, eager to learn and are
flexible. If you are unsure of a question, don't be
afraid to ask for clarification. In fact, it's sometimes
a good strategy is to close a response with a question
for the interviewer. In general, focus on your
qualifications and look for opportunities to
personalize the interview. Briefly answer questions
with examples of how you responded in comparable
situations, from either your life or previous job
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Section 3

Question s 21-24 pase 101 
:

21 university
The speaker says that'employers will be at least
as interested in how well a student has
performed academically, and how the whole
experience of university has developed the
student as a person.'

22 interesting
The tutor suggests'selecting modules that will
interest you'and'in which you think you will be
particularly successful.'

23 vocational
The tutor says bn certain degree courses ...
module choice can be important.This applies
mainly to vocational courses.'

24 careers service
The prompt is'academic department'and a
further clue is hnything you're not certain about'
which comes after the answer.The alternative to
the'academic department'on the recording is
'the university's Careers Service'.

Questions 2I-24:script
TUToR As you know, this week you choose your

modules for the first year of study, so this
introductory meeting is aimed at helping you make
informed choices. I think the best way to do this is
on a question-and-answer basis, so who'd like to
start? Pat?

PAI Yes, there's something I've been wondering about:
will my choice affect my career opportunities?

TUTOR Well, for most students the choice of Level One
modules won't be crucial in terms of a later career. ln
fact, many graduate level jobs will accept graduates
from a range of degree courses. Employers will often
be at least as interested in how well a student has
performed academicallp and how the whole
experience of university has developed the student
as a person, as in the detail of the course options
chosen. Selecting modules that will interest you and
in which you think you will be particularly successful
is therefore also likely to make good sense in career
terms. On certain degree courses, though, module
choice can be important. This applies mainly to
vocational courses where the degree confers an
accredited professional training as well as university

education. Usually the modules students are required
to take will include all those needed to meet those
professional requirements. Your academic
department, in this case Chemical and Process
Engineering, and the university's Careers Service
will be able to advise you, and will be pleased to help
you sort out anything you're not certain about.

PAT Right.

Questions 25-29 pase 1ol

2sA
Rajav is talk ing about Appl ied Chemical
Engineering when he asks about'the
lnformation Technology part of the moduleland
the tutort reply mentions'word processing'and
'spreadsheets.'

26C
Pat's question refers to'Science 1 in Chemical
Engineeringi and the tutor explains:'students
who have already studied physics are excused
the physics lectures, while those who've done
biology are exempt from attending the biology
lectures.'

278
When Sonia asks'how is that module (Fluid
Mechanics) tested?lthe tutor says'Thatt one of
those which stil l uses written exams.The sit-
down, formal type.'

28A
Referring to the topics covered in Applied
Chemical Engineering, the tutor mentions
'interviewi ng techniq ues, presentation skills,
and producing written reports'.

29C
Pat asks about'the teaching approachi and the
tutor says'you are encouraged to learn by
working out the solutions to problems for
yourself.'

%
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Question 30 pase 101

30c
After Sonia asks about'the Spanish 1A modulel
the tutor explains:'The module comprises thirty-
six hours of class contact, mainly in tutorial
groups of sixteen to twenty, and students are
expected to do approximately sixty-four hours of
private studyi

Questions 25-30:script
RAIAV I'd like to ask a few things about the Applied

Chemical Engineering module.
TUTOR Fine. What would you like to know?
RAIAV Well, apart from the work on practica'

engineering, what other topics are covered?
TUTOR Some that might surprise you. One that

students always seem to like includes interviewing
techniques, presentation skills and producing written
reports.

RAIAV Hmm ... they sound interesting. How are they
taught?

TUTOR Through lectures, practical classes and
persontrl tutorials. Applied Chemical Engineering
lasts all year of course, so there's plenty of time.

RAIAV And what about assessment?
TUTOR Through project work, usually, or dissertation.

Not exams as such.
RAIAV Is that the same for the Information Technology

part of the module?
TUTOR Yes, things like word processing and learning to

create spreadsheets are tested in a similar way on this
module.

SONIA That's not the case in some other modules, is it?
TUTOR No, it isn't. Are you thinking of any in

particular?
soNIA Yes, I'm considering doing Fluid Mechanics.

The work on flow analysis looks interesting and I like
the look of some of the other topics, too. So how is
that module tested?

TUTOR That's one of those which still uses written
exams. The sit-down, formal tlpe I'm afraid!

SONIA Oh that doesn't matter. I quite like that kind as
it happens.

TUTOR Pat, you've got a question.
PAT Yes, I was wondering about Science I in Chemical

Engineering. How is that organized? It's a bit
different from other modules isn t it?

TUTOR Yes, it aims to give the necessary basis of
physics and biology for those students who haven't
studied the relevant subject at A level or equivalent.

In practice it means that students who have already
studied physics are excused the physics lectures,
while those who've done biology are exempt from
attending the biology lectures. In the second part of
the module you're assessed on your project work in
one ofthose subjects.

PAT And does the teaching approach differ, too?
TUTOR Yes, particularly in one respect: you are

encouraged to learn by working out the solutions to
problems for yourseH.

PAT I like the sound of that.
TUTOR OK, anything else?
SONIA Yes, I believe it's possible to do a modern

language as part of the course. Can you tell me a bit
about the Spanish lA module?

TUTOR Certainly. The main emphasis in 1A is on
understanding and speaking, but students also learn
to carry out some straightforward reading and
writing tasks. Basic aspects of grammar are also
introduced and practised. The module comprises
thirty-six hours of class contact, mainly in tutorial
groups of sixteen to twenty, and students are
expected to do approximately sixty-four hours of
private study.

SONIA It sounds interesting. I did some Spanish at the
Cervantes Institute last year. Passed an exam, in fact.

TUTOR Ah, I'm afraid that means you can't do 1A. The
regulations say'this module may NOT be taken by
students with a qualification in Spanish'. Though you
coulddo 18.. .
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Section 4

Questions 31-33 pase 102 '

31 90,000I ninety thousand
The prompt for questions 31 -33 is 'First, the
numbersiThe lecturer talks of 'a rocky meteorite
... travelling at around 90 000 kilometres an
houri

32 4 km / four kilometres
The answer comes in the sentence'the meteorite
vaporized in a ball of fire, carving out a crater
about 4 kilometres deep.'

33 40 km / forty kilometres
The answer follows immediately after 32:'... and
40 kilometres in diameteri

Questions 34-36 pase lo2

34C
Although the speaker refers to'some of the most
photogenic impact craters in the world ...
Acraman is not one of themiwhich is confirmed
by'half a bill ion years of erosion has taken its
tol l .  A sal t  pan surrounded by low hi l ls is al l  that
remains.'A is incorrect: although the lecturer
mentions'a shal low seai i t  was'300 ki lometres
away'at the time of the impact'590 million years
agoi Lake Acraman is referred to later, but this is
'small'and would not contain sea water. B
contradicts the correct answer C.

35A
The key sentences are:'the true nature of the
place dawned on geologist  George Wil l iams . . .
in 1979... gazing at a sheaf of newly acquired
satellite imagesi B is incorrect since, although his
first visit to Acraman was indeed in 1980 ('a year
later'), by then he already knew what had
happened.Although there is a word from the
text ('textbook') in C, it is used as part of the
metaphor'a textbook example of an impact site'.

368
Rock from Agaman was also found elsewhere
('the same material turned up at sites 500
kilometres from Acraman'), not just the Flinders
ranges'more than 300 kilometres east of
Acramani A is incorrect since it implies rock from
Acraman was actual ly found only in the Fl inders
mountains. C implies the rock was not found in
the Fl inders.

Questions 3l-36: script
LECTURER Lake Acraman in South Australia is

Armageddon for the purist. No other meteorite
impact on Earth has stamped the surrounding rocks
with such an abiding, unequivocal geological record
of collision, earthquake, wind, fire and tsunami - the
giant waves formed by major earth movements. The
story it tells is elemental, without dying dinosaurs or
even Bruce Willis to complicate its simple message of
destruction. First, the numbers: about 590 million
years ago, a rocky meteorite more than 4 kilometres
across and travelling at around 90 000 kilometres an
hour slammed into an area of red volcanic rock
about 430 kilometres northwest of Adelaide. Within
seconds the meteorite vaporized in a ball of fire,
carving out a crater about 4 kilometres deep and 40
kilometres in diameter and spawning earthquakes
fierce enough to raise l0O-metre-high tsunamis in a
shallow sea 300 kilometres away. Ancient, stable and
unglaciated, the bedrock of Australia preserves some
of the most photogenic impact craters in the world.
Acraman is not one of them. Half a billion years of
erosion has taken its toll. A salt pan surrounded by
low hills is all that remains to mark the site of the
cataclysm. The true nature of the place dawned on
geologist George Williams of Adelaide University in
1979. Gazing at a sheaf of newly acquired satellite
images, he saw the small, circular shape of Lake
Acraman surrounded by a ring of faults and low
scarps 40 km across, and an outer ring twice this
size. A year later he made it to the site. On islands
near the centre of the lake, Williams found bedrock
shattered in a conical pattern that experts consider a
sure sign of a meteorite impact. Except for a crater,
which had long since eroded, the area was a textbook
example of an impact site. In 1985 further intriguing
evidence turned up. Vic Gostin, another Adelaide
geologist, had been studying a thin band of
fragmented red volcanic rock in 600-million-year-
old shale in the Flinders Ranges, more than 300
kilometres east of Acraman. To his bewilderment, the
volcanic chunks turned out to be a billion years older
than the shale. Where had they come from?
Comparing samples, Gostin and Williams found that
their rocks were identical: the red rock in the
Flinders Ranges had been blasted there from
Acraman. Later, the same material turned up at sites
500 km from Acraman.
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Questions 37-40 pase 102

37 (the) earthquake / shock waves
The speaker talks of'the earthquake... the shock
waves arrived offshore ... stirring up the water
... as the seabed shook.'

38 (the) explosion
The lecturer says'shattered rock from the
explosion arrived by air. Pebbles and boulders
crashed into the water.'

39 sand
There is a mention of 'a cocktail of silt and sand',
then tlouds of siltiand later the speaker says,
'sand took up to an hour to come to rest,finally
bedding down with the si l t , 'adding'This mixture
would eventually form the next layer.'

40 (the) (huge)waves
The speaker talks of 'layers of increasingly fine
sand distorted on top into a wavy, scalloped
pattern,'and then explains how they were
shaped:'huge waves rolled in, leaving the ripples
on the surface that later hardened into rocki

Questions 3740: script
LECTURER Everywhere, the bands of fragments

showed the same structure: coarse pebbles at the
bottom, then a cocktail of silt and sand, then layers
of increasingly fine sand distorted on top into a
wavy, scalloped pattern. These layers also show, step
by step, how the meteorite transformed the floor of
an ancient sea hundreds of kilometres away,
according to Malcolm Wallace of Melbourne
University. First came the earthquake. Tiavelling at
about 3 kilometres a second, shock waves arrived
offshore within a minute or two of the collision,
stiring up the water with clouds of silt as the seabed
shook. Then shattered rock from the erplosion
arrived by air. Pebbles and boulders crashed into the
water, reaching a depth of about 200 metres within a
minute. One day they would become the lower band
of the Flinders rock. Sand took up to an hour to
come to rest, finally bedding down with the silt that
was also now settling on the sea floor as the effects of
the earthquake diedlway. This mixture would
eventually form the next layer. About an hour after
the meteorite's impact, huge waves rolled in, leaving
the ripples on the surface that later hardened into
rock.'Clear as mud'is not an orymoron. In
Acraman, the arid timeless Australian Outback has
preserved the closest thing the Earth can boast to a
perfect pockmark - the pinnacle of imperfection.
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Academic Reading
Passage I

Questions l-5 page 105

1F
Referring to the cause, the text mentions'light's
importance in our dai ly l ivesiadding'Light is
almost like air.'Describing the effect, it says'we
hardly pay any attention to it, 'and A human
would no more linger over the concept of light
than a fish would ponder the notion of water'
(lines 18-22).

2H
There is a list of 'exceptions'to the not paying
attention to light:'a rainbow, a sunset,'etc., are
the causes;tertain moments of sudden
appreciation'are the effects (lines 23-24).

3A
Lines 62-65 state'So much of vital importance is
communicated by vis ible l ight ' ( the cause) and
then'almost everything from a fly to an octopus
has a way to capture it - an eye, eyes, or
something similar' (the effect).

4D
The effect'Black is the way shadows on the
moon looked'is given before the cause:'because
the moon has no atmosphere and thus no sky to
bounce light into the unlit crannies of the lunar
surface' (lines 89-92).

5E
The cause is given in l ines 128-131: 'Even though
light can be manipulated to go faster than light'
('186,282 miles a secondiin the next paragraph),
matter can't. lnformation can't.'The effect is
stated:'There's no possibility of time travel'.

Effects not used
B Although a'dark band' is mentioned as occurr ing

between'rainbows'(line 100), no cause of this is
given in the text.

C The text does refer to'an Earth-based laser'(line
49) as'the main power source for long-distance
space travelibut this would take place at a
'sizeable fraction of the speed of lighti not at
over''186,282 miles a second'.lt could not be the
effect of any other of the causes listed.

G The fact that they can detect infra-red light is not
the effect of any of the causes listed.

Questions 6-10 pase 106

6 Yes
The writer portrays light as an exception in
'modern physics' by saying'light won't reduce.
Light is l ight -  pure, but not s imple;and then: 'No
one is quite sure how to describe it. A wave? A
particle? Yes, the scientists say. Both.'(line 1 5).

No
The writer disagrees with this:'You can't
appreciate the beauty of a rose if you ponder
that the colour red is just the brain's
interpretation of a specific wavelength of light
with crests that are roughly 700 nanometres
apart ' ( l ines 34-38)

Not given
Although there is a mention of the'moons of
Jupiter'and the fact that'the sun ... gives life to
our planet'(line 61), the writer does not suggest
this is a possibility on other planets.

9 Yes
The key sentences are:'Visible light is ...
biologically convenient' and'To see long,
stretched-out radio waves, we'd have to have
huge eyes like satellite dishesiThe writer's
opinion is clear: 'Not worth the trouble! ' ( l ines
71-74)

10 Yes
The writer states in lines 93-94 that'Lynch is a
man who, when he looks at a rainbow spots
details that elude most of us.'

Questions l l-13 pase 106

11 a l i t t le blue
Referring to the'view across the canyon', Lynch is
quoted as saying'the reason those mountains
over there look a little blue... is because there's
sky between here and those mountains'(line
103).

12 a spaceship
The people are'science fiction writers and certain
overly imaginative folks' who have'dreamed of'
and'fantasized'that'you could make a spaceship
.. .  you could zip around the universe'( l ine 1 19).

13 cesium gas
The writer states Wang created'a pulse of light
that went faster than the supposed speed limit'
and Wang says'We created an artificial medium
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of cesium gas in which the speed of a pulse of
l ight exceeds the speed of l ight ' ( l ine 125).

Questions 1Ll6 paseloe

14 True
Surveys by the British AGR are given as evidence
that employers'seek . . .  personal ski l ls and
considered these skills more important than
specialist knowledge' (lines 36-41 ). Exa mples of
these skills then follow

15 False
The sentence beginning'Clearly,  salary
differentials ... '(l ine 50) is the first indication that
the statement is false.This is later confirmed by
'the average salary paid to an MBA with good
work experience is ... around two and a half
times the average starting salary for a young
postgraduate' (lines 62-67).

16 Not given
The four listed questions in lines 82-91 are
points for the reader to considel not statements
of fact or of the writer's opinion.The third point,
therefore - despite its similarity in meaning to
the statement in 16 - is not given, as there is no
information that the writer believes this to be
often the case.

Questions 17-21 pase 1oe

17C
Quacquarelli is quoted in lines 5}-66,referring to
'new graduates with a masters - or even a
doctorateiThe words'ln my view'introduce his
comment: ' the salary improvement . . .  largely
reflects the recruit's age and earning
expectancy.'

18A
Although Hesketh is quoted in the first
paragraph, you have to find the second section
that quotes him for the answers to both 18 and
21.In paragraph 6, he says A postgraduate
immediately has an uphill task explaining (to
employers) an additional year, or three years, of
study' (lines 74-77).

198
Blackman's words are introduced by the verb
'explains'in line 20.The rest of this paragraph is
summed up by the words in question 19.

20D
The preposition According to'in paragraph 9
introduces Beech's comment'The MSc ... is
suitable for students with a good first degree -
particularly a non-business first degree - but
l i t t le or no business experience'( l ines 98-102).

21 A
The relevant quote is introduced byAnthony
Hesketh poses the question whether holding a
second degree may even be a disadvantage'
(lines 67-69). Question 21 paraphrases his
statement
'l have seen many reports over the years
suggesting that employers view postgraduates
as eminently less employable than those with a
first degree' (lines 69-72).

Questions 22-27 page 110

22 job
The summary covers most of the final two
paragraphs of the text.lts first sentence
paraphrases Maberly:'Whatever your first deg ree
... a postgraduate business degree can help you
gain a competitive edge in an over-crowdediob
market ' ( l ine 120).

23 ski l ls
The first part of the sentence corresponds to'a
business masters degree ... will enable you to
develop skil/s directly relevant to employers'
needs'( l ine 122).

24 motivation
Line 126-'128'Recruiters are highly selective and
a vocational qualification is additional evidence
of motivation,'are paraphrased by the sentence
containing question 24.

25 options
Much of the sentence conta:ning option 25 in
the summary corresponds to l ines 129-130,
which include the words'weigh up the options'.

26 company
The sentence'Try to get sponsorship from a
company' becomes preferably with financial
assistance from the... in the summary.
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27 future
The last sentence of the summary covers lines
136-137:'Ultimately the choice is yours - but
focus on the future,and on your target
employer's expectations:

Questions 28-33 pase 111

28 Paragraph B: ix
The records are'normally constructed in a
restricted area'and, in the next paragraph'local'
not from'a vast area across Europe, northern
Eurasia and North Americai Paragraph B also says
these records go back'more than 5000 years',
compared with the'600 years'in the Briffa study.

29 Paragraph C: ii i
The paragraph says there are'quite a lot of
chronologies avai lable for study'and' i t  is
possible to compare the records from different
areas year by yeariThere is then a reference to
'an analysis of 383 modern chronologies, drawn
from a vast areaias wel l  as to reading' the ice
record'.

30 Paragraph D: vii
Paragraph D focuses mainly on the process by
which volcanoes cause global cooling, which
then leads to patterns of thicker and thinner
rings in certain trees:'northern conifersi and
more specifically:'pinei

31 Paragraph E:vi
The end of D refers to testing'the findings from
the pine density recordifollowed by'what
European oak was doing across the
same...per iod'  in E.The quest ion'Was oak
responding in the same way as the conifers?'is
answered in E.There are references to'this
comparisoniand oak(s) and conifer(s) are
compared.

32 Paragraph F: i
The paragraph begins'Take the case of 1816'and
says what happened then.lt later describes
events'in the run-up to 1816; refers to',the
period'1810-20'and' three unusual elements in
less than ten years'.The beginning of G also
refers back to the topic of F as:'the case of 1816
and'the years just before and after iti

33 Paragraph G: viii
Paragraph G states'We can interrogate the trees
in areas where there is no historical or
instrumental recordl making it a unique record.
There are more references to other times and

places in the sentence beginning'Further back in
t ime . . . '

Headings not used
ii Paragraph C talks of studying ice layers in

Greenland in a similar way to the study of tree
rings, not to trees frozen in that ice.

vi Although paragraph F mentions the defeat of
Napoleon's invasion', it speculates about whether
natural events caused this, not whether it caused
cl imate change.

x You may expect a paragraph about this, but
there isn't one in the text.The writer probably
assumes that likely readers already have this
knowledge.

Questions 34-36 page'1 14

348
Paragraph A says'Match the rings from young
trees with those from old forest giantsiand
paragraph B refers to bverlapping the patterns
of wide and narrow rings in successively older
timber specimensi

3sc
'Rafters' (paragraph A) and'timber' (paragraph B)
are both made of wood; both are preceded by
bld'or 'older iThey are also included in the
process of making a record:'Match . . . and you
have a stil l longer chronology' and'succegfully
constructed long tree-ring records by
over lapping . . .  i

36F
This refers to the thronologies'described in
paragraph B, which'date back more than 5,000
years'.'These records,' it says, are'normally
constructed in a restricted area, using a single
species of tree.'

Points not used
A While dendrochronology can actual ly provide a

complete record of the weather, this is limited to
the parts of the world 'south of the tundra'(the
cold northern regions)'and north of the tropics'
(the warm area near the Equator).

D Although ring patterns may overlap,there is no
suggestion that the number of rings is the same.

E This confuses thronologies ... that date back
more than 5000 years'- the result of scientific
research - with dendrochronology itself.There is
no indication that this is an ancient science.
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Questions 37-40 pase 114

37A
Paragraph E states'the conifers tell only part of
the story'within a description of the results of
studying the oak so A is correct. B is incorrect
since the phrase bnly part of'means at least
some of it must complement that of the oak,
while the previous sentence says'the oaks clearly
do respond to the volcanoes in some cases',
partly in line with the study of conifers.This also
makes C impossible, plus the contrasts between
oak and conifer findings in paragraph E.The last
sentence of paragraph E does indeed refer to
'global coolingi and the period of study of the
oak record was from AD 1400 to the present era,
but there is nothing in the text to support
opt ion D.

38A
Paragraph F describes the trop failures'and
'unseasonable coldi which in turn was caused by
'the massive eruption of TamboralThe
earthquake mentioned in B happened three or
four years before Tambora. C is not supported by

- evidence: despite the mention of a'volcanic acid
layer'forming in the ice of 'Greenland and
Antarctica' following Tambora, there is no
evidence that that this led to any melting of the
ice caps. D clearly relates to'the defeat of
Napoleon's invasion of Russia': the outcome of a
war took place three years before Tambora.

398
A exaggerates what the text says: it talks of
'throwing new light on far darker moments in
human history' and tircumstantial evidence that
could support some of the stories', not of
revealing new historical facts about humanity. B
is more limited in scope, suggesting the
possibility ('perhapsitould') of proving the
above, reflecting the references to'legendsi C is
incorrect since, although there is a reference in
paragraph G to'abrupt environmental eventsi
these relate to natural occurrences. D is incorrect
since the end of paragraph G focuses on the
practical possibility that it might be able to
confirm events described in religious texts.

D
D uses the word how to indicate that the text
will focus on ways that the study of tree rings
can provide more information about the natural
background to human events. A covers only a
part of the text which - as the end of paragraph
E makes clear - serves mainly to show the
potential of dendrochronology. B is based on a
misunderstanding of the text, while C overstates
its scope.

40
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5am le writing answers

Test 1
Writing Thsk I page 32

The line4raph iltustrate-s sta.de-nts who came- -from Inclone-sia, Halagsia,
Singapore-, arrl Hong kong in A*stralia betuee-n 1182 arrL 2OOO.

The- number oi students cominq lrom Ha-lagsia in 1182 to in 1113
incre-asec\ ste-ac\ilg lrorn about S",OOO stucLe-its to trctst uncler IO,OOO
students ulereas that o1 the othe-r co*ntries increase;cI sharplg
betwe-en about 2,OOO students and about rc,AOO sta.de-nts.The nunber
o1 the ove-rsea sta.dents in 1113 to in 2OOO -fluctuate- signilicantlg
betueen abo*t IO,OOO sta.dents and just urrle-r 2O,OOO sta.de-nts uith the
exception oJ st*de-nts cominq lrom Irrloresia-.There- ,.,as a- cLranaticaltg
incre-a,se in the n*mber o{ oler"ea stuclents {rom Irrlonesia. in l'113 to in
lldl8, pe-aking at 2b,OOO st*de-nts.There- a:,as a slightlg drop in the n*nbe-r
o{ students {rom I-rrLore-sia in 1118 to in 2OOO {rom 2b,OOO students to
abo*t 23,OOO students.

The,re ai,as a consira.ble- rptice- in the- number oi the oversea
students with S-ti,re- increase be-tue-e-n 1182 to 2OAO, except sta.dents
lrom Hatasio".

Comments
The content of this answer is good, in that it reports the main features of the graph, and
also draws particular attention to the significant features.lt also attempts to summarize
the main message of the graph in the conclusion. lts weakness lies in its lack of cohesion.
The writer has strung the sentences together but they do not flow easily from one to the
next as there are no linking words.There are some structural and spelling errors, but
these do not interfere with communication.The writer has most of the vocabulary he
needs to write about graphs.This answer would probably not achieve Band 7.
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Writing Thsk 2 page 34

Tn re-ce-nt ge-ars, trave-lling bg plane has become a ve-rg comrron me-a^s
oi transport {or ma^g people-. l'lainlg bec-aotse- it's practic-a-I, qttic-k and.
e-asy), b*t it also bec-a,ne- incrediblg che-ap and acce-ssible- lor a.tl.
conseqLentlg, peofle are hlhtg encoLra-ged to choose- it and air tra{{ic
is incre-asing rapiag. Atthou3h taxing {t\ht ticKe-ts 6ore heavitg coutd
enable- to red*ce air trallic conside-rablq, this decision coulcl also lead.
to mang draubo,oks.

First o-f atl , i{ plane tic,Ke-ts becone more expensive, rnarrg pe-ople

alht rec-onsider their wag o{ trave-lling.Therefore-, this wo*ld ce-rta-intg
enc-oLrages dlore o{ them to taKe a train to trave-t short cLista-nces,
lrom a E*ropean co*ntrg to a-nothe-r, {or e-xa.mple.

As a resutt o{ this, air tra#ic c-ot*ld dec-rease- and new airport
constrLytion not be- ne-e-ded-

On the- other hand, to me it is obvio*s that peopte uitt choose- to
travel using a co.r or a coach as an atternative- Dag.The-relore-, this
uootld le-ad to lots o{ noise and pollution on the- roads, mosttg during

holida.gs. Hore-over, e-c-onomic-all!, the- choice- o{ ta-xing +luht tickets

he-avitg c-oxld be se-e-n as a discrimination o,s travelting abroacl c-ould onlg
'be- allorded bg ae-a.tthg pe-opte. Fino,ttg, hlh c-osts ltgiry m$ht simptg

diadvantaae to*rism as it aootld slou down cxlt*ral and economic
e-xchanges betueen co^ntr ie-s.

To st+m up, ahe-n be-aring in mind the- consegLLences oi heavg taxe,s on
plane tickets, it doe-s not se-em to be- an appropriate solution against

noise or pollution. Besides, travelli"g bg plane is needed and important

to mal nta,i n goods e xchange s, toctr i sm co mmLLni cat i on, te-chnot o,qq

de-velopme-nts ---

Comments
This is an excellent answer in all aspects.There is scarcely a mistake in grammar, despite
the use of complex sentences, and it is cogently argued with effective use of link words,
displaying a range of logical relationships.The case is argued convincingly with good
examples.The text is well planned with a clear introduction,which is not merely a
repetition of the question, and a meaningful conclusion. This answer would probably
exceed Band 7.
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Test 2
Writing Thsk I page 64

The diaqram itta.strates the- e-nvironmental issrtes bu o, oroduct ove-r its
.JJ

l i-fetirne-.
According to the- diagram, lirst ste-p {or the- lile- cgcle- oi a prod,t+ct

is prodxct planning a"nd de-sign uhich is the most slni-fbant ste-p {or
cttstome-rs as an appe-arance-. Se-condlg, s*ppliers have to pre-pare- all
oi the- mate-rials uhich theq ne-e-d. to use- lor the- prod.t*c-t. Tt wot*ld.
r,'PPe-ar that most oJ the- /e-opte- are rnore- liKe-lg io .on urn aboxt the
materials that are xse-d d*ring the- prodatction be-car,tse- o{ the qua,litq.

AJte-r the prooess oi p.o.,tu-e-nt oJ the- mate-rials is.uo.hLa, ille-
cgcle- is {otloue-d. bg production ste-p. As long as a prod,*ct is re.a-d,g to
se-ll, initia-l ste-p carries on with packogin3, printing and phgsicat
distrib*tion. Tn addition to this ste-p, Lhe-re- are- iarietq o4 Daqs how to
maKe- the- prod.xct mor€- inpre-ssive anc) r)e-rrand.in4 in ihe- comietitive-
marKet.That's whg, perhaps the- most important pioce-"t is sa/es,
houe-ver good. qutalitq ol mate-rials uas utse-d.. Dhite- sxpptie-rs are- trqinq
to selt oig x-ina' o{ p:roauct, the-q shoottd. persua-d.e cxstome-rs lor ulthtu.
its qutailtj or {xnction as o .hoie-.

In the- case- 01 sale-s, a larqe- proportion o{ peofle use- varie-tie-s oi
te-chnics hou to e-#e-ct c*sto'me-rs in the marke-t eve-n uith
exaqqeration. From cttstome-rs point oi vie-w, theq invariabtq locxs on
uhaYthe-q need. So, another esse-ntial point lor -surpptier" lu 

to me-et
ctrsto^e-/)s ne-ec)s.

Conse-g*ent19, proda.cts are starte-d to be- use-d bg castorners
uhether theq'ie- satisiie-d or not. Unless theq are- 

"oiit+ie-d., 
it's more-

liKetg Jor thd prod.xct to be- give-n back to th'e- service.

Comments
Although there are some errors in structure, and there might have been more
comments on significant stages in the process, this is an adequate answer to the
question.The writer displays the ability to use a range of structures and vocabulary.
Because the general language is of a high level and flows coherently, it would reach this
band level, although comments on the environmental features of the process are
lacking. This answer would probably achieve Band 7.
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Writing Thsk 2 page 66

Noua-daqs, pe-opte- a-re a-ble to re-a.ch e-asilg to linancial so*rce-s bq
linanciil instr*ments sxc-h as r.ortyage- toins and. cred.it card.s.rtere-
are ma-nq people- aho spencl 6oneq bq ocsinq c-red.it carcl or loans uithoutt
re-pagiry-o,bitiig. Tt is the- aim ol /"tig to'present some be-ne-{its a"nd.
dro-wbacks uhe-n people are- not able to borroul easit4 r(Aneq.

The-re are some- advantaqes, when banks d.on't rc-ni, ,.oni,4 to Deopte
e-asilg.To start with, pe-o/e"are controted. the-ir expencLitiol in ord.er
not to spe-ncl too m*ch mone-g rnore than the-ir re-paging abititg. As a
res*lt, this is a possible cauZe- that te-o,cJ-s to d.e-cre-Zi"\ crimd. in
soc-ietg. F*rthermore, uhen fina,ncia-t instit*tions have- 7ess risks , theq
c-an leAd. r.oneg to people with low inte-rest rate. Dhat is more, 

r

e-c-onomg uitt Oe sa{er uhen {ina.ncia"l institutions have no risKs. For
e-xamPle-, in 111b, the-Thai linancial instit*tions lent too m*ch mo^e-q to
pe-ople- aho cot*lcl not re-pag. Conseg*e-ntlg, it is one- oi the- ca*se-! oj
the- crisis in the- Thai e-conomu in 1117.

Houever, uhen banks are-stricter abouct le-nd.inq rno^e4 to peopte,
pe-ople neecL to lind, another {ina.ncial soLLrce tuch a" to-borroa moneq
{rom malias or ille-gal linancia-l institr*tion. As a c-onse-qLLent, this d.oeslt
sr,tpport ec-o^omg a-nd dange-r oi their li4e,. Hore-ove-r, ba-nks tose- the
opportxnitie-s to e-arn more mone-q and to increa-se- monitorin4 c-ost.

' In c,onclusion, T think e-verg {ini,nc-ial instruments are- impo/tant in
econorng and enc-oLLra^e e-co^omg to be- stronger. However, ae should
be- care-{utl o{ how to Lse- it bec-a-*se- it uill bi a oause o{ economic
problems such as in the crisis of theTha.i e-conomq.

Comments
There are many good features in this writing.The question is answered, giving weight
to both sides of the argument.There is a clear introduction and conclusion.The writer
makes good use of an example from his own experience, and displays appropriate
vocabulary for tackling the topic.The ideas are well l inked through cohesive devices,
and any structural errors are minor.This answer would probably achieve Band 7.
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Test 3
Writing Thsk I page 92

fhe- graphs give, in{ormation aboatt the nrmber ol $e-r'w-le sta.dents
pe-r IOO na.le strlde-nts in prinerg, se-c-ondarg and tertiarg edutcation-

In ge-neral, mor€- 6o9s than girls ue-re- stttdging at school both in
l11o and 2OOO in all the- c-o*ntries, except in tertiarq ed*cation in
developed c-o*ntries, o-ncl the ntmber o{ girts per b-ogs uas b$er
in 2OOO than in ll'lO in the- tuo countrg groips ancl in a-tt the e-cI*cational
sta4es.

J

Tutrning to the detail, the-re- Dere npre- bogs tha-n girls in primar!
and sec-ondarg education- As can be seen, deve-lopin.q countries sa-D a
bigger d.iscre-iancg betwe-e-n the- numbe-rs of mate oi) 4.,,',ole stttcle-nts
that de-ve-loped Lotl^tries, with the number o{ girls per IOO bogs at 83 in
l11O and 87 in 2OOO in prinarg education. and 72 in l11O a-nd 82 in 2OOO in
secondarq edxc-ation. Hoae-ver, in devetope-cl countries, the balance- oJ
the tuo io,s m*ch close-r to the id.eat, particxlartg in second.arg
edutc-ation, with 18 girls per IOO bogs in l11O ancl 117n 2OOO

Re4arding tertiarg ed*cation, the balance Da-s e-ven Dorse than in
o"ng other levels o{ e-d*cation in cleve-loping co*ntries aith bb girls pe-r
IOO boqs in l11O and 75 in 2OOO. On the- other hand, in deve,loping
c-oxnt/ie", the- n*mbe-r oi girts overtook that o1 bogs at IOS pEr bO bogs
in l11O and ll2 in 2OOO.

Comments
It is hard to fault this piece of writing. lt picks out clearly all the main trends shown in
the figures, giving an overall viery and then describing the detail clearly and accurately.
The language is sophisticated and complex, using a wide range of vocabulary and
structures.lt is clearly linked together and is near native speaker in style and use of
language.This answer would probably exceed Band 7.
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V/riting Thsk 2 page 94

Rece-ntlq c-ompanies started to ttse ne-a Daqs o-nd techniques to c-ompete- uith
others ind. uin the- maxim;.m nLtmb&r o{ ctiints, one- o{ thoe-s ,r,o,us is to re-crxit
talente-cl clirec-tors, thoes d.irectors sho*lc\ rxn the c,ompanies"and. maKe-
e-ssential decisions.The-re4ore, dire-c-tors rece-ive- hiqhe-r so,larqs than others,
However ^lc:^g spec:tators be-lieve that clirectors gel nore thin the-,4 d.eserve.

T wot*lcl o{re-.e- that d.ire-c-tors o{ lar4 c,ompanie"s re-ceive mxch biiae-r
salaruls than"other which encre-a,se-s br4"time-, bltt I belie-ve that d,ir#tors
d.e-sirve- these so-laries -for a nxmber-o{ reasons. Pe-rhaps the most important
is the- lact that the progre-ss o1 the c-ompang re-lg on the-ir c)ic-isions, the
c-ornpetition betwee-n the- compa-des is viciou-s a-nd hard, and so, aea-k
e-stablishment cant survive uith ooct qood te-o.dership. Tn addition, diractors
worK ve-rg hard. more than some- pe-dprc- emagine-, theg have to stud.g the
marke-t, re-ad 

12d 
arv-lgse everg smal de-ta,il to.maKe the rig,ht dicision.

F*rthe-rmore, directors are- alawgs in lear and aorrime-nt, theg are a-fraid oi
giviry urong conclusions a-nd dec-isions, wic-h mQht caLse gre-at be-re-avement to
the- companq and eventuallg lee-d to the lose o{ qood position.

tloae-ve-rj the-re- are ma-n4 uho d.isa,qre-e- uith "n',e-, arquinq that d,irectors
receive salaries more tho-n-theg.e-oig c)e-se-rve. AncL Zo^ianie-s should. cut
{rom the-se- salaries a-nd use that moneg {or creating ne-u 1ob opportxt*nitq,
improving or building ne-u lac-ititie-s,taKd LLp 

^eD 
e-quci"pme-ntZ, inc.r:eas the

salarie.{o4 other uiorkers, or inve-st this nonu in the- market.
J

Comments
The argument here is compelling, although slightly more time is spent on defending
the'for'argument than the'againstiThe writer attempts to use a wider range of
vocabulary and structures than is perhaps actually within his competence, but this is a
good try. He loses marks for incorrect spelling, and punctuation.There are relatively few
structural errors.This answer would probably not achieve Band 7.
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Test 4
Writing Thsk 1 page 1 15

The- data shous c-aLLses uhich bring pe-ople- to hospitat {or teena-gers and
people- of all aqe-s.

The- cate-qoiie-" c-an be d.ivid,e-cl into two qroLLps whic-h are the c-aLLse-s
involve-c) uit4 vehicle-s a-nd the others.The- {"or-e-r sa,D a. clear patte-rn
betaeen the ge-nde,rs a-nd ages.Te-ena-.qe-rs ure-re- more- tifelq to be
hospito.lize-a iq acdde-nt" .d.bte-d. to '/e-hicte-s than adutts ind. 

-o.e-bogs than girli we-re- invotved, in the-se- c-aLLses.The- nost c,ommon ca-use in
this group ao-s total transport accid,ents uith 7?1 c,ases o{ bo,1s, 323 oi
girls,557 o1 total teenagers and 3O5 oi total popa.tation per IOO,OOO
Lase-s respec-tive-lq. Pe-de-strian aas the least .ortrton casu-e oj
hospitalisation in this qroup uith *nde-r 50 c,a-ses per IOO.OOO {or alt the-
pre-se-nted. aqe and. sZ-x qroLLps.

On the- otie-r hand., thL aistrib*tions in the- other caLLse-s varie-d bct
c-ase. Fo.lts and c-omplications are- more c,ommon in adults tha-n in
teenage-rs with complications o{ ntedica-lcare- be-inq the most c-omrnon
cause o{ hospita-tisation {or the tota,l popttlation alnonq all the c,aLLses
tisted in the- table, at l43t per IOO,OOO c,ase-s. Assaa.lt iau.t the- so.me
profite- as the c'aLLses involve-d with vehic-le-s. Accidental poisoning was
the onlg .a-LLse which more girls than bogs uere- involved. in the- {able-.

Comments

The writer has been able to deal only with the significant data, and disregard that which
obscures the general trends. He has an excellent command of the language needed to
make comparisons, and his points are clearly linked.The wide range of structures is
used with almost total accuracy. This answer would probably exceed Band 7.
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Writing Thsk 2 page 116

Stude-nt {ees have bee-n a constant sutb1ec.t oi debate alt round the-
uorlds in re-ce-nt gears.There- are- ma"ng dil{e-re,nt opinior's aboxt this
isslte and educational sqstems and {inancial support to stucLe,r,ts {rom
state-s have chanaea siiti{icanttd.

In m! opinionsltheri. are a ,iu^aer o-f points that neec) to be ta<er,
i nto c,oAsic)er ation her e.

Firsttq, the e-clcccation o{ stude-nts is extre-nelq expensive the-se- da,4.
St*de-nt"s have to pa4 a qre-at d.eo-l o{ mone1 {or"vario*s thinqs, 

"uch 
al

ar-;r-;onmod.ation, str.d,en{ fie-e-s or books.fhe-importance- oi t6is is that
ma\oritu o{ stutdents can not allord the-se- thinas. I consider that

"oiutioi" 
sho*ld. be loccnd, in financ-ial aid. lrom itotu" to stude-nts.

Tn a-cldition, considering gi{te-d stttde-nts uho do not have mone-g to
pag lor e-d.ttcation.t be-lieVi that states shoulc\ {inance their ecluLation.
For insta-nce, manq scientists have re-cie-ved moncg lor e-ducation in m!
co*ntrq.A{te-ruo/as, theq have d.isc-overed and. inientec) a varietq o{-
things ilhi.h have- been bine'ficia-l {or the societq. So, states 

"houia
alwd.,4s support talented. stud.ents uho d-o not hive- moneg. Futrthermore-,
stat-e-s' financ-iat sxpport c-an be an e-xtremelul motivatin/ and.
e-nLoLLraqin fiactor {or stuclents. Tn othe-r ,o/d,", in te-ris o1 teisutre-
ancl hoilCo-gs, the-g c-an do mang things which theg cannot d.o withouct this
states' aid, sttch as hobbies sport o-ctivit-ies or travelling. Houeve-r,
st*de-nts can LLse this moneg in urong plrposes, bttt gene-rallg T claim
that this is a qood investment {or co&ntrq.

On the- othZr hanc), consid.ering the- h$h ntmbe-r o{ pe-opte- uho uo.nt
to stxdg, T obre-ct stronqlq that h$h e-d*cation shoutd be- onlg provide-d
bq state-s. t Jai- that it'ote-s Lan not patq all e-xtra costs o1 e-cLucation
1-or st*d.e-nts. 4s a re-sult, T argrte that sLate-s ancL stuclents shoxtd,
reach a corr\Promise- reqo-rdinq this isscte-.

Tn conclusion, althou{h the."u are o, number o{ aiffe,re,nt points of
vieu re:qarc)inq costs oi universitg stucJ.ie-s, I c,taim that this shoutlcL be-
{inanc-e'ba Ooih stud.ents ancl states. Horeover, states sho*ld provrd.e-

4*nd.s uhi-ch ao*ld su-pport gilte-d. stLt-cle-nts.

Comments

This is general ly a good answer in that i t  is c lear ly argued, in language which is almost
always accurate, although there are a few spelling mistakes and awkward constructions.
Cohesive devices are wel l  used. One sl ight minus point is that the argument is very one-
sided, and the writer seems to run out of ideas when he comes to put the opposing
argument. Also, he does not display quite the flair and range of vocabulary one might
expect at this level. This answer would probably achieve Band 7.
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